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Part I
Abstract
Vertical Axis Tidal Turbines (VATTs) have become the subject of increased
interest in recent decades, but the development of this type of hydrokinetic
turbine has faced several challenges that have not yet been overcome.
The influence of rotor parameters on turbine performance is one of these
challenges. No axiom can be found in the literature about the effect of these
parameters on the turbine behaviour, and sometimes research projects even
show contradictory results. As a consequence, parameters that define turbine
rotors may differ substantially from each other but have performed similarly in
terms of efficiency.
In relation to this matter, experimental modelling has been carried out in the
School of Engineering facility at Cardiff University. Using small-scale set-ups,
experimental testing provided useful and reliable information that shed light
into these design uncertainties. Blade roughness has been found to have a great
impact on the turbine behaviour, and the influence of this parameter has been
tested and analysed in depth in a subsequent chapter of the thesis.
Apart from the parametric analysis, a mechanical and an electrical system
were utilised for the turbine set up. Thanks to these different systems of energy
conversion, it was possible to compare the extracted power and to evaluate their
inherent losses. Electricity was generated from the electrical approach, which
was very useful in order to accurately evaluate the turbine efficiency.
Taking into account the results coming from physical testing, an optimised
prototype of a VATT was designed and manufactured; estimated to be a 1:15
scale device. Not just the rotor but the whole super structure was built, in order
to analyse both the efficiency and the performance of the rotor, as well as the
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structural response of the entire device.
Performing experimental testing without removing the effect that a blocked
channel provides to the turbine rotation is no trivial issue, and intermediate
scale tests will become a fundamental step for recognition of the technology.
Aiming to achieve a reliable source of information, the manufactured tidal tur-
bine prototype has been tested in a water sports centre (White Water Rafting
Centre, Cardiff).
There is a clear lack of information in the literature about testing tidal
turbines on an intermediate scale, and the chance to test a tidal turbine is a
very valuable opportunity. The experiments were accomplished in a very similar
environment to a real tidal stream, but with the related advantages of complete
control over the turbine deployment. Thus, these experiments are considered
to provide very useful data for scientific knowledge and also the tidal stream
energy sector.
Finally, the study of the hydrodynamic turbine wake in small scale was car-
ried out. Not only velocity measurements were collected at the turbine operating
point, but also water elevations upstream and downstream were measured by
using depth gauges based on water conductivity. At the time of writing and
to the best of the authors’ knowledge, not many research articles have studied
the wake characteristics of vertical axis tidal stream turbines, and none have
used this equipment. The quality of the data is deemed to be excellent and
the following process of the information described perfectly the near and far
wake. This could be extremely useful for a future scale-up of the turbine, and
the development of an array.
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Part II
State Of The Art
1. Overview
1.1. World energy consumption
Humanity has always required sources of energy since developing new cul-
tural, social, industrial and economical skills. The first resources of power under-
stood and developed by our ancestors were: fire, the control of animal force and
wind energy. These resources have been the main power means for many cen-
turies and their use has become more efficient. For instance, wood was the main
raw material turned into power due to access and ease of processing. Around
the world, wood consumption values have remained constant throughout time,
and is still used for household purposes and certain factories continue to utilise
it [1].
The need of power supplies suffered a drastic change when the Industrial
Revolution began in the 18th century. The advancements in industrial ma-
chinery and manufacturing processes required more powerful energy resources,
hence coal began to gain importance exponentially. The invention of the steam
engine in 1781 was a key factor on industrial development, also playing a vital
role in the expansion of coal use [2].
When the internal combustion engine was developed at the end of the 19th
century, steam engines and coal were steadily substituted by fossil fuels. Oil
(beginning) and natural gas (later) became the most used materials for fuel and
energy production. The amount of extracted fossil fuels has been increasing
significantly, and at this moment in time, the world quantities of oil and gas
utilisation are at its maximum. Other sources, including nuclear and hydro-
electrical power, have started to yield significant amounts of power. However,
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renewable energy technologies are still unable to challenge the large dependency
on non-renewable energies. The distribution and values of the world’s energy
consumption, in terms of power resources, is shown in Figure 1. This diagram
shows the evolution of energy sources used by mankind from 1800 to 2000. It’s
clear that energy consumption has been gradually increasing during this period
of time [1].
Figure 1: World energy consumption from 1800 to 2000 [1]
Since the last century, humanity has sorted its power necessity using fossil
fuels. In the early 1900s, there were no studies about their environmental impact
and almost no caution in avoiding contamination. The effects of pollution, from
fuel combustions and the derived products created, were understood from 1960
onwards. This understanding was followed by a direct interest in the use of clean,
environmentally-friendly and endless energy sources. This concept adopted the
name ‘renewable energy’, becoming an important factor concerning science and
the future of the planet. Within this wide concept it is possible to include
different sources such as solar, wind, geothermal, biofuel, waste gas energy and
the source which is the object of study in this thesis, marine renewable energy.
1.2. Renewable energy consumption
As fossil fuels are a finite resource, harmless energy sources and favourable
energy policies became a target for nations worldwide. This has lead to in-
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creased power generation from renewable sources in the last decade. Figure 2
displays the investment in renewable energies carried out by main regions of the
world between 2005 and 2016. In general, the graph shows an upwards trend
throughout this period of time, with almost a four-fold increase in 2016 when
compared to capital invested in 2005.
Figure 2: Global trends in the investment in renewable energy by geography. Source [3]
Although the growth in investment is remarkable, information gathered
about funding in renewable energy by Europe has slowed in the last five years.
The economical crisis that started in 2008 and the deceleration of the mea-
sures to incentive these technologies might have led to this recession. On the
other hand, China has become the greatest economical contributor of renewable
energy technologies. In addition to this, other developing countries including
India, Brazil, South Africa, Chile and Mexico have increased their investment,
to the point of reaching the top ten investing countries in 2015 [3].
As a result of this increase in global investment, the energy extracted via
renewable energy has boosted. In the same period of time, the UK has generated
about 600% more energy than fifteen years previously (Figure 3)
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Figure 3: Electricity generation by main renewable sources since 2000. Source [4]
[5] highlighted the generic barriers that make development of renewable en-
ergies more difficult. The main restrictions consist of: economical issues related
to costs, investment and competition between energy companies, administrative
barriers due to a high number of authorities and their lack of methodologies,
energy transport limitations as the current procedures are not efficient and,
finally, social and environmental issues.
1.3. Wave and tidal energy
On the other hand, renewable energy and, more specifically, marine energy
technologies are still at an early stage of development. As an example, wave
and tidal constructions and devices provided just 9 MW to the UK’s national
grid in 2015 [4] ,which is the same amount of electricity extracted from marine
renewable energies. Special attention must be paid to the fact that none of the
renewable energy sources are clearly predominating, and different divisions of
bioenergy sources supply a third of renewable energy consumed in 2014, in the
UK (Figure 4).
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Figure 4: Renewable energy use in 2014. The hydro, wave & tidal sector includes hydroelectric
power plants. Source [6]
However, the amount of investment in different renewable sectors, provided
by the main countries of the world, does not match their use. Hence, the sector
that received the largest financial support was Solar and Photovoltaic (PV) en-
ergy. Compared to the PV investment rates, marine, hydro and biofuel energy
have obtained imperceptible amounts of capital in order to improve their har-
nessing. On the other hand, wind energy is the second most invested technology,
with similar values to the PV quantities [3].
Figure 5: Global trends in renewable energy investment by sector. Source [3]
In spite of the low capital marine energy attracts from investors around the
world, many public and private organisations are raising their level of contri-
bution in marine renewable energy. For instance, West Wales and the Valleys
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have received the most important degree of support from the EU. Research and
development on marine renewable energy has been declared a priority in these
areas, and funding close to e100 million has been consented [7].
As it is known, marine energy can also be split into different categories
depending on their main source of action (offshore wind, wave and tidal energy).
These technologies are still under development and this piece of work is focused
specifically on the harnessing of tidal stream energy, using and optimising a
novel vertical axis tidal turbine.
2. Energy policies
2.1. Worldwide regulations and plans
Many governments across the world had not taken into consideration the
damaging effects global contamination has on Earth, until the last few decades.
Therefore, energy consumption was not regulated and energy policies were rare
in most nations.
The first step towards worldwide action against contamination could be con-
sidered to have happened in December 1997. The most industrialised countries
have committed themselves to accept measures and constrictions in order to
reduce the amount of polluting gas and greenhouse effects. This agreement
was named as Kyoto Protocol and it is considered to be the first worldwide
attempt to restrict the industrial contamination and soften the effect of the
climate change around the world [8]. The main measure that these countries
agreed consisted of a 5% reduction of the contaminating agents. This proto-
col catalysed the opening of new regulations controlling the quality of energy
generation, as well as new policies to boost the power extraction through non-
contaminating energy sources. Representatives from 192 countries took part in
the conference, including most countries that form the G-20.
Annual International conferences about Climate Change are held to improve
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action against pollution and to provide solutions to problems related to non-
renewable energies. As an example, Copenhagen held the 15th Worldwide Con-
ference in 2009, which was organised to set new objectives that would replace
the Kyoto Protocol [9]. Although the same number of countries participated in
the conferences, neither government obligations nor legal bindings were adopted,
which was a common outcome from these conventions.
The next binding agreement was not achieved until November 2015. 196
countries came together at the conference and supported the Paris Agreement.
The target of this agreement was to restrict the world’s increase in temperature
to a maximum of 2◦C [10]. The conference was considered a success and the
objectives of the agreement were expressed by an official certification, written
for the International Organisation for Standardisation (ISO). Thus, ISO 20121
is based on the goals set in the Paris Agreement and will ensure the quality of
sustainable measures collected in the conference. In order to fulfil the global
restrictions accepted in the mentioned agreements, every region and continent
provide regulations in relation to their levels of contamination and also econom-
ical, geographical and social situations.
2.2. European Union regulations and plans
In a European context, EU policy-makers established a combination of mea-
sures used to help and lead EU countries towards achieving specified goals.
Within this context, EU country members set a legal binding package to ensure
that the EU fulfils the energy and climate 2020 targets (also named objective
20-20-20). The three significant goals are: a 20% reduction in greenhouse gas
pollution compared to levels in 1990, 20% of generated power must come from
renewable energy and there must be a 20% improvement in energy efficiency. [5]
suggests these targets are too ambitious and that some countries do not achieve
the necessary growth rate for the use of renewable energies, required to meet
the 2020 goals.
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With the aim of keeping the same non-carbon trend, the 2030 Framework for
energy and climate settled with new energetic targets and policy objectives for
the years between 2020 and 2030. The objectives of these goals are to achieve a
sustainable energy network and to meet its long-term contraction of greenhouse
gas emissions. The main bullet points agreed in the 2030 Climate and Energy
Framework are: at least a 40% reduction in CO2 emissions, a minimum of 27%
energy savings in comparison to the "business-as-usual" scenario and a minimum
of 27% of renewable energy usage out of the whole energy consumption [11].
In case these targets are achieved, the EU commission has looked into more
ambitious goals for 2050. In order to keep up the trend encouraged by previous
regulations and policies, the EU has put effort into reducing emissions to 80%
of levels in 1990, with milestones of reducing contaminating emissions to 40%
by 2030 and 60% by 2040.
Apart from obligations contracted by EU country members, there are no
regulations for the whole region, as every single country consists of inherited
energetic, political and geographical circumstances. Therefore, the standards
and procedures that countries must implement are decided by their governments,
which implies that these measures can differ substantially.
Included in Table 1 are some of the key policies within in the renewable
energy framework that EU countries have adopted since 1975. As it is displayed
on the table, Nordic countries such as Denmark and Sweden were pioneers on the
application of renewable energy policies, starting to develop strategies against
power systems based on fossil fuels and favouring pioneering sectors in Europe,
such as the wind turbine industry. In the last 40 years, up to 782 policies have
been registered in the renewable energy policy framework database, that the
International Energy Agency provides in [6].
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Table 1: Major policies and measures adopted by EU countries since 1975. Source [6]. MS = Multiple Sources
TITLE COUNTRY YEAR POLICY TYPE TARGET
Energy Research and Development Sweden 1975 RD&D MS
Energy Research Programme Denmark 1976 RD&D MS
Regulation of alternative Greece 1985 Regulatory -
forms of energy Instruments
Federal States Support Germany 1985 Economic MS
for Renewable Energy Instruments
CO2 Tax on Fossil Fuels Finland 1990 Economic -
Instruments
AMURE subsidies to support Belgium 1990 Economic MS
commercial and non commercial companies Instruments
Measures to promote distributed Italy 1991 Strategic MS
generation and market liberalisation Planning
Energy, Carbon Dioxide Sweden 1991 Economic MS
and Sulphur Taxation Instruments
Declaration on Croatia 1992 Strategic
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Environmental Protection Planning
Framework Law Luxembourg 1993 Regulatory MS
Concerning rational use of energy Instruments
General Electricity Law 54/1997 Spain 1997 Regulatory MS
Instruments
The Electricity Certificate System Sweden 2003 Economic MS
Instruments
Biofuels targets 2008-2013 Poland 2007 Strategic Bioenergy
Planning
A vehicle fleet independent Sweden 2009 Strategic Bioenergy
of fossil fuel by 2030 Planning
National Renewable Lithuania 2010 Strategic MS
Action Plan (NREAP) Planning
National Renewable Italy 2010 Strategic MS
Energy Action Plan (NREAP) Planning
National Renewable Poland 2010 Strategic MS
Energy Action Plan (NREAP) Planning
National Renewable Luxembourg 2010 Strategic MS
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Action Plan (NREAP) Planning
Energy Concept Germany 2010 Regulatory MS
Instruments
National Renewable Hungary 2011 Strategic
Energy Action Plan (NREAP) Planning
Energy from Renewable Sources Bulgaria 2011 Economic MS
Act (ERSA) Instruments
Renewable Energy Feed-in Tariff Ireland 2012 - MS
Grand Schemes for Energy Efficiency Cyprus 2012 - MS
Danish Energy Agreement for 2012-2020 Denmark 2012 Economic Bioenergy
Instruments Wind
National Energy Strategy 2030 Italy 2013 Regulatory MS
Instruments
Biofuels targets 2013-2018 Poland 2013 Regulatory Bioenergy
Instruments
The Slovak Energy Efficiency and Slovakia 2014 Economic MS
Renewable Energy Finance Facility Instruments
National Climate Change Plan Czech Republic 2014 Policy -
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Support
Portugal Green Growth Commitment 2030 Portugal 2015 Strategic MS
Planning
Ground-mounted PV Auction Ordinance Germany 2015 Economic Solar
Instruments
Energy Transition Act France 2015 Strategic MS
Planning
Feed-in Tariffs for Electricity Produced Lithuania 2015 Economic Wind
from Renewable Energy Sources Instruments Bioenergy
Hydro
Slovenia Net-Metering System Slovenia 2016 Regulatory MS
Instruments
Renewable Energy Law of Poland Poland 2016 Regulatory MS
Instruments
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Measures to encourage the use of renewable energy usually relate to econom-
ical advantages or tax deductions. Utilised most by EU country members are
the following [6]:
• Feed-in Tariff. This method consists of an economic supplement that
is given to companies or households that generate their own electricity
through renewables. The supplement is always based on the cost of the
renewable source extraction. These approaches are usually long-term con-
tracts which ensure access to the electrical grid.
• Quota. This practice is based on the obligation to deliver a minimum
percentage of biofuels into diesel distribution for road transport.
• Tenders. Small financial incentives for businesses and householders in the
form of subsidies or tax deductions.
Apart from the group of policies and measures that facilitates the develop-
ment of non-carbon energy generation, EU public institutions started to pro-
vide economical incentives to private initiatives. For example, the creation of
Global Energy Efficiency and Renewable Energy Fund (GEEREF). This Euro-
pean capital investment from the European Investment Bank (EIB) is to encour-
age private funding in renewable energy projects. This organisation does not
have projects solely in Europe, money has been invested in different sustainable
projects and organisations in Africa, Asia and South America [12].
Along with support for research development (RD) of renewable energy
projects, research to improve the efficiency of actual renewable energy sys-
tems and the invention of innovative renewable energy converters, has been
encouraged throughout the last decades. The current EU program that invests
in research and innovation for non-carbon projects is Horizon 2020. Research
departments, high-tech institutes and also private companies could apply for
funding through this plan.
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Table 2: Major policies and measures adopted by the UK. Source [6]. MS = Multiple Sources
TITLE YEAR POLICY TYPE TARGET
Non-Fossil Fuel Obligation 1990 - MS
Climate Change Levy 2001 Economic MS
Instruments
Renewables Obligation (RO) 2002 Economic MS
Instruments
Renewable Transport Fuels Obligation 2008 Regulatory Bioenergy
Feed-in Tariffs for renewable electricity 2010 Economic Wind
for PV and non-PV technologies Instruments Hydro
Solar
Renewable Heat Incentive (RHI) for 2011 Economic MS
domestic and non-domestic generators Instruments
Green Deal 2013 Economic Solar
Instruments
Contract for Difference (CfD) 2014 Economic Wind
Instruments Hydro
Solar
Bioenergy
2.3. United Kingdom regulations and plans
The United Kingdom has been politically and financially proactive during
the last decades, with a long list of policies and measures used to regulate
the energy sector and encourage renewable energy. The Department of Energy
and Climate Change (DECC) has formed a large amount of measures and ac-
tions, which is why the UK is one of the EU countries most likely to fulfil the
obligations agreed in the Paris agreement and the 2030 Climate and Energy
Framework. The main joint policies adopted in the past years are presented in
Table 2.
The combined action of small scale measures presented in Table 2 hopes
to accomplish and exceed the objectives accepted in previous agreements. Ac-
cording to the UK Renewable Energy Strategy [13], UK goals are slightly more
ambitious and specific than those adopted from EU agreements. Hence, 30%
of electricity created should be generated from renewable energy, outlining the
importance of hydro, wave and tidal energy because of the UK’s advantageous
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geographical and environmental conditions. Moreover, 12% of heat created
should come from renewable sources, and 10% of transport fuel consumption
must be delivered by renewables.
The main bullet points of the Renewable Energy Strategy consist of: stronger
economical support for renewables suited for a wide range of technology sectors,
more efficient delivery that takes into account strategy systems, supply chains
and grid connections, and a greater push on cutting-edge technologies and ap-
plied science, to add support to reducing the related costs of energy production.
Apart from being the first package of measures that introduced regulation
on the tidal energy sector in the UK (Table 3), the initial legislation that en-
couraged the development of renewable resources in the UK is the regulation
named Renewable Obligation of 2002. In this publication, the concept of the
Renewable Obligation Certificate was announced, which means the target of
achieving at least 3% of renewable energy production must be reached by any
energy supplier. This percentage has increased to 10% in 2010 and 15 % in
2015. In case power suppliers can not meet their minimum of renewable energy
production, companies are able to trade these certificates in order to fulfil these
restrictions [14].
However, the development of some renewable energy technologies involves
higher production costs for energy suppliers. This drawback might be sorted out
with further research and development, able to reduce production and manage-
ment costs and, therefore, be more competitive in the electricity market. Ideally,
the financial advantages these policies provide to energy producers would not
be required once technologies are fully optimised. So far, the energy price per
KWh in the UK has experienced a similar upwards trend to the trend displayed
by the number of renewable energy users and the number of measures in its
favour (Figure 6).
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Figure 6: Annual evolution of the electricity price per KWh (UK) [13]
2.4. Tidal Energy regulations and plans
Not many standards have been stipulated in the EU about tidal energy gen-
eration, distribution or implementation. As this technology is yet to be fully
developed, the main measures taken by different governments pursue financial
and political support. According to [6], the listing of official regulations is not
large, and just four countries (Italy, Belgium, Ireland and United Kingdom) leg-
islated and normalised the inclusion of the tidal energy sector. These regulations
are shown in Table 3.
The Irish Offshore Renewable Energy Development Plan [15], introduced
initial steps for a market support scheme directed at wave and tidal energy. The
essential points of this development plan are based on the analysis of market
opportunities provided by wind and tidal energy sources situated on coasts,
aiming to achieve a high economic impact whereby the marine environment
remains undamaged.
The UK Renewable Energy Roadmap [16] is more specific about incentives
given by the government encouraging the extraction of marine (wave and tidal)
energy. Hence, around £20 million was invested in marine energy converters
and in the commission of wave and tidal energy at The National Renewable
Energy Centre. In addition to this initiative, The Crown Estate facilitated a
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Table 3: Major policies and measures adopted by EU countries on the tidal energy sector.
Source [6]. MS = Multiple Sources
TITLE COUNTRY YEAR
Renewables Obligation (RO) United Kingdom 2002
Energy Act 2004 United Kingdom 2004
RES promotion Italy 2004
Decree Implementing Directive
Offshore Domanial Concessions for Belgium 2004
Wind and Ocean Energy Production
Renewable Energy Feed-In Tariff Ireland 2005
Marine Research Development Fund United Kingdom 2005
Energy Technologies Institute United Kingdom 2007
"All inclusive" Feed-in Tariff Italy 2008
for small renewable energy power plants
Renewable energy provisions for Italy 2008
the Green Certificates System
Renewable Energy Strategy 2009 United Kingdom 2009
Low Carbon Industrial Strategy United Kingdom 2009
Ireland Offshore Renewable Energy Ireland 2014
Development Plan
Contract for Difference United Kingdom 2014
knowledge sharing system, used to speed up wave and tidal energy deployment
and stimulating the supply chain through the institution, Marine Energy Parks.
Besides this, marine regulations were specified in order to avoid conflicts between
users of the sea, published in the Offshore Energy Strategic Environmental
Assessment.
In 2014, the DECC published a law named Contract for Difference (CfD).
This private policy is based on a contract between a renewable energy generator
and the Low Carbon Contracts Company (LCCC), which is a public organisation
[17]. A renewable generator is rewarded with the difference between the actual
price that was necessary to generate the electricity and the average reference
price for the electricity in the UK market. These measures aim to lower the
effects that variable electricity prices could bring to supplier companies, at the
same time as protecting energy consumers from paying unfair electricity rates.
A common approach for different governments in Europe is to support or-
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ganisations, companies and regions in extracting non-carbon electricity with the
use of small scale power systems. This policy is named Micro Generation-Feed
in Tariffs and has been adopted by the UK in 2010 and by other countries such
as Spain. The threshold between small and large scale power capacity is 5 MW
in the UK, although it can differ between countries. The energy producer is
enrolled with a particular electricity supplier license in relation to its capacity,
and a similar reward to the one offered by the CfD is given to micro generation
power systems.
3. Marine and Off-Shore Energy Resources
3.1. Overview
The Sun is the greatest energy source on Earth. Annually, the amount of
solar radiation caught by the planet is around 945 EWh. This value is roughly
six thousand times bigger than the world energy consumption per year. In
other words, the Sun provides in 75 minutes the amount of power required by
humanity for a whole year.
This gigantic amount of energy is mostly absorbed by continents and oceans.
Hence, the estimated amount of energy absorbed by the oceans is around 570
EWh, which is approximately 60% of the energy emitted by the Sun towards the
planet. Applying the same proportion, harnessing ideally marine energy would
deliver in almost two hours the amount that humankind requires primarily [18].
The main process from which oceans absorb the solar energy is the transfor-
mation of the radiation into thermal energy or heat. As a consequence, thermal
gradients in oceans are remarkable, with temperatures that vary from 0◦ (pos-
sible because of high values of salinity) to 30◦ . Waves and wind mix up the
water heated by the Sun’s energy, resulting in temperature gradients that are
never constant. Temperature distribution depends on the geophysical location,
but temperatures at one kilometre depth are reasonably uniform at about 4◦ C
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[19].
As a consequence of solar radiation, many different sources of marine energy
can be found on Earth, and more specifically, in the ocean. 96% of solar en-
ergy radiation is transferred via heat transmission, leading the list of Sun-Earth
energy transfers (Figure 4). Although the percentage of solar radiation trans-
formed into tidal and wave energy is almost insignificant, around 0.01%, these
resources have a great potential, as current technologies are developing which
can harness this energy efficiently. Identifying the resources location and quan-
tification of the potential power of tidal, wave, wind and other marine energies
are described in detail in this chapter.
Table 4: Sun-Earth energy transfers. Source [18].
Energy Transformations Power (TW)
Thermal Gradients 40000
Saline gradients 1400
Ocean winds 20
Bio conversion 10
Marine currents 5
Tides 3
Waves 2.5
3.2. Tidal stream energy
The harnessing of tidal stream energy has become a topic of interest in the
last century since the electrical industry is looking for new renewable energy
resources. Firstly, resource assessments were carried out using visual measure-
ments, able to provide rough estimations. The global distribution of marine
measurement systems as ocean buoys and tidal gauges started to provide more
accurate information, but numerical models in the last decades now predict,
quite accurately, flow speed values for long sets of time data. However, tides are
more predictable than currents, and tidal current simulations provide certain
uncertainty [20]. In order to verify the results and measure the precision of
the simulations, it is common practise incorporating the use of velocimeters as
Acoustic Doppler Profiler (ADP) or Acoustic Doppler Velocimiter (ADV) for
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field tests. A collection of the main tidal stream resource assessments that can
be found on the literature has been published by [21]. Figure 7 shows a coarse
simulation of the world’s potential tidal stream energy. This solution has been
provided by using a global tide finite element solution named fes99. Although
the results can not be assumed as fully reliable and small scale studies must be
always carried out, the map hints the locations where an array of tidal turbines
could deployed in the near future [22].
Figure 7: Worldwide tidal stream resource estimation based on the M2 tidal harmonic (acm)
. Source [22]
European regions on the Atlantic coast can benefit from the attractive and
fast tidal current velocities, coming from tidal periodical oscillation. On the
other hand, the influence of oceanic currents in terms of potential energy is
almost negligible, although other continents may profit from these streams. For
instance, the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC), suggests
that oceanic currents could be a promising energy resource when technologies
are capable of harnessing low velocity flows [23].
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Figure 8: European tidal stream resource estimation. Source [24]
These tidal resources are perfectly localised. Across the world, high tidal
stream velocities are available in coastal environments such as the East River
(USA), Fundy Bay (Canada), Bass Strait (Australia) and Magallanes Strait
(Chile) (Figure 7). Within the EU, several hydrokinetic hotspots are identified
mainly in France and Great Britain, but also in Spain, Italy and Turkey. The
cause of these hydrokinetic hotspots is due to the large continental shelf west
of Europe, which eases the existence of large tidal ranges. The map from figure
8 introduces qualitatively these specific locations.
Specific to the UK, The Crown Estate [25] considers there to be potential
for the deployment of tidal power converters capable of 95 TWh/year (32 GW).
As it is shown in Figure 9 by two different maps estimating the tidal stream
distribution, the resource potential is significant but it is distributed differently
along the UK. As a consequence, powerful sources of hydrokinetic energy are
available in specific locations. The Pentland Firth in north Scotland is one of the
main hotspots for tidal energy. In addition to providing high stream velocities,
a large number of islands that create accelerations of the flow due to a reduction
of the flux area. Channel Islands, Severn Estuary, British Isles, Dover (South
England), Islay and Orkney (location of the European Marine Energy Centre)
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Figure 9: United Kingdom tidal stream resource estimation. Left, The Crown Estate map
[25]. Right, ABP-MER map [26].
are also locations with great potential. The Welsh environment is particularly
attractive, as Anglesey coast, Ramsey Sound, Pembrokeshire and the Severn
Estuary provide large density flux on their shores.
3.3. Wave Energy
Wave energy is another consequence of solar radiation that is caught by
Earth and transformed into another type of energy. In this case, ocean winds
perform this energy transfer due to the combination of different temperature
gradients between fluids and the influence of the Earth’s rotation. The amount
of energy transferred between air and water depends on wind velocity, period
of time and the area affected by the oceanic wind. Although, potential energy
values for a single train of waves cannot be calculated perfectly as these com-
putations are dominated by variable criteria, a global estimation of the average
energy density in the world oceans is considered to be within 5 and 10 KW per
meter height [27].
The European Atlantic Coast is exposed to potent and energetic waves com-
ing from the west. In general, countries such as Spain, France, Ireland, Norway
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and the United Kingdom are fed by trains of waves with average energy densi-
ties around 40-50 KW/m. Some specific regions within these EU countries can
reach up to 80-100 KW/m. Because of this high potential, efficient harnessing
of wave energy has concentrated a great number of research projects. The main
objective is to develop this technology towards its final stages, allowing the de-
ployment of an array of wave energy converters. An estimation of wave range
distribution in Europe is shown in figure 10.
Figure 10: European wave resource estimation. Source [24]
Already, there are maps and reports which contain annual statistics of wave
properties around the European coast, especially on the Atlantic shore. In ad-
dition to the visual reports and instrumental information gathered from the
European buoy network, numerical simulations can predict accurately average
energy values in any location of the ocean [28] [29]. Although, these numeri-
cal evaluations are subject to further work in order to increase the assessment
quality for very specific locations.
The Crown Estate conducted as well a wave resource assessment using pri-
vate and public organisms from Northern Ireland, Scotland, England and Wales
[25]. Findings assert the potential wave resources in the United Kingdom would
enable to provide an approximate energy of 70 TWh/year and 27 GW of power.
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Wave resources, to an extent, are uniformly distributed on the north-west of
Scotland, south-west of Wales and south-west of English coasts, with larger
power densities when closer to the north (Figure 11). On the other hand, nei-
ther physical nor technical constraints from the deployment and management
of wave energy converters, were taken into consideration when developing the
map.
Figure 11: UK wave resource estimation. Left, The Crown Estate map [25]. Right, ABP-MER
map [26]
3.4. Tidal potential energy
Energy generation via tidal potential energy can be achieved with the use of
tidal power plants. This a concept which is similar to river hydro power stations,
but completely isolating some areas of the shore. Although both constructions
can be designed with sluices for navigation and fish ladders for certain species of
fish, both are based on dam or breakwater structures which constrains the flow
of water, altering the geographical and environmental conditions, both sides of
the structure.
Within this marine renewable energy sector, France and the UK are the EU
countries that enjoy the best environmental conditions in order to extract the
ocean’s potential energy with the use of tidal impoundments (Figure 12). Taking
benefit of potential tidal energy requires large tidal ranges (difference between
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lowest and highest water level height), as the equation that controls potential
energy depends linearly on the water column height (Ep = mgh). These two
countries have a very large continental shelf on their shores, which favours the
existence of large tidal ranges. For instance, the maximum tidal range in the
Severn Estuary, English Channel and the French north-west coast reaches up to
13 meters, listed as the second largest tidal range in the world.
Figure 12: European tidal range estimation. Source [24]
In the UK, the potential energy from tidal potential energy, (including tidal
barrage and tidal lagoon schemes) is around 120 TWh per year, and a cor-
responding power capacity of almost 60 GW [25]. In addition to the Severn
Estuary case, which has been already mentioned, the other main location in the
UK where tidal potential energy might provide a large source of electricity is
the area between the east of the Isle of Man and the west coast of England,
offering similar values in terms of potential power compared to the Severn Estu-
ary. Finally, there are two potential energy spots on the east coast of England,
coincident to two main river mouths that end into an estuary shape (Figure 13).
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(a) The Crown Estate (b) Abp Mer
Figure 13: Tidal range resource estimation. Left, The Crown Estate map [25]. Right, ABP-
MER map [26]
3.5. Wind Energy
Winds originated over the ocean are steadier than on mainland, as there are
no geographical obstacles and the radiation and heat exchange between fluids is
constant. Generally speaking, the further away from the coast, the steadier the
winds are, but also the deeper the water level is [30]. Hence, power suppliers that
use off-shore wind turbines are looking for novelties in the technology in order
to deploy turbine arrays far from the coast, whilst not losing high performance
from their structural and maintenance systems.
European winds are quite energetic 14, and those countries whose coasts are
adjoined to the North Sea (Germany, Denmark, the Netherlends, etc.) are nat-
urally supplied with capable wind speeds for off-shore wind turbine deployment.
To a lesser extent, more punctual locations in the United Kingdom, north-west
of France and the north-west of Spain are provided with high average wind
speeds.
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Figure 14: Average wind speed values in Europe. Source [30]
However, the harnessing of wind energy must not be analysed simply in
terms of density energy values, the continental shelf area in coastal regions is
also a significant parameter. Whereas the North Sea features wide regions with
low water depths, the Atlantic Ocean is less suited for the deployment and
foundation of off-shore wind turbines. Currently, civil engineering companies
are unable to offer engineering solutions to wind turbines installed in water
deeper than 40 m. This is an issue for regions such as the north of Spain and
west France, where these depths can be reached just 5 km off-shore. This fact
seems to encourage the evolution of floating structure technologies by countries
in south-west Europe. The UK’s location presents intermediate conditions in
terms of water depth. Thus, high wind speeds are available on and off-shore,
and water depths are not as deep as in Portugal, Spain and France, but the
scenario is not as ideal as the environment of the North Sea.
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3.6. Other Marine Energy
3.6.1. Osmosis
The concept of osmotic power (also named blue energy) resides in the energy
available due to heat generated by chemical reactions that take place when two
water bodies with different salt concentrations are merged. Two main proce-
dures are used to obtain energy from this exothermic reaction, pressure retarded
osmosis (PRO) and reverse electro-dialysis (RED). Both methods consist of os-
mosis with anion and cation exchange membranes [31], but PRE offers a higher
potential for power generation as the saline brines used with this technique dis-
play higher power densities [32]. The process leads to the creation of a waste
product called brackish water. This water, which is the consequence of a natural
chemical reaction, is the product that is harnessed. The first osmotic energy
power plant in the world has been installed in Tofte (Norway) which has a
capacity of 10 kW, and has been operating successfully since 2009 [33].
3.6.2. Thermal energy
Ocean Thermal Energy Conversion (OTEC) is a technique that takes advan-
tage of the temperature gradient between warm and cold water bodies. Thus,
warm water bodies located in tropical oceans and cold water bodies placed at
the bottom of oceans which come from the North and South Pole are used for
this purpose. The difference between hot and cold temperatures in water bodies
can be greater than 20◦ [34]. Table 5 displays some of the power plants that
use OTEC technology, and its development throughout the last century.
Table 5: Examples of global power plant based on Ocean Thermal Energy Conversion. Source
[34]
Name Country Year Power capacity
Matanzas Cuba 1930 22KWe
Abidjan Ivory Coast 1954 -
Nauru Japan 1970 100 KW
Keahole Point Hawaii 1993 210KW
Tamil Nadu India 2000 1MW
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The finance that these power plants require is its main drawback, as invest-
ment could be ten times more than a traditional energetic system. Also, the
efficiency of OTEC plants is quite low when compared to other energy extrac-
tion systems, and their location demands very specific conditions in terms of
depth, oceanic current and distance from the coast. As a conclusion, island
nations might be attracted by the idea of developing this technology in the near
future [35].
3.6.3. Marine biofuel
Coasts benefit from their advantageous marine environment and micro-algae
can be farmed in order to create biofuel. This marine biofuel is specially inter-
esting in coastal areas that are more exposed to solar radiation, i.e. Spain and
Portugal. Facilities designed for other particular objectives could be readjusted
for micro-algae cultivation. For instance, an old natural kaolinite deposit is an
area of interest for the mentioned farming purposes [36]. Another example is
the project En-algae, in which researchers are developing a new biofuel based
on algae [37].
Developments in harvesting and processing micro-algae are expected to fur-
ther improve the cost-efficiency ratio. [38] shows in their review that Biodiesel,
Bio-oil, Biosyngas and Biohydrogen can be derived from different micro-algal
processes.
4. Marine renewable energy technology
4.1. Tidal stream energy
4.1.1. Tidal Theory
Tides are oscillatory movements on the water level of oceans due to the grav-
itational forces from the Moon and Sun exerted on Earth. The tide’s periodic
behaviour and difference of water level depends on the relative position of these
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three elements, Earth, Moon and Sun. The exact influence of these components
also depends on factors such as geographical location, meteorology, ocean depth
and seabed shape.
Two clear processes are involved in the physics of tides: the rotation of the
Moon and Earth as a whole, and the relative positions of the three system solar
components. Firstly, tides are affected by the centrifuge force created when the
Moon and the Earth rotate over each other in space. As the Earth’s mass is
about 100 times bigger than the Moon’s mass, the movement of the Moon is
more ostensible. However, the relative rotational axis between the Earth and
Moon is not located exactly at the middle point of distance between the two
bodies. Due to the superior mass of the Earth, the axis of rotation is closer
to the Earth than to the Moon (the axis is even geometrically located within
the Earth sphere). Figure 15 sketches the phenomena. The mutual rotation
around this axis produces a centrifuge force which is stronger on water bodies
located on the furthest side of the Earth, with regards to the Moon. Therefore,
on this further side the water would have a stronger attraction, creating high
tides. A centrifuge force is also created in oceans that are closer to the Moon,
but is a weaker force. This force is, obviously, smaller because the distance
between the water surface to the common rotational axis (located within the
boundaries of the Earth’s sphere) is smaller as well. The second process is linked
to the gravitational effect that the Moon exerts on the Earth. Therefore, the
water bodies that are closer to the Moon will be affected more by the Moon’s
attraction (high tide), whereas the further away from the Moon, the lower the
influence of the moon will be [39].
In summary, there is a small centrifuge force and a strong gravitational force
that act on the closer oceans to the Moon, and a strong centrifuge force and
a weak gravitational force for further water bodies. If a strictly mathematical
analysis was carried out, the existing water alterations on every side of the
Earth would be equal, but in practise there are factors such as rotational axis
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inclination and the ocean’s topography that distort the magnitude of alterations.
Figure 15: Sketch diagram of the forces that the Moon exerts on the Earth. Dashed blue line,
ocean representation
On the same basis, the Sun causes increases and decreases in ocean water
levels. Nevertheless, the gravitational force is proportional to the mass but it
is in inverse proportion to the squared distance between bodies. Therefore,
although the Sun’s mass is 27,000,000% greater than the Moon, the distance
between bodies is also 400,000% larger. This fact brings as a conclusion that
the effect of the Moon on the tides doubles the influence of the Sun.
According to the physics herein explained, at full and new moon times (when
the Sun, Earth and Moon are aligned), forces are coincidently at their maximum,
causing spring tides (the greatest difference between low and high tide). On
the other hand, when the angle between the Sun, Earth and Moon is 90%,
gravitational and centrifuge forces are counteracted. This phenomenon is called
neap tides, which means the amplitude of tides is at its minimum.
As explained previously, the study of astronomic tides can be addressed from
the scope of Newton’s laws of motion. However, this approach can be derived
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into the harmonic analysis of tidal periodical components. This analysis is based
on the physical and mathematical identification of periodical or oscillating com-
ponents that form tides. The theory confirms that water level variations can
be described and identified as a function of harmonic contributions added by
different force components. The study of the Earth-Moon-Sun’s relative posi-
tioning remains the main aspect taken into consideration when implementing
and adding up harmonic components. The analysis of wave propagations is
a complex study, as every ocean has different environmental, meteorological
and geographical conditions. Tidal gauges can show graphically water elevation
versus time and, as a consequence, characterise the tide components at that
particular point and subsequently predict the water elevation.
Each tidal component has its own amplitude, phase and period, and although
many components of the oscillations have been identified, usually the periodical
components that can identify the tidal oscillation are just four. Thus, the main
harmonic components or tidal constituents associated to the Moon’s influence
are named M2 and O1, where the main components linked to the Sun’s influence
are S2 and K1. M2 is a semidiurnal component equal to half a lunar day (12
hours and 25 minutes) and S2 is also semidiurnal, equalling half a solar/earth
day (12 hours). O1 and K1 are diurnal components, and both are exactly double
the time of their semidiurnal companion. Because of the 50 minute difference
between lunar and solar oscillation components, high and low tide times are also
shifted, periodically, 50 minutes every day [40].
Figure 16 shows the global distribution of the different types of tides. It
can be seen that semidiurnal tides are the most common tidal type (almost
the entire European coast is dominated by this type of tide), and diurnal tides
exist only in punctual locations but are predominant on the Antarctic shore.
Depending on the influence that tides exert on shores, estuary tides can be also
classified regarding their hydrodynamical effect. Therefore, macrotidal estuaries
are known to greatly affect shores because of the tidal motion (tidal ranges
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Figure 16: Influence of the tidal constituents in the world tide distribution. Source [41].
larger than 4m), mesotidal estuaries are influenced by the tides, but they do
not completely control the water motion (tidal ranges between 2m and 4m),
and microtidal estuaries are characterised by small tides which are not able to
modify the marine condition in the estuary (tidal range smaller than 2m) [42].
4.1.2. Tidal turbine components
Tidal stream turbines, which utilise high flow currents, can be considered
similar to under water wind turbines. The main divergences reside in harsher
environmental conditions and higher densities that are achieved in water. Al-
though many specific devices will not display all these parts, the main compo-
nents of a tidal stream turbine are briefly described.
1. Support structure. This part of the turbine ensures the stability and
resilience of the entire tidal turbine structure, in addition to bearing the
torque curves and fatigue loads [43]. Five main strategies are commonly
used for the turbine’s support.
• Monopile. This type of structure is based on a column or pile that
penetrates the seabed by up to 25m in soft seabed conditions. Usually
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the design consists of a hollow-steel pile with a large diameter. In
the specific case of a rocky seabed, pre-drilling is required, elevating
the costs. Also, the economical cost of drilling the seabed increases
exponentially the greater the depth is.
• Jacket. In this structural decision, a structural base with protuber-
ances in its corners is anchored to the bottom using steel piles. The
steel piles penetrate slightly less than monopile cases, around 15m
into the seabed for soft conditions. This type of structure has been
used for many years in the oil industry, therefore there is more the-
oretical and practical information for future uses.
• Gravity base. A gravity structure that holds the tidal device in posi-
tion and resists translation and rotation by its own weight. Usually
concrete is the main material, although sand, water or steel can be
used to fill the base and add weight to the structure. The main
advantages are the following: easy construction, transportation and
deployment, where the difficulties in deploying a gravity structure for
large depths and the possible scour that could be produced are the
drawbacks of this structural component.
• Floating structure. A floating structure allows the structure to move
in relation to the oscillation of the sea. This technical solution max-
imises the tidal stream resource, as the higher speeds are located
closer to the surface. Moreover, this structure allows the deployment
of tidal turbines in deeper places compared to other solutions. On
the other hand, ideal mooring lines have not yet been found, and
both rigid and flexible mooring lines are looking for a compromise
between bearing very high load curves (tight mooring), or large de-
vice displacements (loose mooring).
• Hydrofoil lift downforce. This component takes advantage of the lift
force that a hydrofoil generates when the flow of water goes through
its surface. Thus, several hydrofoils leads this lift force downwards,
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which holds the device in position.
2. Rotor. This turbine component converts water kinetic energy into me-
chanical energy. The rotor consists simply of blades (which transform
the energy flux into hydrodynamical lift/drag force) and the connection
between blades and shaft. The number of blades might differ between de-
signs, and projects with two-bladed rotors and twelve-bladed rotors have
displayed good performances. However, the predominant rotor lay up in-
cludes three blades for a horizontal tidal turbine. Blades are usually made
of composites, which could be carbon-fibre reinforced plastic (CFRP) or
glass-fibre plastic (GRP). Some rotors may have mechanisms to control
the orientation of the blade in two directions, which are commonly called
pitch and yaw [44].
• Pitch. Pitch control is referred to the angle of attack from the blade.
Varying the pitch angle allows an increase and decrease in the ratio
of lift/drag force, ratio that drives the rotational speed of the rotor.
It is commonly used to slow down the rotor speed when the incoming
flow speed is larger than the accepted maximum flow speed.
• Yaw. Yaw control is described as the angle between flow direction
and blade positioning. Misalignments on this angle might result in
lower efficiency values and higher irregular loads. As tides are not
fully bi- directional, these mechanisms would tweak the position of
the blades into the optimised place.
3. Drive Train. This component consists of the entire electro-mechanic sys-
tem that converts the mechanical energy into electricity. Within this wide
description, basic components including the gearbox, generator, safety
breaks and shafts are included. These components are commonly con-
nected by the use of mechanical couplings.
• Gearbox. The gearbox converts slow rotational speeds coming from
the rotor shaft into the very high rotational speeds that the gener-
ators require. Rotations per minute can be estimated to be within
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the range of 10-40 for full scale devices, although this speed would
always depend on the rotor size. Despite the fact that main gear-
boxes in the market are made for decreasing the rotational speed,
planetary gearboxes allow the increase of speed, reducing the torque
that reaches the generator shaft. These high torque values might be
an issue, and more resilient gearboxes are usually specifically made
for these uses. A gearbox causes losses on power extraction, losses
that are usually within the range of 95-97% for one-stage gearboxes
[45].
• Generator. The generator is responsible for transforming mechanical
energy, coming from the rotor which is modified by the gearbox,
into electricity. Brushed DC motors and induction generators are
possible, but permanent magnet generators are the most common
option for this component. A current technological challenge consists
of decreasing the rotational speed rate for generators, in order to
decrease the gearbox ratio as much as possible. Ideally, very slow
generators would not require gearboxes (direct drive), although the
larger the turbine dimensions are, the lower the generator’s rotational
speed rate must be. A research work developed a specific generator
for tidal turbine conditions, but dimensions of the generator are larger
than common generators [46]
• Couplings. Mechanical (or even magnetic) couplings are used to con-
nect two different shafts so that rotational speed and torque is trans-
mitted from one shaft to the other. In addition to its joint function,
shafts are unlikely to be completely aligned, and couplings enable
slight tolerances in terms of axis misalignments.
• Safety Break. This part protects the rotor from any possible damage
when high stream velocities are reached. If the approach flow speed is
higher than the turbine’s limitations, the break comes into operation,
not releasing the shaft motion until the flow speed has decreased.
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4. Nacelle. The nacelle is a common part of HATT designs and is responsible
for holding the drive train in position. This part usually lies on the support
structure with the use of special bearings and sealing strategies. The
issues related to the components of the mechanical-electrical system that
is held by the nacelle are studied in depth by academia and industry,
as maintenance problems related to these components include the nacelle
giving rise to the highest costs on turbine operation and management [47].
Other turbine technologies might not need the use of this component,
but they will face similar replacement and repair operations for other
components.
4.1.3. Turbine technologies
This chapter presents the main power converters that have been built or
projected for the extraction of electrical energy from tidal currents. Devices and
designs that claim more than 200 KW of power capacity and significant designs
which provide novelty to the research topic are described in depth. The most
common pattern observed in most powerful rotors that reached full scale sizes
is based on three-bladed horizontal axis tidal turbines, but other designs differ
from this convention and deliver reasonable efficiencies and power capacities.
4.1.4. Horizontal Axis Tidal Turbines
In a few words, horizontal axis tidal turbines generate energy from water
streams in a similar way as horizontal wind turbines extract power from air
streams. The water flowing through the rotor creates hydrodynamical forces
that turns the blades, causing the rotor to spin over its axis, generating me-
chanical energy. This technology has taken advantage of available knowledge
taken from wind turbines, which in some aspects can be applied to marine envi-
ronments. The great quantity of information that has been refined throughout
research and development projects during the last decades, and the high effi-
ciency values that this typology is able to achieve are the main motivations that
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led tidal turbine engineers to this design. At this moment only HATTs seem to
be the most advanced design, technologically and financially, for full scale tidal
stream converters with power capacities over 500 kW [48].
The company named Alstom have proposed a horizontal axis turbine con-
sisting of three blades which are able to change their pitch angle. A three-foot
gravity base holds the 24m long nacelle and 18m diameter rotor. In order to
provide stability to the whole structure, the device’s total weight is 150Tn. A
full scale prototype was tested in Orkney, Scotland, at the European Marine
Energy Centre facilities (EMEC). The device performed robustly, as the design
was able to operate independently in an environment 40m below water. The
large scale device delivered 1MW of power, and their ultimate device named
"Innovative Oceade" is claimed to reach up to 1.4 MW [49].
The Alstom’s device and the projects named Andritz Hydro Hammerfest, At-
lantis and Voith share similar characteristics. The three devices have displayed
steady performances, all of them featuring three-bladed rotors with gravity base
born by three feet as well. The Atlantis tidal stream turbine’s current speed has
been rated at 65m/s for 1MW, the Andritz Hydro Hammerfest 1 MW device
has also been deployed at the EMEC in full scale and the company Voith have
operated their devices in Europe and in Korea. On the other hand, blade shapes
and rotor sizes differ between designs. Thus, the Atlantis project provides the
largest rotor diameter (18m), whereas Andritz Hydro Hammerfest and Voith
are 16m and 13m [50], [51]. Pictures of the full scale devices are enclosed in
figure 17.
In 2015, the company Tidal Delta Stream deployed in Pembrokeshire, Wales,
an analogous power device (three blades and gravity base). The main discrep-
ancy in comparison to other projects derives from the ambitious target of having
three identical rotors using just one gravity base. The design company deployed
the whole structure with just one rotor rated at 0.4MW, and further work is
being carried out in order to install two more rotors [52].
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(a) Alstom [49] (b) Sea Gen [56]
(c) Andritz Andro Hammerfest [50] (d) Tidal Delta Stream [52]
Figure 17: Main Horizontal Axis Tidal Turbines in the market i). Photo references included
in the text
The Sea Gen turbine is a tidal turbine design that consists of a monopile
structure that bears two two-bladed rotors. Its design is substantially different
compared to previous power converters. The first main stage of this project was
carried out in 2003, when a 300 kW device was the world’s first tidal stream
turbine in operation and on a full scale (named Seaflow at that time). The
development of the technology has been widely described throughout the last
decade [55] and derived on a bigger turbine, with a 16m diameter and a power
take off system that enables to extract up to 1.2 MW. In other words, this
device which is able to work 18 to 20 hours a day, is able to provide electricity
for approximately 1000 houses. The full scale device has operated in a natural
environment, with the structural pile seen above the water’s surface. At the time
of the writing, the project is at its final stage, aiming to upgrade the design to
reach up to 2 MW [56].
The Sabella project is also based on a three-foot gravity base, but their rotor
shows six fixed blades without any mechanism to modify the pitch angle. With
a 10m diameter and 1MW of power generation, the Sabella prototype was tested
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(a) Voith [51] (b) Atlantis [53]
(c) Sabella [57] (d) Open Hydro [54]
Figure 18: Main Horizontal Axis Tidal Turbines in the market ii). Photo references included
in the text
at full scale in Fromveur Strait, France in 2015. The design team is currently
working on the development of a 2.5MW device [57].
The technology corresponding to the turbine designed by Verdant Power
slightly resembles some of the previous rotor compositions. The three-bladed
rotor includes a system to change the yaw angle of the whole nacelle, and the
structure is sustained by a vertical pile support. The rotor diameter is 5m
long, although further improvements are expected enabling an increase in the
capacity of power generation up to 2.25 MW [58]. This turbine and the others
previously mentioned are included in figure 18.
Hydra Tidal showed a distant structural approach, as a floating structure
was chosen. This buoyant structure enables to install four rotors, rotors that
consist of two pitchable blades. The full scale prototype was tested in Lofoten,
Norway in 2010, although the technology is still under development due to
fatigue problems [59].
A floating structure is also the structural decision chosen by Scotrenewables.
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(a) Clean Current [63] (b) Nautricity [62]
(c) Magallanes [60] (d) Scotsrenewable [61]
Figure 19: Main Horizontal Axis Tidal Turbines in the market iii). Photo references included
in the text.
Their buoyant structure is 33m long and bears two rotors consisted of two blades.
The device delivered 250 KW for a rated current velocity of 3m/s, but a 2 MW
power converter is currently under development [61].
The Nautricity project registered a pioneering device consisting of a three-
bladed rotor interlinked with a four-bladed rotor. Their Cormat device has
not been tested in full scale and the prototype requires further development to
achieve the intended 0.5 MW power capacity [62].
The Open Hydro project presents a novel design. A double piling structure
holds in position and distributes loads and stresses, whereas the number of
blades may differ from 10 to 18 blades depending on the turbine scale. The 23m
diameter rotor is lowered into the sea using two hydraulic winches, and their
7th prototype generation design is able to produce up to 1MW. The generators
magnets are embedded within the blades whereas the winding is located in
the rotor case [64], which is a different approach for the power generation in
comparison to the usual electromechanical systems used in tidal turbines.
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Clean Current’s tidal stream device presents a ducted horizontal axis rotor.
The prototype was tested at the Race Rocks in Canada and, as with the Open
Hydro turbine, the generator’s magnets are set inside the blade. Although the
company who designed it claimed to achieve an increase on the power output
close to 40% when compared to non-diffuser turbines, the project exited in 2015
[64].
The Hydro Green Energy tidal turbine introduces a diffuser, aiming to drive
and accelerate the flow towards the direction of the turbine. The three-bladed
rotor was tested in a downstream position at a hydroelectric power station.
An environmental study that analysed the fish survival rate was published,
reporting 99.6% of fish survived [65].
(a) Verdant [58] (b) Hydro Green Energy [65]
(c) Tocardo [66] (d) Evopod [67]
Figure 20: Main Horizontal Axis Tidal Turbines in the market. Photo references included in
the text
Tocardo’s design idea is based on a floating platform which can hold sev-
eral 9 m two-bladed turbines. The technology has been verified although the
limitations of size are under research. The power take-off is gear-less, which is
unusual as the rotational speed of the device is rated at 45 rpm [66]. A picture
of the this device and other tidal turbines can be seen in figure 19.
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A large number of tidal stream devices have been projected and tested with
low power capacity, less than 0.1MW. Some of these projects either did not
continue their research or they are still under development. All the recognised
designs found in literature and their main characteristics are included in Table
6.
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Table 6: Summary of the Horizontal Axis Tidal Turbine Technologies
Project Name Main properties Size Power Research Stage and Significant Information
3 Pitchable Blades Diameter - 18m 1MW Full scale tested
Alstom Gravity Base - 3 Feet Weight - 150 Tn Testing fully independence
Nacelle - 24m Tests at Orkney, Scotland (EMEC)
Tested for 40m water depth
2 Blades Diameter - 16m 1.2MW Full scale tested
Sea Gen 2 Rotors 2 MW Under Development
Monopile structure Pile seen above water surface
Andritz 3 Blades Total height - 30 m 1MW Full scale tested
Hydro Gravity Base - 3 Feet Tests at Orkney, Scotland (EMEC)
Hammerfest
3 Blades Diameter - 18m 1MW Full scale tested
Atlantis Gravity Base - 3 Feet Weight - 1300 Tn 1.5 MW Under Development
Total height- 22.5m Rated Current speed - 2.65 m/s
3 Blades Diameter - 13m 1MW Full scale tested
Voith Gravity Base - 3 Feet Weight 200 Tn 1:3 scale prototype tested in Korea.
Pile length - 23m
2 Pitchable Blades Diameter - 23m 1.5MW Full scale tested
4 Rotors Technology under development
Hydra Tidal Floating structure Problems due to fatigue
Wooden blades
Tested in Lofoten, Norway (2010)
6 Fixed Blades Diameter - 10m 1MW Full scale tested
Sabella Gravity Base - 3 Feet 2.5 MW Under Development
Deployed in Fromveur Strait,
France (2015)
10 to 18 Blades 16m Diameter 1MW 7th Prototype Generation
Open Hydro Double Piling Lowered into the sea using
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two hydraulic winches
Rotech 5 Blades Diameter - 15m 1MW 1.5MW Under development
Tidal Venturi Diffuser Weight - 600Kg
Turbine Gravity Base
Nautricity 1 Rotor - 3 Blades Diameter - 9m 500KW Full scale under development
1 Rotor - 4 Blades Water depths from 8 to 500m
Tidal Delta 3 Blades Diameter -15m 400KW 1.2 MW Under Development
Stream Gravity Base - 3 Feet Total height - 20m Deployed at Ramsey Sound,
Wales (2015)
Scotrenewables 2 Blades Total length - 33m 250KW 2 MW Under Development
Energy Floating structure Total weight - 500Tn Rated current velocity - 3m/s
Clean 3 Blades Diameter - 7m 247 KW Intermediate scale - 1.5 m Rotor
Current Diffuser Towering boat
Rated current velocity - 3m/s
Central yawing
2 Fixed Blades Diameter - Up to 9m 200KW Technology verified
Tocardo Floating platform Size limits under research
Gearless
Rated Current Velocity – 45 rpm
3 Fixed Blades Length - 40m 75KW 1:10 Scale Model
Magallanes 2 Rotors Weight - 750 Tn Full Scale Under development
Floating structure Aiming at 2MW
3 Blades Diameter - 3m 100KW Commercial prototype
Hydro Green Energy Diffuser Downstream hydroelectric plant
99.6 Fish survival
3 Blades Diameter - 4m 50KW Adaptable to different structures
Schottel Variable structure Tested at Strangford Lough,
Northern Ireland
Sea Urchin 12 Blades Diameter - 1.1m 2KW 1/10 Tested
Diffuser Length - 1.2m 1 MW Under development
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Minimum current velocity 1.5 m/s
3 Blades Diameter - 5m - 2.25 MW Under development
Verdant Power Vertical pile support Gearbox
Yawing system
2 Blades Diamater - 1.5m - 1/10 Scale Tested
Triton 3 Rotor Full Scale Under development
Buoyant + Anchorage Tested in the river Thames (UK)
7 Blades Diameter - 1.8m 40KW 10 MW array under development
Free flow power Diffuser Minimum current velocity - 2.2 m/s
Rated rotational speed - 32rpm
Horizontal axis - 35KW 1/40 and 1/4 Tested
Evopod 4 Blades Full scale under development
Floating structure Catenary mooring system
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4.1.5. Vertical Axis Tidal Turbines
This typology of tidal turbines has also been researched in depth in order
to harness wind energy. Then, the tidal stream energy sector has been taking
advantage of knowledge gathered throughout past research studies. The number
of marine power converters that use this particular design is less than the amount
of horizontal axis turbines that has been projected so far, which is one of the
main reasons that led to the publication of this thesis. In addition to this matter,
the projects involved in the design of vertical axis turbines have not yet been
able to develop any full scale devices, having tested just prototypes with low
power capacities. Table 7 shows the different turbine projects that have been
collected from the literature. This type of rotor gives rise to advantages and
drawbacks when compared to horizontal axis tidal turbines [68], [69].
Main advantages:
• Omni-directionality. The vertical axis tidal turbine can rotate indepen-
dently of the direction of flow. This fact is probably the greatest interest
of this design, because it implies that there is no need for a mechanism
that changes the yaw angle of the blades. Another consequence of this
feature is the ability of the rotor to spin in reverse, which means that the
turbine can operate in ebb and flood tides.
• Constant blade section. The HATT described in the previous section
does not display uniform blade cross-sections, whereas some of these rotor
designs can be built with a constant blade section. Hence, the simpler the
blade manufacturing becomes, the greater the decrease in construction
costs.
• Structural flexibility. The vertical shaft gives room to a wide range of
structural compositions. As a result, some devices perform with power
take-off above the rotor or even above the water surface.
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Main Disadvantages:
• Self-start processes. The physics behind the turbine’s rotation becomes
more difficult, since parameters like the angle of attack (AoA) are not
constant any more. In addition to this, rotors wrongly dimensioned may
not start on their own. It has been found that parameters such as flow
speed, number of blades, blade thickness and solidity can be key factors
associated with the turbine’s starting torque, which controls the start of
the turbine’s rotation [71]. This issue is analysed in depth in the following
section where the influence of the rotor parameters is scientifically analysed
and quantified.
• Low efficiencies. Although they provide reasonable efficiency values, hori-
zontal axis seem to provide a superior performance. As a ball-park figure,
horizontal axis can provide between 30 to 40% efficiency, whereas an ap-
proximate efficiency value for vertical axis tidal turbines would remain at
25 to 35%. The reasoning behind this figures is anew explained in the
section where the parameters that lead the turbine rotation are studied in
depth.
• Vibration and fatigue. As the turbine’s rotation is not driven by constant
forces, the torque and rotational speed curves are not uniform. As a
consequence, vibrations on the support structure can be derived, which
affect the durability of the device and increase the number of maintenance
operations.
Similarly to the characterisation of the current HATT technologies, a wide
description of existent or paused tidal turbine projects based on VATT designs
is included in this section.
The Kobold project is considered one of the most successful research projects
in the VATT area. A three-straight-bladed rotor was tested using a floating
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structure to hold the turbine in position. Blades were 6 m high and had a
chord length of 0.4 m, creating a 6 m diameter rotor. The 80 KW was tested
in Messina Strait, Italy, displaying a self-start initial rotation and an average
rotational speed close to 12 rpm (revolution per minute). Several pieces of work
provided by very useful information for future research [72] [73].
The device conceived by New Energy Corporation is recognised as the tur-
bine with the highest power capacity. The turbine claims to achieve a power
extraction of 250KW for several commercial schemes, all of them including a
gearbox and a safety break on their power take-off system when it is not in
operation. The largest commercial device consists of four straight blades, which
are included in a 7 m diameter arrangement. The technical solution chosen for
the connection between blade-shaft was accomplished by two spokes per blade
[74].
The company Tidal Energy Pty designed a four-straight-bladed rotor, al-
though in this case the connection blade-shaft consisted of two solid discs ad-
justed on top and bottom of the blade. A Venturi diffuser is added to accelerate
the flow and the system is sustained by a gravity base [75].
The main characteristic of the Gorlov turbine resides in their twisted blades.
This concept has been studied deeply throughout the last decades and, as it is
explained in detail in the following section, twisted blades provide higher rota-
tional speeds, favours the self-start of the rotor and gives rise to steadier torque
curves [76]. Therefore, the Gorlov Helical Turbine group (GKC Technology)
continued the research developed by A. Gorlov and the current objective is to
deploy an array of turbines in Korea which would extract up to 100MW [77].
Current Power tested in Uppsala, Finland a 5KW device which consisted
of a three-twisted-bladed rotor. The full scale device is expected to have slow
rotational speeds, close to 10 rotations per minute [78]. A similar project in
terms of scale named Encurrent drew up a rotor with four straight blades. 7.6
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m diameter and 7.6 m height are the predicted dimensions for the expected final
product, having tested a 25 KW device in natural conditions so far [79]. These
devices are depicted in figure 21.
(a) Kobold [73] (b) GCK technology [77]
(c) EnCurrent [79] (d) Neptune [81]
Figure 21: Main Vertical Axis Tidal Turbines in the market. Photo references included in the
text.
The research Neptune Proteus was one of the first vertical axis turbine de-
signs that appeared on the scientific scene, although research based on this idea
has been paused [80]. The full scale prototype was measured to weight up to
150Tn and to have a maximum length of 20m for the Venturi diffuser. Unfor-
tunately, this technology did not take off and went in 2013 into administration
[81].
The Blue Energy marine turbine consists of four or three-bladed rotors.
Their fixed blades are connected by spokes to the rotor, and the rotor is placed
within a concrete marine caisson, which anchors the unit to the seabed. The
duct or diffuser directs the flow stream in the direction of the rotor and also
supports the power take-off system. This Canadian design was tested in 1981 for
at 20 KW, and the research group claims that a five-fold increase on efficiency
was achieved [64].
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4.1.6. Other Tidal Turbines designs
Apart from the two main turbine approaches characterised by the align-
ment of the turbine axis, many other concepts of energy extraction have been
engineered in order to harness tidal stream energy.
Transverse Horizontal Axis Tidal Turbines (THATT) is an approach that
incorporates concepts from both horizontal and vertical axis turbines. The
rotational axis is horizontal, but in this case the rotor is placed perpendicular
to the direction of flow. However, the rotor has been adopted from VATT
technology, and the usual design of this relies on twisted blades. The main
advantage of this concept resides on the possibility of creating tidal fences, i,e.
broad turbine systems which can be extended along the sea bed for kilometres.
These power converters might not be as efficient as other technologies but due
to their considerable lengths, their power capacity can be superior to other tidal
turbine designs.
Two main projects have taken the lead in research of this new concept. The
Kepler project is studying the properties of a three-twisted-bladed rotor for very
large lengths. The company claims to be attempting to design a 5.2MW device
for a flow speed of 2.5m/s [82].
(a) TidGen [83] (b) Kepler [82]
Figure 22: Transverse Horizontal Axis Tidal Turbines
The other primary project for transverse horizontal axis turbines is TidGen.
The main rotor parameters are kept (three twisted blades), but the device can
reach up to 600KW of power capacity which has already been tested in Cobscook
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Bay, USA. A larger device is planned to be built in 2020 [83]. Pictures can be
seen in figure 22.
In addition to previous tidal turbine approaches which take advantage of
hydrodynamic forces generated by hydrofoils, other concepts that involve com-
pletely different physics have been designed to transform kinetic energy into
electricity.
The Flumill project is based on the Archimedes Screw concept. This design
consists of a screw (helical pattern) that rotates within a hollow cylinder which
is placed on an inclined plane. For the common and old use of this concept
(pump water from lower positions to higher), this inclination can elevate the
fluid located underneath the rotational axis. However, in this case water goes
through the screw and presses the blades of the turbine, which forces the turbine
to rotate. It is considered very environmentally and fish friendly, with low
maintenance costs and cavitation issues. The power capacity is proportional to
the screw diameter, and the largest diameter that has been tested was 2m and
a length of 8m. A 1:4 scale prototype with a power capacity of 0.3 MW was
tested at the EMEC, and further work expects to develop a 2.2 MW device in
order to deploy it in Norway [84].
The Minesto project has engineered an underwater kite. The water stream
creates a lift force on the kite which pushes it. The kite follows an eight-shaped
trajectory by the use of a rudder, which can reach a velocity ten times faster
than the approach flow speed. Due to the high speed of the kite, the power
take-off is gearless, as the rated nominal speed of the generator is achieved. A
850KW device has been tested, with a corresponding wingspan of 14m and a
total weight of 7Tn. The developer’s target consists of deploying an array of 10
MW kites in Holyhead Deep [85].
The Atlantis AN is a shallow water device which has been successfully tested
in San Remo, Australia. The turbine uses a very large number of hydrofoils
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(a) Flumill [84] (b) Minesto [85]
(c) Atlantis AN [86] (d) Pulse Tidal [87]
Figure 23: Other typologies of Tidal Turbines
(around 100 blades) connected to a chain that is perpendicular to the flow.
These hydrofoils capture momentum from the flow driving a chain that is per-
pendicular to the flow. The greatest device weighed 30Tn in order to generate
150 kW, and the next generation of turbines is currently under development
[86].
The project Pulse Tidal is based on a system that uses hydrofoils or ’sea-
wings’ which move horizontal blades up and down in order to harness the tidal
stream power. The Crown Estate has awarded Pulse Tidal with an Agreement
for Lease at the Marine Energy Park in Devon (UK), which allows the company
to deploy a 1.2MW tidal device [87]. These devices are depicted in figure 23.
(a) Blue Tec [92] (b) Sea Snail [93]
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Apart from devices based on lift/drag forces created because of pressure
distributions over the blade’s profile, the Savonius turbine is based on forces
created using the flow’s momentum to push a solid component. The basic
design of a Savonius turbine consists of two half cylinders with concave sides
facing the incoming flow (Figure 25). Several research studies have analysed the
parameters that characterise the performance of a Savonius rotor, in order to
optimise its design and maximise its efficiency [88].
This type of vertical axis turbine has not been yet assessed for large scale
devices because of its low efficiency (lower than 20 %) and low rotational speeds
(they rotate slower than the upcoming flow). However, this type of rotor at-
tracted the interest of researchers because of the chance of combining it with
either a vertical axis tidal turbine [89] or a vertical axis wind turbine [90] as
depicted in figure 25. Also, small river streams and weirs can benefit from this
steady structure [89].
Figure 25: Left, Savounius sketch. Source [91]. Right, Savonius Keel and Wind Turbine
Darrieus (SKWID)
Besides all the different available technologies planned to harness tidal stream
energy on a large scale, certain projects have focused their efforts on designing
structural supports for tidal turbines. Thus, BlueTec have engineered a floating
structure which can be used for horizontal and vertical tidal turbines [92]. This
floating base which is 24m wide and 40m long would require a minimum water
depth of 8m in order to guarantee a valid structural performance. Another cre-
ative innovation is presented in [93]. The 30 Tn support base named Sea-Snail is
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based on hydrofoils which generate a force downwards anchoring the structure
to the bottom of the ocean.
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Table 7: Summary of the non-Horizontal Axis Tidal Turbines
Project Name Main properties Size Power Reserach Stage and Significant Information
TidGen Transverse Horizontal Axis - 600KW Aiming at full scale for 2020
3 Twisted Blades
Transverse Horizontal Axis - - Under development
Kepler 3 Twisted Blades 5.2 MW potential for v=2.5 m/s
Aiming at very large lengths (kms)
New Energy Vertical Axis Diameter - 7.4m 250 KW Several Commercial Designs
Corporation 4 blades Gearbox and Safety brake
Vertical Axis Diameter - 1.5m 15 KW 1/10 Scale Tested
4 Blades Commercialization stage
Tidal Energy Pty Venturi Diffuser
Discs as connection
Blade-shaft
Gravity Base
GKC Technology Vertical Axis - - Aiming at 100MW array in Korea
3 Twisted Blades Gorlov concept has been researched
Top spokes as connection throughout the last decades
Blade- shaft
Current Power Vertical Axis - 5KW Full Scale Under development
3 Blades Rated rotational speed - 10 rpm
Spokes as connection Tested at Uppsala University (Finland)
blade - shaft
EnCurrent Vertical axis Diameter -7.6m 25KW -
4 blades Height - 7.6m
Vertical axis Diameter - 5m 80KW Tested in Messina, Italy
Kobold 3 Blades Height - 6m Rotational speed around12 rpm
Floating structure Chord length - 0.4m Self-Starting
Neptune Vertical axis Total diffuser length - 20m - Research has been slowed down
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Proteus Venturi Diffuser Weight - 150Tn
Flumill Archimedes Screw concept Total length - 8m 300KW 1/4 Scale
Gravity Base or Predrilled Piles Diameter screw - 2m 2.2MW under development
Buoyancy of the main rotor component
Underwater Kite Wingspan - 14m 850KW Three-kite array 10 MW
Minesto Total weight - 7 Tn in Holyhead Deep
Need of a rudder
Current velocity range - 1.2-2.5 m
Atlantis Hydrofoils connect to a chain Total weight - 30Tn 150KW Next Generation
AN Series Around 100 Hydrofoils Under development
Monopile structure
BlueTec Floating structure for Floating base - 24 x 40 m Minimum Water Depth - 8m
Horizontal and Vertical Turbines
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4.2. Wave energy
Wave energy converters can be classified according to their deployment posi-
tion. Thus, either the wave energy device is set on-shore or off-shore. Nowadays,
on-shore devices use the oscillation water column principle (OWC) to generate
power, whereas off-shore devices accept a wide range of concepts or technical so-
lutions to create energy. The engineering solutions for off-shore devices usually
consist of taking advantage from disrupting the wave’s motion and/or adapting
to it, although the OWC concept is also taken into account for some prototypes.
Many devices have already been tested but none of them have been proved
as a flawless solution, and the scientific field has not found the best physical
concept in order to optimise energy extraction. Therefore, many concepts have
been tested, which lead to building devices that differ substantially among them.
4.2.1. Shore devices
As mentioned, the majority of shore wave converters moored or attached
to the coast takes advantage of the oscillation water column principle (OWC).
This concept is based on driving the water pushed by the wave inside a network
of chambers filled with air. The water flows into a chamber, moving the air
that was filling the space, then, the air displacement moves a turbine (usually a
Wells turbine) that is attached to a generator. Soon after that, the water from
the wave flows out, allowing the chamber to be filled with air again and the
process is repeated in a wave period basis.
Several of these shoreline fixed devices have been already built. The Limpet
system (Scotland) and Pico (Portugal) were built as isolated systems, but in
Mutriku (Spain) and in Sakata (Japan) were built as part of a breakwater
cross-section. On the other hand, a Tapchan system (Tapered Channel in a
Waver Power Plant) in Norway uses an overtopping solution. This technology
is currently in its research and development stage and once its optimisation is
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reached and their operation is fully guaranteed, these devices could be included
in future coastal constructions and also adapted into existing defence structures.
(a) Limpet [94] (b) Tapchan [95]
(c) Pico [96]
Figure 26: On-shore wave converters
The OWC system called Limpet is a wave converter that has been used
to competently extract wave energy since 2000. This system had a maximum
production rate of 500kW, although it has been reduced to 250kW. The Limpet
wave energy device has been operating on the edge of an exposed cliff on the
Island of Islay (UK). The design of this wave converter is optimal for wave
energy intensities between 15 and 25kW/m. The wave power plants in Pico and
Tapchan also follow this method with great results in terms of performance and
efficiency.
The Limpet wave power plant scheme, which was patented and supported
by Wavegen company in cooperation with Queen Belfast University, has been
used for the Mutriku wave converter in the Basque Country. Thus, the use of
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the OWC concept has been proved to work efficiently from a commercial point
of view as well as its successful adaptation to other harbour structures.
(a) Mutriku [97] (b) Sakata [98]
Figure 27: On-shore wave converters installed within a breakwater
The Mutriku wave energy station was erected on the outer part of a 100 m
rubblemound breakwater. This 296 KW power station is able to generate up
to 600 GWh of electricity per annum since 2011. The rubblemound breakwater
where the power plant was built is located in the Bay of Biscay in the Basque
Country (Spain) [99].
Despite these successful projects [100] [101], the installation and operation
of these power plants is not simple and these facilities have been hardly taken
into account for marine energy developers and coastal breakwater designers. A
picture of the described wave converter can be seen in figure 27.
4.2.2. Off-shore devices
As previously mentioned, power converters for wave energy are still under
development and the optimal concept has yet to be agreed. Hence, off-shore
device typologies admits different classifications depending on the technique
and/or engineering concept adopted to produce energy from waves. Figure 28
visualises the three main classifications for off-shore wave power converters.
Interceptors. Wave energy converters which receive and physically stop
the motion of the wave are classified as interceptors devices. A wide range of
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Figure 28: Typology of wave energy converters
power generators are included within this concept, therefore this classification
could be split into floating devices such as Wave Dragon or submerged devices
such as Oyster 800, for instance.
Wavedragon is a slack-moored wave converter which uses an overtopping
method. A ramp elevates the water that comes in from the wave. Kinetic energy
from the elevated water above the sea level is driven into turbines coupled with
generators. The last tested prototype has a power rate of 7 MW and is able
to generate up to 12 GW/year on an annual basis and weighs 23 Tn [102]. On
the other hand, the Oyster technology has a buoyant structure, with a hinged
flap attached to the seabed. The optimum water depth for this power converter
stays between 10 and 15 metres [103].
Attenuators. Devices classified as attenuators are based on generating
power in the moment the wave moves past it. Their common structure for this
type of wave converter is a floating system. If the device is not an articulated
structure and they are considered as isolated energy structures, the device is
classified as a point absorber.
The Pelamis power converter is the main device included within this cate-
gory. Three Pelamis devices were deployed in 2008 by Ocean Power Delivery at
5km from the Portuguese shore. This ambitious project was aimed at 2.25MW
of capacity, but its operation stopped due to maintenance problems and contin-
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(a) Wave Dragon [102] (b) Oyster [103]
(c) Pelamis [104] (d) Power Buoy [105]
(e) Searev [106]
Figure 29: Wave power converters. Photo references included in the text
ues in its development stage [104].
Point absorbers. As explained previously, these devices are not extended
in any direction of the water surface, therefore their cross-section area and total
height play a fundamental role. The list of devices within the point absorber
classification is large, and technologies such as Rig Drive, AquaGen Technolo-
gies, Wave Energy, Aquaboy, Archimedes Waveswing, Searev and Power Buoy
are some of the main examples on the list. Some of these technologies are based
on the Oscillation Water Column principle, similar to the wave power generators
located on-shore.
As an example, Power Buoy is one of the leading projects for this device
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typology. Tested in 2002 in New Jersey (USA), this buoy moves vertically due
to the wave’s thrust, and the floating movement acts on a hydraulic circuit
which, coupled to a generator, is able to generate up to 50 kW. This device is
designed for waves with heights between 1 and 6m. Buoys lock their position
for waves higher than their design wave height in order to avoid damaging the
device [105]. The power converter Searev is also included within this category.
Many research studies were carried out throughout the last twenty years and
important progress was achieved for the prototype [106] at a moderate project
cost. Figure 29 shows pictures of the devices previously described.
4.3. Tidal potential energy
This type of technology consists of taking advantage through tidal power
plants of water potential energy, i.e. the existing energy when there is a differ-
ence on the water level for two water bodies. There are not many operational
cases at this moment in time, but in the engineering world this technical so-
lution has become a matter of study in the last decades. Several ambitious
and cutting-edge projects, still in an early stage of implementation, have been
running since 1960 for countries with large tidal ranges such as Canada, China
or Russia (Table 8).
The huge level of productivity that this technology has reached due to its
optimisation throughout the last decades are one of the main advantages. Nev-
ertheless, a wide and detailed analysis of the impacts on the marine environment
and coastal ecosystems is required when installing these constructions. Recent
designs aim to minimise any environmental hazard when building these con-
structions.
An example of this technology can be found in Brittany (France). With
an output capacity of 240 MW, the power station named La Rance has been
working since 1966 and, taking advantage from the greater than 8m tidal range
average, is able to generate up to 540 GWh per annum. This power plant has
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Table 8: Current tidal range constructions. Source [56]
Name Country MW Year
Kislobusk Russia 0.4 1968
San Jose Argentina - 1972
Jiangxia China 3.2 1980
Annapolis Royale Canada 20 1984
a rectilinear shape, which means this technology can somehow be compared to
the extraction system that operates in river dams.
La Rance’s renewable power plant has been the greatest power plant in terms
of productivity until 2011, when the construction of a power plant in Sihwa
Lake (Korea) surpassed its output capacity [107]. This tidal barrage readjusted
a seawall that was built by the South Korean government. The resulting design
included 10 turbines with 25.4MW of power capacity in its 12.5km barrage.
Examples of tidal power plants can be seen in figure 30.
In addition to the dam-like approach, many designs have analysed hydro-
dynamics, energy efficiency and productivity of tidal lagoons. If tidal power
stations work similarly to river dams (a barrage on the river that is adapted to
the physical shape of a valley to constrict the water), these circle-shape lagoons
isolate large water bodies with barely any interaction with the coast [56].
(a) La Rance [108] (b) Annapolis [109]
Figure 30: Tidal potential power ranges.
Currently, one of the greatest tidal lagoon plans in the world is at Swansea
Bay [110]. The power station is to be placed in the Severn (UK), one of the
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largest tidal range spots in the world, with an average tidal range close to 9m.
This project, which has been approved in 2013, includes several secondary fa-
cilities in addition to its 240 MW generation system. Thus, recreational centres
and sea promenades are also included in their design. A 10 km long circular
seawall (with a cross-section that resembles the typical sections of rubblemound
breakwaters) will form an artificial lagoon where two-ebb generation turbines
will be able to extract up to 400 GWh on an annual basis.
In addition to the Tidal Lagoon, the Severn barrage has been projected
for the last decades. This design would act like the La Rance tidal structure,
holding the water in relation to the tides in order to cause a difference in the
water head downstream and upstream. The original project included a 17 km
barrage which connect both side of the Estuary, allowing its utilisation as a road
infrastructure [111]. These and other tidal range projects which are expected
to be built in the near future are included in table9. For instance, China has
granted support for a 300 MW tidal lagoon project that will be built near the
mouth of the Yalu River. When completed, the 300 MW facility will be the
largest in the world .
Table 9: Most significant tidal range projects currently under development.
Name Country Length TWh/year
The Bay of Fundy Canada 8 12
Severn Estuary UK 17 13
Khanbhat Gulf India 25 16
Solvay Firth UK 30 10
Another concept has been developed to extract energy from potential tidal
energy. Dynamic tidal power (DTP) is a novel method of tidal power gener-
ation. It is based on a t-shaped open barrier, which is formed by a sea-well
perpendicular to the coast and then a 90◦ barrier at the far end. This technol-
ogy has not yet been tested, although previous work ensures it is promising and
efficient [112].
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4.4. Wind energy
Even though this type of renewable energy resource does not use water as
energy input, wind energy that is extracted off-shore can be included in this
classification because the technology overlaps with some aspects of the marine
energy devices. At the beginning, a direct application of on-shore wind tur-
bine technology to extract energy from off-shore winds was carried out, because
wind turbine devices have been widely tested and optimised. However, this ex-
trapolation brings clear limitations, and the adaptation and marinisation of the
device demands new engineering solutions.
Following this idea, first off-shore wind turbines were based on knowledge
about foundations gathered from wind energy devices. Although the required
techniques to adapt this support structures to the harsh marine conditions are
quite known in the coastal and civil engineering world, the marinisation of
the structure has to address limitations in terms of construction materials and
building costs. Horizontal Axis Wind Turbines with off-shore monopile struc-
tures are working successfully at the moment. For instance, a monopile wind
turbine array has been projected for the North Sea, where 150 wind turbines
will be installed in water depths that reach up to 37 metres [113].
Looking for solutions to the limitations that this type of water construction
requires, new prototypes based on gravity bases were designed and constructed.
A gravity base is a massive support base where the turbine structure rests. Its
high weight overcomes any force that could lead into a unbalance, slipping or
overturning force. Finally, this technology requires a gravel base on the sea bed
in order to ensure a flat surface where the gravity base is placed and also a
correct distribution of the loads. The "Gravitas" gravity base has been already
deployed and installed, and a set of specifications for their design, manufacturing
and installation has been published as well [114].
Floating structures for wind turbines are upcoming design solutions for the
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(a) Monopile. Ramboll [115] (b) Gravity Base. Arup [116]
(c) Floating base. Sway [117]
Figure 31: Structure for off-shore wind turbines.
support structure. In Europe, as the continental shelf is quite small, large water
depths are reached not far from the coast, which troubles any foundation works
and increases the final costs. Several projects like Sway (Norway), Hywind
(Scotland), or Winfloat (Portugal) have already worked in this type of floating
base [118]. Pictures of the three types of structures for off-shore wind turbines
are presented in figure 31.
The interaction between the corresponding technology from wave and tidal
power converters and the on- and off-shore wind energy knowledge had a great
influence in both fields. The research carried out by different organisations
in both fields prompted direct synergies, and this combined effort has been
quantified in [119]. Figure 32 shows that the greatest synergies occurred in the
operation and management sector and also in the power take-off systems, areas
were both methodologies share similar characteristics.
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Figure 32: Synergies between marine devices and wind turbines. Source [119]
5. Design Constraints
The technologies to harness the marine energy have not yet been fully de-
veloped. Although research and development have shed some light into some of
the main difficulties, even the most advanced tidal stream device is still facing
technical limitations and environmental restrictions. With the goal of reviewing
these obstacles and barriers on the tidal technology, this chapter has focused
on highlighting which are the engineering improvements that are currently re-
quired.
In order to improve the quality of the technology and guide new construc-
tions, several sets of specifications were published , thanks to the funding given
by the Scottish Government and the Department for Business, Enterprise and
Regulatory Reform, which carried out by acknowledged experts [120]. The stan-
dards and guides that refer to tidal energy converters are the following:
• Assessment of Performance of Tidal Energy Conversion Systems
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• Assessment of Tidal Energy Resource
• Guidelines for Health and Safety in the Marine Energy Industry
• Guidelines for Marine Energy Certification Schemes
• Guidelines for Design Basis of Marine Energy Conversion Systems
• Guidelines for Reliability, Maintainability and Survivability of Marine En-
ergy Conversion Systems
• Guidelines for Grid Connection of Marine Energy Conversion Systems
• Guidelines for Project Development in the Marine Energy Industry
• Guidelines for Manufacturing, Assembly and Testing of Marine Energy
Conversion Systems
In addition to this, companies as Alstom or Voith [121] followed the stan-
dards provided by Germanischer Lloyd (GL) Renewables Certification, which
aims to deliver certain degree of confidence in the safety and integrity of tidal
turbine projects. The international certification body and classification society
Det Norske Veritas (DNV) merged with GL in 2013 and, together with the
UK’s Energy Technologies Institute (ETI) agreed some official industry stan-
dards for marine renewable devices. These set of specifications are able to guide
the design process and ensure the quality of future tidal devices [122].
5.1. Support structure
As previously discussed, research about tidal turbines has been inspired by
wind turbine knowledge, and more specifically by knowledge from off-shore wind
turbines. Even though the fluid characteristics and turbine performance are
quite different (higher density, lower speeds, components that generate corro-
sion, etc), technology, design, physics and structure can be compared between
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Figure 33: Available support structure designs for off-shore wind turbines. From left to
right: monopile, tripod, jacket, compliant, barge floater, tension leg platform and spar floater
structure. Source [123]
both models. The foundation concepts achieved from wind turbine super- struc-
tures have been also applied for the ocean devices.
Following this idea, piling has been and still is the main option for tidal
turbine designers. Some successful projects, which are in an advance stage
of development, have this feature as their main support structure. Although
monopile, tripod-pile and jacket have been already tested with positive achieve-
ments for tidal turbines, any piling foundation display some disadvantages that
are not easy to be avoided.
Firstly, high construction costs can delimit the available area of deployment.
Submarine drills and tunnelling machines that work from vessels are the two
common ways of drilling for pile building, and both have issues for water depths
larger than 30-50m. There are no submarine drills in the market that can handle
high pressures caused by large depths, and costs for tunnelling machines increase
exponentially when the distance between seabed and surface is too large. These
disadvantages prompt the existence of a new engineering solution that solves
these limitations, offering a larger area of possible locations for the installation
of tidal turbine s[124].
Scour related to the installation of structures into the seabed is an issue that
has been widely studied. At first, this instability on the structure was perceived
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by off-shore oil structures and, more currently, by off-shore wind turbines. [125]
studied and dimensioned the scour of several monopile off-shore wind turbines.
The data collection enabled to represent the findings quantitatively through
the figure 34. The deepest scour noticed in this study was 1.77 times the pile
diameter, for a maximum approach flow speed of a 1.5 m/s.
Figure 34: Non-dimensional plot of scour depth data for monopile offshore wind farms. No
scour protection. S= scour depth, D=diameter, h= water depth. Source [125]
[126] analysed the effect of scour protections that were installed at some wind
turbine sites in order to add structural stability. Some solutions showed changes
on the hydrodynamics near the pile, and this modification of the flow generated
secondary scour on the bottom of the area of protection area. Extreme cases
presented a deeper scour in protected cases than in exposed structures.
In order to protect the pile base, a layer of gravel on the seabed around
the pile is a common measure, either before the installation of the foundation
or after. However, it is essential that scour has not started to develop. A
layer of rocks can be added on top of the gravel layer as a protection layer if
the environmental conditions allow it. The stability effect of these protection
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cross-sections has been already assessed by [126].
5.2. Material properties
5.2.1. Strength
In general, knowledge and experience gained from on-shore wind turbine
blades was applied to the tidal turbine technology. Thus, the initial approach
to design the first blades was based on composite as the main material. Never-
theless, the marine environment features more aggressive conditions (chemical
and biological seawater components, irregular torque curves, high turbulence in-
tensities, wave–flow current interaction, etc.) and the higher forces and bending
moments bring as a consequence structural failures to the tidal energy turbine.
[127] registered that the loads that tidal turbine blades must bear, differ
substantially in comparison with blades from wind turbines. This research work
concluded that the differences on the loads are mainly due to load fluctuations
and cavitation. It is inferred as well that carbon/epoxy, glass/epoxy and glass-
reinforced composites are the main materials used currently by tidal turbines
designers.
Large bending moments along the main blade dimension is one of the main
restrictions in order to maximise the size of the turbine and its power capacity.
[128] found out, using their hydrodynamic model, that large bending moments
under normal and intense operating conditions were predicted to produce sub-
stantial strains in glass fibre reinforced polymer (GFRP). The influence of this
stress distribution is crucial, as the increase on the bending moment leads into
material failure. [44] tested turbine blades made of several types of GFRPs for
different fatigue cases in air and ocean environments, and concluded that tidal
blades age dramatically faster, reducing the resistance of the blades to fatigue.
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Figure 35: Blade failure of Verdant Power Company. Source [129]
The selection of the blade shape is based on the optimisation of the follow-
ing parameters: high performance in terms of efficiency, low mechanical stresses,
avoidance of turbine stall and cavitation. [129] emphasised that a simple effi-
ciency analysis based on lift and drag ratios might no deliver the best structural
solution.
OpenHydro carried out tests on their prototype in 2010 and the outcome
provided a proof of the technological challenges that tidal devices must face.
After testing the turbine performance and bring the device back to the shore,
the support structure was in good condition but severely affected by biofouling
and corrosion [130] and, most importantly, all the 12 turbine blades failed and
were missing. The Verdant HATT also experienced failure on their rotor blades
(Figure 35). [131] suggested that blade fatigue is a key factor for the blade
design, as tidal blades would need to bear up to 10.000.000 cycles over 20 years
of life time.
5.2.2. Fouling
Research studies and turbine field testing show the maintenance issues that
marine power converters have to endure in these harsh conditions, and specifi-
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cally in the form of blade fouling. Pieces of research as [132] [133] suggest that
biofouling might reduce the turbine performance considerably.
[135] studied this phenomenon together with corrosion, which is analysed
more in depth in the following section. In this study, samples of stainless steel,
structural steel, standard steel, aluminium, glass and carbon fibre composites
were submerged into the ocean for periods of time that varied between three
and ten months. These materials are widely use for the support structure,
nacelle, blades or foundation. The environmental conditions where the samples
were deployed consisted of flow velocities up to almost 3 m/s and water depths
between 55 and 75 m.
Figure 36: Biofouling examples. Left, barnacle attached to glass fiber composite sample after
four months immersed, source [132]. Right Colonization by mussels on wind off-shore turbine
structure, source [134]
The results extracted from [135] confirmed that glass fibre composite and
carbon composite, which are commonly used for the rotor components, displayed
low levels of surface fouling after 10 months of deployment. However, the general
trend seems to be that biological fouling is more common on edges and in
bulges, as they showed more biological fouling when compared to smooth zones.
Nevertheless, the thickness and density of the marine growth has also a strong
impact on the structural hydrodynamic loads of offshore wind turbines [136].
Common steel, structural steel and stainless steel were also deployed in the
marine environment. Both materials showed similar high percentages of rust
on the surface. However, when an anodic protection was attached to both
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materials, structural steel experienced and considerable reduction on the level
of oxidization.
[137] carried out experimental tests on cylinders covered by biofouling to
specify its hydrodynamic impact. The tests showed that marine fouling can
increase up to 70 % the drag coefficient. This coefficient has been proven to be
an essential factor on the turbine performance and this increase on the roughness
would imply a reduction on the turbine efficiency.
5.2.3. Corrosion
Corrosion is an attack on metal elements led by chemical reactions that have
an effect on the material properties (chemical changes on non-metal elements
are not considered corrosion cases). When these changes are caused by physical
actions, the phenomenon is named erosion, although both circumstances are
complementary in some cases.
A metal element tends naturally and spontaneously to interact with the en-
vironment, in order to lose electrons (positive valence) and reach more stable
states. If the environment where the metal is located does also tend to gain
electrons (negative valence), an electron current is established. Finally, if the
metal losses electrons implies that the metal (or anode) is oxidizing, which is the
most usual nomenclature for this electrochemical phenomenon. So that electro-
chemical corrosion occurs, anode and cathode (chemical element with negative
valence), require a catalyst, i.e. an environment which allows the electrons
transfer. This catalyst is named electrolyte.
Depending on the environment where the material is immersed and the like-
lihood of an oxidation process to occur, the material can be classified as active,
passive or immune. The ISO 12944 is a set of specifications which classifies five
types of corrosion, considering their level of material aggression (Table 10).
Hence, the marine environment is agreed to be the most aggressive in terms
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Table 10: Classification of the corrosion environments according to ISO 12944. Source [138].
Nomenclature Description
C1 Heated buildings/neutral atmosphere
C2 Rural areas, low pollution
C3 Urban and industrial atmospheres
Moderate sulphur dioxide levels
Production areas with high humidity
C4 Industrial and coastal
Chemical processing plants
C5I Industrial areas with high humidity
and aggressive atmospheres
C5M Marine, offshore, estuaries, coastal
areas with high salinity
of corrosion for materials based on metals. The best scenario in order to favour
the chemical oxidation is provided by coastal and ocean environments with dry-
wet conditions. If common metal oxidation occurs with the presence of oxygen
and water, areas splashed by water periodically provide both oxidising agents
in large quantities. Besides, seasalt and other particles contained in the ocean
also act as catalysts.
Corrosion can deteriorate the strength, shape or efficiency of the material,
and therefore compromise the turbine operation because of its influence on struc-
tural and rotor parts. Ideally, metallic components are specially treated before
the turbine deployment on the corrosive environment, in order to maximise the
operational life-time of the device. When materials are immersed into corrosive
environments and also immersed in presence of erosive agents, synergies between
both effects are produced and damage on the material surfaces might occurred
quickly and in a non-linear proportion. This effect is named erosion-corrosion,
and even though this phenomenon has not yet been fully described scientifi-
cally, new research work provided important advances in order to understand
the involved processes.
In order to protect a material which is based on metal elements, several
measures or treatments have already been applied to the tidal energy technolo-
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gies. [127] analysed the long-term performance of different composites based
on carbon/epoxy through accelerated-ageing techniques. Their numerical mod-
elling has measured an important contraction of the composite strengths after
saturation in water, whilst longer periods of time with the material submerged
leads into small modifications on its properties.
The treatments or measures that have been usually adopted to avoid material
corrosion in submerged environments are the following:
• Material selection
The first concept consists of optimising the material selection, in order
to avoid or reduce as much as possible the electrochemical reaction. The
utilization of composite for the blade manufacturing would enhance the
protection properties of the blade to face corrosion, as their resistance to
corrosion is considerably high [139]. Moreover, the durability of metals in
comparison with composite material is significantly inferior to metals in
terms of erosion.
The limitations on the flow velocity that runs through pipes made of alloys
and metals depending on the corrosion rates can be observed in Figure 37
obtained from [140]. Thus, copper-nickel alloys outperform aluminium
and copper for high flow velocities.
The properties of the elements added to the alloy is a key factor. Stainless
steel is usually used because of its inherent resistance to corrosion. This
type of steel is made of chromium and nickel and whereas chromium is
the element that adds most of the protection against corrosion, nickel adds
atomic stability to the stainless steel. Plus, stainless steel can content up
to a maximum of 0.05% carbon in ocean environments [141].
• Cathodic Protection
This is a technique that enables to drive the corrosion of the material
that wants to be protected to another specific material. In order to do
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Figure 37: Relative breakdown velocities for copper alloys in seawater. Source [140]
so, a metal that is more prone to be corroded called sacrificial metal is
connected to the material that needs to be protected. Hence, the sacrificial
metal will act as an anode and will oxidise instead of the protected metal.
Figure 38: Comparison of the effect of a cathodic protection (left) and an exposed 90-10
copper-nickel alloy (right). Exposure time, 12 months. Source [140]
In addition to delay the material oxidisation, this type of protection en-
able to improve the biofouling resistance of the material. Figure 38 shows
qualitatively the level of protection that this solution offers to the mate-
rials.
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• Isolation
The main method to isolate the materials from corrosive agents consists
of adding anti-corrosion coatings on the surface. Thus, the coating acts
as a barrier and does not allow the contact between chemical components
and the protected material. The perfect coating characteristics have not
yet been perfectly defined and the definition of the paint properties via
physical tests is only accepted for specific cases. Hence, these tests are an
indicator of the rightness of a specific coating, and does not ensure the
resilience for the entire life-span [141].
The research study carried out by [132] analysed three types of coatings
on glass and carbon fibre composite: high copper, low copper and an inert
coating. The three of them developed very low signs of fouling on both flat
surfaces or edges, although the inert coating performed slightly worse than
the other two. Coatings must also take into account bio-fouling processes,
in order to avoid and disrupt the growth of marine biofouling.
5.3. Cavitation
Cavitation is a physical phenomenon defined as the generation of pressure
voids within a fluid due to the translation or rotation of a solid body. When
the local pressure is lower than free-stream pressure, the liquid particles tend to
stick to the edges of the trajectory that the solid in motion. The particles inertia
varies to the square of the flow velocity, and the higher the inertia, the higher
is the pressure needed to force the particle to follow the trajectory of a surface.
In order to cause the cavitation effect, three main conditions are required; high
flow speed, low pressures and sudden changes on the body motion. Therefore,
tidal turbines are likely subjects to suffer cavitation issues.
The cavitation phenomenon erodes material surfaces. In the specific case of
a tidal turbine, these low pressure points can damage the upper side of the blade
borders. This is because the distribution of lower pressures are on this side of
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the blade, whereas the high pressure area that generates lift forces is located
on the lower surface [142]. The most representative characteristics of cavitation
is the appearance of small bubbles, which dimensions have been specified and
quantified in [143]. As a result, cavitation bubble have an average diameter of
0.635 cm and last around 3 ms.
Analyses of this phenomenon have been carried out for Horizontal Axis Tidal
Turbines [144] and [145]. Physical tests were undertaken by [145], concluding
that cavitation occurred when the rotational speed of the rotor reached up to
seven times the approach flow speed. [143] studied experimentally the cavitation
generated by their HATT for different operating conditions and recorded the
results with a high frequency camera. The influence of parameters such as
surface of the blade profile, rotational speed, upstream flow speed and level
of shaft immersion were analysed. Two cavitation types were observed in this
research, the main one related to the continuous tip vortex cavitation (Figure
39), and its evolution into a blurry cavitation when rotor speed was increased.
Also, the higher the rotational speed of the turbine, the more blurry the visual
cavitation was. Cavitation was registered and measured for rotational speeds
three times faster than the flow speed. However, the flow speed for these tests
was 4 m/s, value that is achieved occasionally in very energetic tidal streams,
in both laboratory and natural environments.
Hence, HATT set ups can achieve these substantially high rotational speed
values, specially for small scale devices. However, VATTs are, in general, far
from reaching these values and the hypothesis that VATTs will not face cavita-
tion issues could be accepted. Nevertheless, it is a factor that must be taken into
consideration for any tidal turbine which performs at high rotational speeds.
Physical and mathematical approaches are included in the subsequent thesis
chapter.
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Figure 39: Blade tip cavitation created by a HATT at TSR=4. Source [143].
5.4. Environment-friendly
Although harnessing tidal energy will be beneficial in order to reduce the
non-renewable energy supply, it does not mean that the extraction of this kind
of energy is already environment-friendly. The processes related to the manu-
facturing, operation and maintenance of tidal devices must be studied to ensure
that no harm is been produced on the environment. Environmental implications
related to tidal stream turbines deployed on estuaries have not been analysed
beforehand, and a few analysis have been carried out after the device deploy-
ment. In [21] have summarised the Environmental Impact Assessments or EIA
(which aim to make sure that environmental thresholds are not exceeded) and
Life Cycle Assessments or LCA (which are used to measure the effect of indus-
trial products on the marine environment) that have been undertaken in the
scientific field.
Not many existent EIAs about tidal energy technologies are available due to
the reduced amount of devices that have been deployed. In general, the EIAs
have mainly studied the interaction between tidal energy devices and marine
animals, the increase on the acoustic levels and its effect on the life conditions
of certain marine species, as well as variations on the estuary hydrodynamics
and sediment transport.
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[146] and [147] imply that the the risk of harm or kill marine species due to
the operation of tidal turbines is low. [147] tested, in an intermediate scale (tur-
bine diameter ≈2 m), the fish mortality due to a VATT operation. According
to this study, a straight-bladed and a twisted-bladed rotor offered survivability
rates above 99% for an approach flow speed of 2.5 m/s and at their maximum
rotational speed.
Noise impact stands as a significant issue related to the rotation of tidal
stream turbine devices. [135] ensure in their work that high noise levels could
have an disruptive effect on marine species, and specially on marine mam-
mals. In order to quantify the noise variations due to a turbine operation, [143]
recorded noise measurements of their HATT for incoming flows corresponding
to 2, 3 and 4 m/s . However, the research work indicated that the acoustic levels
of a typical HATT were comparable to the level of background noise while the
turbine was not bearing cavitation (normal operation).
To the author’s best knowledge, the only Life Cycle Assessment carried
out about a full scale device is the Sea Gen study [148]. The research work
studied the life cycle energy use and CO2 emissions related to the manufacturing,
construction, installation and operation of the Seagen turbines. The research
study concluded that the energy and carbon intensities that tidal turbine require
are just above the wind turbine levels. Therefore, this fact means that the energy
intensity is low when compared to photovoltaic energy converters and very low
when compared to emissions associated to fossil fuels.
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Part III
Thesis Objectives
As the State of the Art describes in depth, marine renewable energy has a great
potential and, more specifically, harnessing tidal energy by means of hydroki-
netic turbines. In spite of the large number of designs and prototypes that have
been tested throughout the last decades, the perfect tidal turbine has not been
found yet. Within the tidal turbine typologies, Vertical Axis Tidal Turbines
offer several advantages that could mechanically and operationally outperform
other designs. Hence, the targets of this thesis strived to increase the knowledge
of the scientific community on this topic in order to benefit from the aforemen-
tioned advantages. Thus, the analysis of the physics and hydrodynamics related
to the operation of this type of turbine has been widely studied.
The main goals of this work aimed to obtain an optimised design for a VATT,
therefore the goals involved in this work are mainly related to increasing the
theoretical and practical knowledge of this new technology. At the same time,
improving and enhancing the turbine performance and its efficiency were also
studied. The main objectives of the research project are as follows:
• To add and improve crucial knowledge about the physics relating to the
operation of VATTs and the rotor performance depending on the main
parameters that characterise its conduct.
• To assess the influence of different degrees of blade surface roughness on
the performance of VATTs, providing a method to classify blades for hy-
drokinetic turbines according to their roughness.
• To provide data sets of wake velocities and water elevations, in order to
quantify the hydrodynamic changes in the water channel introduced by
the turbine.
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• To demonstrate the technical feasibility of a vertical axis tidal turbine by
designing, manufacturing and testing a VATT prototype of intermediate
scale.
• To show the accuracy of using a water sports centre as a reliable facility
for testing not just the tidal turbine rotor but also the power take-off
equipment.
• To take advantage of the experience gained from the design, construction
and operation of a shore-line device, in order to develop larger scale devices
for deeper water and harsher conditions.
• To provide the means for assessing and validating the overall device, in-
cluding the geometry and the performance of the rotor design, gravity
base and support structure.
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Part IV
Methodology and Facilities
This part of the thesis reports and analyses the findings of an experimental study
investigating the influence of the parameters that characterise the performance
of a vertical axis tidal turbine. Many factors exert an influence on the turbine
conduct. In order to establish the best design for the rotor of a VATT, it was
necessary to examine all these parameters separately. Besides these analyses,
the correlation among factors is very significant to determine the optimal design
of the turbine. A long list of tests were run in the facilities at Cardiff University
in order to understand and gain knowledge about the following topics.
• Performance for different flow speeds and/or Reynolds numbers
• Influence on the efficiency depending on the blade shape and its pitch
angle.
• Influence of the blade chord length of the blade and its proportion to the
diameter (Solidity).
• Influence of the number of blades of the rotor.
• Influence of the angle of twist of the blades.
• Effect on the efficiency due to the winglets.
• Influence of the diameter of the shaft.
• Increase of the performance due to the shape of the spokes.
• Analysis of the effect that secondary columns place upstream and down-
stream the turbine provide to the rotor performance.
• Effect that blades placed at different distances to the shaft cause to the
performance.
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• Influence of the proportion flume area/rotor area (Blockage)
6. Tidal Stream Turbine Physics
Flow stream energy corresponds to the kinetic energy of the moving water.
The kinetic energy E is proportional to half of the mass m and to the squared
velocity U0. (Equation 1). If mass is expressed as a product of density (ρ) and
volume (V ) (Equation 2), the kinetic energy can also be determined as Equation
3 shows.
E = 12mU
2
0 (1) m = ρV (2) E =
1
2ρV U
2
0 (3)
Power of a flow stream (P ) is based on the kinetic energy generated per unit
time (Equation 4), which is a scalar magnitude, such as energy. Depending on
the mathematical approach that is introduced on the expression, power can be
defined as well as Equation 5 shows.
P = dE
dt
(4) P = ρArU
3
0
2 (5)
Equation 5 displays the total amount of energy that is possible to extract
from a flow stream, and it will be the reference value in order to analyse the
turbine efficiency. In order to express the maximum power extraction that a
turbine is able to generate from a fluid, the Betz limit has been found by [149].
This limit is explained briefly in the following paragraphs and is based on the
comparison between the mass conservation law and the energy conservation law.
If P0 is the power extracted at the rotor location, and assuming that the
difference in the upstream and the downstream power is equal to the power ex-
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Figure 40: Sketch and nomenclature of the upstream, centre of the turbine and downstream
tracted by the rotor, the mathematical power that the rotor achieves is displayed
in Equation 6.
P0 = P1 − P2 = 12ρAr(U1 − U2)(U
2
1 − U22 ) (6)
Taking advantage of the assumption that the velocity at the rotor is the
average between the upstream and downstream velocity (U1, U2), the power
coefficient remains as Equation 7 presents. a is a variable introduced to simplify
the expression, being the ratio between upstream and downstream velocity (a =
U2
U1
). According to this expression, the maximum of the function is reached when
a = 1/3, which means that the maximum efficiency is 16/27 of the incoming
power, being this value the Betz limit.
Cp =
Pr
Pf
=
1
4ρAU
3
0 (1− a2)(1 + a)
1
2ρAU
3
0
= (1− a
2)(1 + a)
2 (7)
Pieces of work undermine the Betz limit, considering that ducts, diffusers or
shrouds are able to increase the rate. Certain research studies claimed to exceed
this limit in the laboratory [151] [173] [153], through numerical simulations [154]
and in a natural environment [80] [155]. However, once a duct accelerates the
flow, U0 is accelerated as well, and either this increase on the flow speed or at
least a new cross-section related to the area of the diffuser must be taken into
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Figure 41: Maximum theoretical power coefficient that a turbine is able to extract, corre-
sponding to the function displayed in Equation 7.
account for the power calculations [156].
The power that an energy extraction system generates can also be analysed
in terms of mechanical magnitudes. Thus, following first Newton’s law, power is
proportional to the force that is acting and the velocity of this force (Equation 8).
Many parameters quantify the turbine performance or its efficiency, but every
mechanical approach is based on the most significant magnitudes to measure
the performance of a hydrokinetic turbine; rotational speed (ω) and torque (T ).
In relation to the rotational speed (ω) , it is more usual to present it in terms
of tip speed ratio or TSR (λ)). This parameter relates the turbine velocity and
its radius (r) to the approach flow speed (U0), displaying how fast the turbine
rotates compared to the flow velocity (Equation 9).
P0 =
dE
dt
= F dx
dt
= FU(lineal) = Tω(rotational) (8)
The turbine efficiency, also named power coefficient (Cp) was then calculated
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for each ω as Equation 10 shows, where ρ is the density of the water,Ar is the
projected area of the turbine cross-section and U0 is the average approach flow
velocity. The turbine efficiency is usually plotted as a function of λ, in order to
describe and quantify the rotor performance in relation to the rotational speed.
Ultimately, a dimensionless parameter named torque coefficient (CT ) is able
to provide useful information about the turbine behaviour (Equation 11). For
instance, a common method to control the generation of electrical power is the
maximum power-point tracking control (MPPT), which is closely based on the
torque coefficient [176].
λ = ωD2u (9) CP =
Tω
1
2ArU0
3ρ
(10) CT =
T
1
2ρArU0
2r
(11)
Another important velocity in the operation of a vertical axis turbine is the
relative speed, w, which is the vector sum of the rotational speed, v = ωD/2
and approach flow U0, as sketched in figure 42. The relative speed varies during
one revolution in the rotation of a vertical axis turbine, i.e. angles of rotation
between θ = 0 and θ = 360 where w is a function of λ as Equation 12 presents.
w = v
√
2λ cos θ + λ2 + 1 (12)
During operation of the turbine the angle of attack α (or AoA) changes con-
stantly, and so does the lift-to-drag ratio. At large α values, the flow separates
from the hydrofoil, known as stall, which leads into a sudden large increase in
the drag force, d, and to zero or even negative in the lift force (l). Figure 42
graphs α as a function of angle of rotation θ for three different λ between +45◦
and -45◦. Although the figure shows the more representative values (as the
highest lift/drag ratio are achieved), hydrodynamic forces appear for the whole
rotation and must be taken into account as well. The dashed line signifies high
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Figure 42: Sketch of the main velocities in a rotating system (a) and the angle of attack α as
a function of the rotated angle θ at various tip speed ratios λ (b)
angles of attack at which stall is expected to occur and stall particularly impor-
tant at low λ, as it occurs over substantial periods of time during the turbine
rotation. These dashed lines that show the dynamic stall are not constant, and
they are dependent on the hydrofoil chosen.
The dimensionless Reynolds number (Re) is a parameter that displays the
rate between inertial forces and viscous forces that lies in a fluid in motion.
Inertial forces Fi are described by Newton’s laws as mass times acceleration
(Equation 13), whereas viscous forces have been explained as the proportion
between shear stress (ν) and velocity gradient, which is proportional to the
dynamic viscosity (µ) (Equation 14).
Fi = ma (13) Fv = τ = µ
dU
dL
(14)
If the ratio between inertial forces and viscous forces in a certain flow area
(L2) is calculated, the resultant value is named as the Reynolds number (Equa-
tion 15), which is commonly used to know the predominant forces in a fluid.
This parameter has a great significance on the flow characterisation, as fluid
properties vary drastically depending on its value. Hence, low Reynolds num-
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bers would be predominantly viscous and difficult to be moved, whereas high
enough Reynolds numbers belong to high kinetic fluids, where viscous forces do
not have a great importance. Flows performing at low Reynolds numbers are
classified as laminar flows, whilst high Reynolds values are considered to provide
turbulent flows.
Re = Fi
Fv
= ρL
2U2
µULL
2 =
ρUL
µ
(15)
In order to achieve an accurate Reynolds number, this parameter requires
a main dimension in order to establish the comparison between forces. Aiming
to look at the predominant forces within a water stream, the main dimension is
usually the smallest dimension, which usually is the water depth (d) (Equation
16). However, the analysis of the local flow regime that has an effect on the rotor
blades might be more interesting for tidal turbines. Therefore, the chord length
can be considered to be the main dimension, and the Reynolds number changes
his name into Reynolds chord number (Rec) (Equation 17). For the Reynolds
chord number, c is the blade chord length and w is the relative velocity of the
blade.
Re = ρUd
µ
(16) Rec =
ρwc
µ
(17)
The Froude number (Fr) has also a great relevance on the flow character-
isation. Whether the Reynolds number describes the proportionality between
inertial and viscous forces, the Froude number establishes a relationship between
inertial forces and the effect of gravity (Fg). According to the Newton’s laws,
the attraction force that any body receives from the Earth is equal to its body
mass times gravity (g). Thus, this number has been proven to be a reference to
understand whether the flow inertia prevails instead of the gravity action or if
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it is the contrary case. This number is mathematically expressed by Equation
18 and 19.
Fi
Fg
= ρL
2U2
ρL3g
= U
2
Lg
(18) Fr =
√
Fi
Fg
= U√
Lg
(19)
Then, flows can be characterised according to their Froude number and water
bodies can be classified as supercritical or subcritical. A supercritical flow would
provide Froude numbers greater than one, which implies that gravitational wave
forces will be able to develop as they are more energetic than the kinetic forces.
On the other hand, a flow is subcritical when Fr < 1, which means that gravity
forces will not resist the flow momentum and hence they will be dissipated by
the flow inertia.
In order to use the laboratory flume for experimental tests, general modelling
rules must be followed. These rules are based on scaling laws that permit to
adjust physical models for future scale down or up. Hence, three main similarity
rules must be used; geometrical, kinematic and dynamic similarity. Geometri-
cal similarity law implies that dimensional proportion or geometrical ratio ()
must be assumed for the model and its scaled version DM and DS , whereas
kinematic similarity evidences the need of providing similar velocity ratios for
model and version. In the tidal turbine case, velocities must keep the similarity
in both directions (XY planes) and also keep the circular motion (geometrical
similarity). Therefore, the only solution to apply the modelling rule consists of
keeping the angular velocity for both the model (ωM ) and the scaled version
(ωS) as Equation 20 shows.
 = Model
Scale
= DM
DS
;ωM = ωS (20)
The dynamic similarity is not as straightforward as the geometrical and
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kinematic rules. In this case, proportions between different forces must be the
same for the model and for the scaled version. Thus, the identification of the
predominant forces must be obtained, in order to scale the model according
to the governing forces. The Froude number is used for experiments where
gravity has a great significance in the fluid physics as, for instance, wave effects
in coastal engineering. In the tidal turbine case, inertial and viscous forces
are the main source of thrust for the rotor blades and its distribution around
the blades surfaces. Therefore, scaling rules follow mainly the Reynolds number
criteria. Occasionally , Froude number must be taken into account for flows that
present wavy surfaces which could have an influence on the turbine operation
[157]. Pieces of research consider that geometrical scale up cannot be adopted
without looking into the blade profile hydrodynamics, as large blade profiles can
lead into detrimental lift and drag ratios [158].
7. Experimental apparatus
7.1. Hydraulics Laboratory
The experimental testing was carried out at the Hydraulics laboratory in the
School of Engineering at Cardiff University. This flume 1.2 m wide and 17 m
long can provide constant flow speeds up to 1.3 m/s for a water depth of 0.5 m.
The side walls and the bottom of the flume are made of glass, allowing for visual
monitoring of the turbine tests. The outlet of the channel pump incorporates
a flow straightener in order to provide a uniform flow. A metallic cage is set
downstream of the flume to gather any possible debris and finally the water goes
into a pipe which cycles the water back to the the pump inlet. The experimental
rig was not located in the centre of the channel and all the experiments were
carried out closer to the inflow. The position of the experimental set up was 8
meter far from the incoming flow in the streamwise direction. This distance was
chosen as a compromise between obtaining a uniform flow and leaving enough
distance downstream the turbine for further wake analysis (Figure 44)
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Figure 43: Perspective of the hydraulics flume at Cardiff University. Geometrical description
of the facilities and the mechanical system.
The correlation between pump power and flow velocities has been widely
evaluated and verified in previous works at the University [159]. According to
the flume calibration, the relationship between pump power values and and flow
velocities has been obtained and hence it can be displayed as a parabolic curve
which is a function of the power pump. Previous tests showed that the water
profile became unsteady and wavy for water depths lower than 0.5 m or flow
velocities faster than 1.3 m
The results obtained from small scale experiments are greatly influenced
by the accuracy of the upstream velocity. Thus, unstable or non-constant flows
might lead to errors in the data, which would add uncertainty to the experiments
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Figure 44: Correlation between Pump power and mean flow velocities. Source [159]
outcome. The following data has been extracted from the work carried out by
[160], who used the same facilities in his thesis. In this piece of research, the
flow regime was characterised for the precise position were the turbine set up
for the present thesis was located. ADV measurements were used in order to
calculate the flow velocities in the cross-section 8 m far away from the inlet
of the flume. These measurement made possible to measure and define the
streamwise, spanwise velocities and also the turbulence of the flow. Figures 45
and 46 show the modulus of the velocity for four different pump power, i.e.,
25%, 30%, 35% and 40%.
The procedure followed by [160] consisted of averaging the total velocities
in the cross-section area where the turbine would be tested. Once the velocity
field in the cross-section was hydrodynamically defined, the upstream velocity
values within the range -0.25<y/B<0.25 were considered to calculate the ab-
solute main velocity (U0), being y the spanwise distance from the centre of the
flume and B width of the flume . This velocity was estimated to be a precise
value for the calculation of the main parameters that characterise the turbine
performance. Turbulence plays a significant role on the turbine behaviour and
both hydrodynamical and structural studies are profoundly affected by this pa-
rameter. Turbulence intensity (I) , defined as the ratio between mean velocity
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and standard deviation, was also worked for the four sets of tests as a result of
the aforementioned flow measurements (Figure 45 and 46).
Figure 45: Bare channel testing of the velocity field for four different percentages of pump
power. Modulus of the velocity vs. relative spanwise distance. Based on [160]
Figure 46: Bare channel testing of the turbulence four four different percentages of pump
power. Modulus of the velocity vs. relative vertical depth. Based on [160]
These facilities are excellent to develop these specific tests but VATTs should
be tested in an unblocked environment when possible. As commented in previ-
ous parts of this thesis, if the cross-section area of the flume is not large enough
when compared to the cross-section area occupied by the rotor, the flume is
partially blocked and the effect of this blockage has a great influence on the
outcome. The range of blockage ratios (i.e. percentage of the flume cross-
section which is occupied by the turbine) varies from 11% (turbine radius = 13
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cm, height = 30 cm) to 22% (turbine radius = 25 cm, height = 30 cm).
7.2. Mechanical system
The physical magnitudes required to describe, define and analyse the rotor
performance have been measured following a mechanical approach instead of an
electrical system. Thus, sensors and technical equipment have been installed
in order to track perfectly the rotational speed and the torque transferred to
the shaft at any position and time. The experimental set up consisted of a
mechanical brake which adds resistance to the turbine motion, a contactless
torque transducer which measures the extracted torque and a rotary encoder
in order to measure the rotational speed (Figure 47). The whole structure is
supported by bearings which are placed on a stable structure above the water
and on the channel bed.
Figure 47: Experimental set up in the laboratory flume
The torque transducer (Futek TSR600 [161]) is a contactless technology
based on strain gauge concepts. This stainless-steel rotary torque sensor pro-
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vided output values between ±5V, but required an external power supply in
order to provide between 11 to 26 V, which is the voltage required by the sensor
to work. The device admitted torque values up to 5 Nm, which delimited the
maximum scale of the model. Its analogue signal was led into a data logger
(LabJack U6 [162]), which allowed to transfer unsteady voltage curves into data
that their software can transform into readable and measurable data.
Figure 48: Data acquisition system at the Cardiff University laboratory
So as to measure the rotational speed, a shaft rotary encoder was placed on
top of the shaft (Hengstler - RS 332 [163]). Its digital signal and its 2048 pulses
per rotation were transmitted to the data logger and directed to a desktop,
providing data with a frequency of 200 Hz and allowing tracking the position of
the turbine at any moment of the rotation, and therefore knowing the rotational
speed. Figure 48 depicts a diagram that sketches the data acquisition system.
The data logger transformed the data from these two pieces of equipment
into binary information. To utilise the data received from the computer, sub-
routines had to be implemented in the software that the data logger company
provides (DataFactory [164]). The subroutines are needed in order to guide the
software to undertake data synchronisation and conversion, channels specifica-
tion, frequency and data visualisation.
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7.3. Electrical system
In addition to the mechanical system already described, some of the ex-
periments introduced in the present study were undertaken using an electrical
approach. Not just only to compare both data acquisition systems, but also
to obtain reliable data that could be used for future scaling up. The structure
of this set up consisted of a frame with a bearing on the bottom of the flume,
a vertical shaft and a permanent magnet generator, which is connected to a
horizontal metal bar. This horizontal bar is attached, in turn, to the flume,
providing the necessary rigidity to the structure. The set up inside the flume is
sketched in the figure 49. The rotor was held in place by two roller bearings, one
mounted on the bottom of the flume and the second on the cross-beam above
the flume. DVE Technology’s 200 W permanent magnet generator [165] was
attached to the end of the shaft and above the water surface.
Figure 49: Sketch of the laboratory experiment setup (left) and the electrical circuit (right)
The electrical circuit, which is depicted on the right hand side of the figure
49, consisted of a rectifier (AC/DC) that changes the current from AC to DC,
a load bank comprising two variable resistors set in series (R1 and R2) rated at
20 Ω each and an amperemeter (A). This amperemeter enabled to measure the
electrical current IA was during tests. Additionally, a tachometer was used to
determine the rotational speed of the rotor. With the measured quantities the
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electrical power (Pe) of the generator is computed as:
Pe = ωTe (21)
where Te is the electrical torque obtained from:
Te = KGIA (22)
where KG is a generator-specific constant that relates voltage to rotational
speed, which was provided by the generator manufacturer and confirmed in our
facilities (Figure 50).
In order to extract the efficiency curves for the various turbine setups, the
values of the resistors R were varied, altering the voltage V flowing through the
circuit and, as a result, the current I. Those magnitudes are related by means
of Ohm’s Law (12).
V = IR (23)
Thus, for this type of circuit, it can be said that the lower the resistance, the
higher must be the current. This factor causes a drop in the voltage values and,
consequently, slows down the turbine’s rotation. Once the resistance value is too
low - exceeding the generation capacity of the brushless generator - the turbine
stops revolving [166]. The method is completely accurate from an electrical
point of view, although the range of error is slightly larger than other mechanical
approaches. The accuracy of the amperemeter is included within the range ±2%
per 1A [167], and the accuracy of the tachometer is is around ±1.5% [168],
in contrast to torque transducers, which are able to provide an approximate
accuracy of ±0.01% in the torque readings [161]. The data sample rate for
both current and rotational speed measurements are averaged after 1 minute.
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The amperemeter is able to provide an average value, but pulses read by the
tachometer must be registered and saved manually.
Figure 50: Verification of torque constant given by manufacturer
Turbine characteristics curves, i.e. turbine efficiency as a function of its
rotational speed, were obtained by varying the electrical load on the generator
using two resistors, which allowed controlling the rotational speed of the turbine.
The turbine operated between little load and turbine-stall by varying R1 +R2
between 40 Ω (close to free-wheeling) and ≈5 Ω (which is approximately where
turbine-stall occurred). For every increment of the resistance, average rotational
speed, ω, and electrical current were measured over a 60 s interval. A similar
technique to decrease the rotational speed of the generator has been used in
other studies as [46].
7.4. Manufacturing and Construction
The small scale models used for experimental tests were formed by a few
key components. Some of these components needed a long procedure to be
manufactured, but their construction did not required innovative manufacturing
methodologies.
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• Blades. Two main methodologies were used in order to produce the blades.
One of these methodologies consisted of machining and shaping a block
of material into the desired outline, while the other method was based on
the utilisation of a 3D printer which generated the entire blade. At this
stage, no special measures were taken in order to save up material in the
blade cross-sections, therefore blades were designed as solid bodies.
The process to machine the blades for the small scale tests started with
its design in Solidworks. Hence, a file containing the point of the 2D
blade profile was imported. Once the X and Y points of the hydrofoil
were obtained, the profile either was extruded with the required height for
straight blades, or was swept along a helix curve with the required height
and angle of twist for twisted blades. The Solidworks file was converted
into IGES format and sent to the Mechanical Workshop at Cardiff Uni-
versity. The milling machine from the Mechanical Workshop shaped the
rectangular chunk of material into the blade profile. So that the machining
was successful, two blocks at the end of the chunk were perfectly clamped
to the sides of the mill, using an additional volume of material to ensure
that the block stayed in position and therefore, ensuring the quality of
the machining. Two main materials were used, polyethylene plastic (Ny-
lon) and polyvinyl chloride (PVC), which delivered similar density and
strength values, and also provided smoother surfaces to the blade (surface
roughness are defined in the following chapter).
The manufacturing process for the blades that consisted of a 3D printer
also started with its design in Solidworks, and the design procedure for
the drawing was exactly as the other procedure. However, the 3D printer
from the School of Engineering requires a file with STL format to under-
stand the data and carry out the blade generation. This device builds the
components layer by layer and, in contrast to the milling machine, the
printer cannot clamp or attach any material. Thus, the required had to
be statically stable for any stage of the printing. If that is not the case
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and the model moves whilst it is being generated, the printing would be
ruined. This fact implied the inclusion of a rectangular base on the design
to ensure the stability of the blade, and then cutting the base with a saw.
The blades were made from polyamide thermoplastic or thermosoften-
ing plastic, which is mouldable above a certain temperature and solidifies
when cooling down.
• Blades/shaft connection. Two main concepts have been tested for this
mechanical connection, the use of two spokes per blade that connect every
blade individually to the shaft, and two discs that connect top and bottom
of the blades as a solid to the shaft. For the spokes manufacturing, the
machining mill and the 3D printer were used for different spoke designs
and the same materials as for blade manufacturing were handled, whilst
discs were easily shaped from a PVC sheet with 4 mm of thickness.
• Shaft. A cylindrical bar made of stainless steel was purchased. With a
radius of 10 mm and a height of 1000 mm, a height reduction was needed
to fit the shaft into the laboratory flume. In addition to this reduction,
small arrangements for mechanical couplings for components such as rotor,
torque transducer, mechanical brake and encoder.
The other turbine components from the small scale turbine list such as bear-
ings, couplings and mechanical brake did not require any manufacturing process.
Engineering drawings of the whole experimental set up and the different
turbine designs that were tested are attached in the Appendix. Specifically, the
two turbine devices based on discs as connection between shaft and blades and
spokes as the main connection are depicted and dimensioned from figure 123 to
figure 127.
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7.5. Instrument and Data Accuracy
Experimental tests are subordinated to the accuracy of the measurements.
Hence, the study of the possible measuring error and to enclose it within a known
range is a recognize good practise in research. In relation to the nature of the
measuring errors, these errors can be classified as random or systematic errors.
Definition and explanation of random (or accidental) errors cannot be provided
theoretically, as many uncontrollable factors can be involved. To quantify and
delimit random errors, probability distribution must be extracted from a large
number of samples. Opposed to random errors, systematic errors can be quan-
tified, and their effect can be delimited if the error analysis is accurate. Sources
of systematic errors are: equipment, researcher, precision of the manufactured
geometries and environmental factors.
Table 11: Laboratory equipment and accuracy according to their specifications sheet
Magnitude Instrument Maximum or Percentage
Nominal Output
Torque Torque sensor 5N 0.05%
Rotational Speed Encoder 2048 pulses/rev 0.06%
Flow Velocity ADV 1.15 m/s 0.50%
Area Measuring 0.12 m2 0.15%
Equipment H=0.3, D=0.4
Density Salinity 999 m3/kg 0.09%
In order to evaluate the effect of systematic errors on a magnitude that is
a function of several variables, differential calculus is required. As an example,
the indirect error corresponding to a magnitude , which is a function of the
x, y, z variables ( = (x, y, z)) would be analysed as Equation 24 shows.
 = ∂
∂x
dx+ ∂
∂y
dy + ∂
∂z
dz (24)
If differentiations are interpreted as errors in the measurements for any vari-
able, the error distribution for the power coefficient function remains as Equa-
tion 25 displays.
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CP = |∂CP
∂T
|dT + |∂CP
∂ω
|dω + |∂CP
∂ρ
|dρ+ |∂CP
∂Ar
|dAr + |∂CP
∂U0
|dU0 (25)
In order to avoid the illogical and non-representative situation that ∆CP
is zero, absolute values are taken when this method is applied to experimental
testing and equipment measurements. As seen previously, the approach flow
speed is the variable which delivers more uncertainty to the the turbine power
calculation, as this speed is cubed in the equation. The other variables just
provide linear increments to the error propagation (Equation 26).
CP = |k1|dT + |k2|dω + |k3ρ|dρ+ |k4|dAr + |3k5|dU0 (26)
According to the specifications of error ranges provided by the equipment
companies, instrumentation has been proved to be quite accurate, and these er-
rors due to equipment precision are included in Table 11. Assuming that a root
mean square propagation of possible errors for linear products of different vari-
ables, estimated errors for the maximum and minimum values for all variables
included in the CP , ω and CT are given in table 12 and 13.
Table 12: Absolute and relative errors for maximum values of the variables involved in the
main parameters at their peak of their performance curve
Maximum values
at peak performance
Value Equipment Deviation
tolerance (%)
4.589 Nm 0.100% 4.594 Nm
15.98 rad/s 0.060% 15.99 rad/s
1.150 m/s 0.500% 1.144 m/s
0.120 m2 0.100% 0.119 m2
999.000 kg/m3 0.100% 998.001 kg/m3
Measured Value Absolute Relative
Error Error
Cp 40.22% 1.85% 4.59%
λ 4.17 0.56% 0.13%
Ct 0.37 1.25% 3.39%
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Error ranges for torque, rotational speed measurements and approach flow
velocity are obtained from their technical documentation, and devices achieved
quality certifications and were calibrated by the equipment companies. Re-
garding the tolerance values for the area, visual measurements for lengths and
distances from measuring stuff (rulers and similar instrumentation), they were
estimated to contain an error of approximately 0.1 mm. In order to estimate the
density, a value of 999 Kg/m3 was used for an average temperature of approx-
imately 15 ◦, and an uniform distribution of the density values was assumed,
considering that the corresponding values to 10 and 20◦ C are the limit values
(999.7% and 998.2 % kg/m3 in turn), values that are not far form the right
density distribution [169].
Table 13: Absolute and relative errors for minimum values of the variables involved in the
main parameters at their peak of their performance curve
Minimum values
at peak performance
Value Equipment Deviation
tolerance (%)
2.2 Nm 0.100% 2.21 Nm
8 rad/s 0.060% 8.02 rad/s
0.72 m/s 0.500% 0.697 m/s
0.12 m2 0.100% 0.119 m2
999 kg/m3 0.100% 998.001 kg/m3
Measured Value Absolute Relative
Error Error
Cp 39.33% 1.87% 4.76%
λ 3.33 0.56% 0.17%
Ct 0.23 1.27% 5.59%
In addition to delimit the instrumental errors corresponding the the instru-
mentation or the magnitude measurements, indirect parameters are also linked
to the divergence in results between research studies within the scientific commu-
nity. Thus, parameters as Reynolds number, blade roughness, flow turbulence,
channel blockage, aspect ratio (proportion between turbine height and turbine
diameter) or friction in the laboratory set up will also add uncertainty to the
results. The influence of parameters involved on the rotor design will be also
analysed in the following chapter.
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Part V
Effect of blade parameters and
arrangement on the performance
The emergence of the perfect turbine appears elusive so far. Due to the complex
intertwining of these parameters, experimental testing of VATTs cannot provide
a full explanation as to why certain turbine design parameters work better
than others. Therefore, absolute conclusions about the perfect values for these
parameters have not yet been reached, giving rise to differing articles of research
based on experimental testing. The hydrodynamics related to a VATT operation
are not simple enough to be measured in experimental research, as the angle
of attack changes constantly and the vortex shed by the blades interacts with
the other parts of the rotor throughout the rotation. Thus, research that uses
numerical codes based on Large Eddy Simulation [170] [171] and Reynolds-
Averaged Navier-Stokes [172] [173] provide important details of the complex
flow physics through vertical axis or cross-flow tidal turbines. The design of a
VATT might benefit from many years of research into the optimisation of the
Darrieus- type vertical axis wind turbines, e.g. [70] [174] [175]. However, the
significant differences between wind and water in terms of approach flow speed
and fluid properties mean that this knowledge cannot be applied directly.
Experimental tests and analyses of the different parameters that play a role
on the turbine operation have been undertaken. With the target of enhancing
the knowledge of the scientific community, a comparison between results ob-
tained from the experiments presented here, and other research studies found
in the literature has been elaborated.
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8. Flow speed
The first series of tests were focused on understanding the effect of the flow
speed on turbine performance. Although power curves for certain types of rotors
can be found in the literature, geometrical and environmental conditions and
also the accuracy of the facilities might alter results between different physical
tests. The exponential increase of the extracted power with regards to the flow
velocity is known, but the evolution of the efficiency trends according to the
approach flow velocity has not yet been fully defined for every single rotor. In
these experiments, the Reynolds number corresponding to the tests was varied
just by modifying the upstream flow speed, whilst the other parameters were
kept constant. A wider analysis of the Reynolds number will be introduced
in the Solidity section, when chord length will be modified whilst keeping U0
constant (U0 will be also referred as v) .
Rotor parameters for the flow speed tests are presented in Table 14. The
Eppler 715 (Figure 51) shape was used for the blade manufacture, about which
the hydrodynamic properties are described in the section of the thesis that
analyses the impact of the blade shapes on the blade performance. The positive
7.5◦ pitch angle was chosen due to the results that can be viewed in the Pitch
Angle section of the thesis, where this angle was proven to be the optimum
value.
Table 14: Rotor parameters and main magnitudes for testing the turbine at different flow
speeds
Parameter Value Parameter Value
Height 30cm Chord length 12cm
Radius 20cm Pitch angle 7.5◦
Blade shape Eppler 715 – Angle of twist 0◦
100% thickness Connection Discs
blade/shaft
Third order polynomial curves were used to plot the efficiency graphs. These
curves did not match perfectly with the results but they provided a stable
solution for all the gathered data. More precise approaches for the efficiency
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Figure 51: Eppler 715. Blade shape for testing the turbine at different flow speeds
functions exist, such as the splines calculated in [176]. Nonetheless, the data
acquired in the afore-mentioned study are much more detailed than the data
acquired from these experimental tests.
The experiments show that the efficiency of the turbine increases quickly up
to a certain velocity. Once this specific flow speed is reached, efficiency curves
become quite similar, despite changing the incoming flow velocity. Figure 52
shows that the peaks on the efficiency curves do not vary for all the tests from
0.85 to 1.15 m/s, but the performance of the turbine drops drastically for the
lowest value (0.72 m/s). 36.5% is the maximum efficiency achieved in these tests,
a value that was reached for a flow speed of 1.15 m/s and delivering a tip speed
ratio of 1.82. This decrease in performance at low speeds has been also found in
the literature. Thus, articles of research that run their experiments at similar
Reynolds numbers also found this turning point on the trend of the turbine
performance, although the flow speed boundary is very difficult to obtain with
precision.
Some research studies are able to depict the entire curve from λ values
close to zero [177], but their experimental set-up differs to the one used in this
research, as the motion of the turbine is guided by a servo-motor. Torque values
are then measured for prescribed rotational speeds, which do not describe the
intrinsic behaviour of the turbine, as dynamic stall is avoided mechanically.
A plausible explanation would be related to the influence of viscous effects.
At the lowest Reynolds number (Re= 3.6· 105, Rec= 1.19 · 105), the increase of
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Figure 52: Flow speed tests, 3 blades. Left, Power Coefficient vs. λ. Right, Torque vs. λ.
Down, Power vs. λ.
the hydrofoil performance is constant to some extent. Once a certain Reynolds
number is reached, the extra drag added by the smooth flow separation becomes
more relevant in the blade hydrodynamics, a fact that could lead to a substantial
drop on the total drag. [178] analysed in depth the behaviour for the aerofoils at
low Reynolds numbers, and the influence of the Reynolds number in the increase
of the separation resistance of the turbulent boundary layer is depicted in Fig.
53.
Results from other work found in the literature are displayed by the Table
15. These experimental tests show that the maximum efficiencies tend to be
achieved after an approach speed within the range of 1 and 1.2 m/s. Some
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Figure 53: Hydrodynamical performance of an hydrofoil according to the Reynolds number.
Source [178]
studies detected that low Reynolds values do not favour the appearance of high
lift-to-drag ratios. As a result, power coefficients are not as high as they could be
under higher Reynolds number conditions [71] [177]. However, the velocity limit
found in these experiments seems to be within the range of Reynolds numbers
where the turbine hydrodynamic forces are completely developed.
It will be observed in the next sections that the influence of other rotor pa-
rameters such as the number of blades, blade shape or the angle of twist do
not have an effect on the flow velocity limit where power curves become anal-
ogous. However, experimental tests depend on parameters such as Reynolds
number, blockage, blade roughness and/or flow turbulence; factors that modify
the outcome. This large number of uncertainties dictates that direct compar-
isons between different experimental research are unlikely to be accurate, and
therefore they can complicate a statement of definite conclusions.
The results extracted from the literature share these findings to some extent.
Bearing in mind the difficulties and inaccuracies of comparing outcomes between
different physical experiments, the flow speed threshold from which peak effi-
ciencies start to stagnate can be included within the range [0.8-1.0] m/s. The
Reynolds number analysis does not seem to be an accurate approach, as no
common trend can be observed and every test series provides a different indi-
vidual trend. On the other hand, the graph that compares peak efficiencies to
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Table 15: Research studies about vertical axis tidal turbines performance for different flow
speeds and comparison to the results
Research Flow speed Cp/Cpmax TSR Rec Re
Author [m/s]
Shiono et al. 0.6 0.50 1 6.90E+004 -
[71] 0.8 0.98 1.3 1.20E+005 -
1 0.96 1.25 1.44E+005 -
1.2 1.00 1.25 1.73E+005 -
1.4 0.90 1.2 1.93E+005 -
Bachant et al. 0.3 0.67 1.8 7.56E+004 7.32E+005
[177] 0.5 0.86 1.8 1.26E+005 1.22E+006
0.7 0.92 1.8 1.76E+005 1.71E+006
0.9 0.95 1.8 2.27E+005 2.20E+006
1.1 1.00 1.8 2.77E+005 2.68E+006
B. Yang et al. 0.5 0.83 0.8 3.60E+004 -
[179] 0.75 0.89 0.9 6.41E+004 -
1 0.95 0.95 8.10E+004 -
1.25 0.98 0.95 1.10E+005 -
1.5 1.00 0.95 1.32E+005 -
Kyozuka et al. 0.5 0.79 2.25 9.00E+004 6.00E+005
[180] 0.6 0.81 2.2 1.06E+005 7.20E+005
0.7 0.86 2.15 1.20E+005 8.40E+005
0.8 0.88 2.1 1.34E+005 9.60E+005
0.9 0.93 2.05 1.48E+005 1.08E+006
1 1.00 1.95 1.56E+005 1.20E+006
Present study 0.72 0.73 1.65 1.19E+005 3.60E+005
0.85 0.93 1.78 1.51E+005 4.25E+005
0.98 0.96 1.8 1.76E+005 4.90E+005
1.09 0.98 1.8 1.96E+005 5.45E+005
1.15 1.00 1.83 2.07E+005 5.75E+005
the Reynolds chord number does depict a similar result to the flow speed anal-
ysis, and the range [(1.2-1.6)·105] seems to delimit accurately this performance
limitation.
9. Blade Shape
The shape of the blade is one of the most important parameters for a VATT
rotor. Not only can the shape enhance the turbine performance, but can also
improve magnitudes such as rotational speed and torque, delaying the dynamic
stall or increasing the blade strength. The blade profile is a complex feature,
of which different parameters play an important role. Chord length, thickness
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and pitch angle intertwine their influence, meaning that the optimal shape for
a vertical axis turbine has not yet been defined.
Table 16: Parameters and magnitudes for blade shape tests depending on the connection
between blades and central shaft
Parameter Value Parameter Value
Height 30cm Height 30cm
Radius 20cm Radius 15cm
Connection Discs Connection Spokes
Blade/shaft Blade/shaft
Number of 3 Number of 3
blades blades
Chord length 10 cm Chord length 10 cm
Angle of twist 0◦ Angle of twist 0◦
Similarly to research carried out about HATTs, knowledge transfer from
wind to water is not straightforward. For instance, most straight-bladed wind
turbines feature symmetric NACA aerofoils, achieving fairly good results [181]
[182] [183]. However, it has been shown that asymmetric or cambered hydrofoils
can outperform the results delivered by symmetric hydrofoils for some VATT
designs [179]. Hydrofoils must possess essential properties if they are adopted
into the blade design; specifically, they must display a sufficiently high lift-to-
drag ratio throughout the entire turbine rotation ([179], [184]). [185] compared
wind and tidal blade shapes and concluded that a minority of profiles for both
technologies are thin, as blade resistance is still a significant concern. Therefore,
this fact implies that some thin profiles that deliver high lift-to-drag ratios at
low Reynolds numbers cannot be adopted until materials gain in strength and
resilience. [186] also hints that asymmetrical blade shapes employed in wind
turbines can outperform symmetrical ones.
A very important parameter is the pitch angle. Articles of research have
already suggested that the blade shape should not be tested without taking into
account the influence of the pitch angle for both tidal and wind turbines ([180],
[181]). These research studies concluded that testing the hydrofoil only at a
certain pitch angle is not the correct methodology, as the optimum angle of pitch
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Figure 54: Blade shape tests. Rotor with discs, radius = 20 cm. U0 = 1.15 m/s
might vary from one hydrofoil to the other. Therefore, efficiency and turbine
properties in consonance to the blade shape can only be compared when the
optimum pitch angle is set. [187] tested the hydro-dynamical force distribution
for some NACA cambered and non-cambered shapes. From this work, the
optimum pitch angle was considered to be the angle which adopts the closest
curvature to the turbine trajectory. These experimental tests performed by [187]
displayed encouraging blade efficiencies in cambered NACA foils.
NACA 0018
NACA 63412
Eppler 715 100 %
Eppler 715 70 %
Figure 55: Hydrofoil profiles used for blade shape testing
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Taking into consideration the significance of the hydrofoil angle of pitch, the
blade shapes that are presented here were tested at the optimum pitch angle,
i.e., the angle that delivered the highest peak on the power coefficient curve.
These optimum angles are explained in depth in the Pitch Angle section of this
thesis.
Figure 56: Blade shape tests. Spokes, radius = 15 cm. CP vs. λ.
Several blade shapes were analysed in our flume (Figure 55), with the aim
of finding the blade that provides the cross-flow turbine with the best power ex-
traction. NACA 0018, NACA 63412 and Eppler 715 with a thickness percentage
of 100% and 70% were tested for two different type of vertical axis turbine, the
details of which are listed in the table 16. Results were very similar for both
type of turbines, which shows the consistency of the methodology and the data
acquisition system. Tests carried out for the largest rotor (discs connecting shaft
and blades) showed that NACA 0018 at +2.5◦ and Eppler 715 -100% thickness
at +7.5◦ performed similarly, whereas Eppler 715 with 70% thickness performed
slightly worse. Finally NACA 63412 did not achieve good results in terms of
power extraction (Figure 54). Similar tests were undertaken with a smaller ra-
dius and spokes instead of end-discs as a connection between blade and shaft.
In these tests NACA 0018 and Eppler 715 - 100% yielded very similar values
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and Eppler 715 70% performed about 6% less of the absolute efficiency of the
other two blades (Figure 56).
The lift-to-drag ratio along different angles of attack is proven to be one
of the main parameters in the evaluation of the efficiency of a hydrofoil. The
software Xfoil [188] simulates the aerodynamics involved when an aerofoil is
placed in a straight flow for different Reynolds numbers, enabling the provision
of lift-to-drag curves. NACA 0018 and Eppler 715 - 100% graphs correspond to
a fully inviscid model and a turbulence energy of a dirty wind tunnel (ncrit = 5,
from [189]) have been extracted). The level of disturbance in this model might
not be as turbulent as in a tidal stream, and therefore there is some uncertainty
about these values; although this value was chosen as the software performs
with more instability at higher turbulence [190], [191].
The distribution of the lift coefficients along the different angles of attack
and at Reynolds numbers between Re = 5· 104 and Re = 2 · 105 for NACA
0018 and Eppler 715 - 100 % is plotted in figure 57. According to these figures,
lift coefficients and, therefore, lift forces increase their values as long as the
Reynolds number also increases. The NACA 0018 case showed even clearer
than the Eppler 715 plot that, the larger the Reynolds number, the larger the
angle of attack provides high lift coefficients.
Figure 57: Lift coefficients versus AoA for different Re. Left, NACA 0018. Right, Eppler 715
- 100% thickness
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Significant information can be extracted from the analysis of the ratio lift
coefficient versus drag coefficient according to the angle of attack (Figure 58).
The angle of attack where the Eppler 715 shape delivers the highest peak on
the curve for Reynolds is equal to 5· 104 is 12.25◦ , and for NACA 0018 is 6.25◦
but, whereas the angle of attack with the largest ratio decreases the larger the
Reynolds number is for the Eppler shape (Re = 2· 105, α=8.25◦), the optimum
angle of attack for the NACA 0018 increases the larger the Reynolds number
(8.75◦). Although other parameters and hydrodynamic forces are involved in
the turbine rotation, optimum pitch angle and angle of attack where the largest
CL/CD are achieved could be related and play a significant role on the VATT
blade optimisation.
Figure 58: Lift to drag ratio for different Re. Left, NACA 0018. Right, Eppler 715
Innovative concepts have been tested and patented in order to improve the
performance of the blades. Flexible hydrofoils with self-adjustable cambering
[192], oscillating hydrofoils [193], or a flap on the trailing edge in order to avoid
dynamic stall as much as possible [194] have been tried with successful results
even for wind turbines [195], although these technologies are still in an early
stage of development. In general, these new concepts add new mechanical sys-
tems to the turbine structure, which have not yet been optimised and, therefore,
reduce the lifetime of the structure due to fatigue and maintenance problems.
A system to control the pitch angle would enable the addition of electrical
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and mechanical stability to wind and tidal turbines for flow speeds higher than
rated values [174]. On the other hand, VATTs must face higher viscosities and
flow densities than wind turbines. This implies that a system to control the
pitch angle might weaken the resilience of the turbine design.
10. Pitch Angle
As mentioned previously, the angle of pitch is a significant variable to take
into account. In order to analyse and compare the performance of different
blade shapes, the optimum angle of pitch must be found.
The angle of attack is a different concept for cross-flow turbines than for
HATTs. As this type of turbine rotates about its vertical axis, the turbine op-
eration does not depend on the direction of the water flow. Also, the angle of
attack changes constantly over the rotation, whilst this angle is quasi-constant
for HATTs. Figure 73 depicts how the angle of pitch for positive and negative
values was defined at our facilities. Some pieces of work prefer to set the ref-
erence or mounting point in the centre of the line that joins the trailing and
the leading edge of the hydrofoil but, in these tests, the angle was set with the
gravity point / geometry centre of every hydrofoil as a reference. With regards
to the fact that positive pitch angles could feature better than negative angles,
the influence of the pitch angle and the curvature of the blades were evaluated.
R
+ Angle 
0°
- Angle
GP
Figure 59: Sketch of the pitch angle set up. GP= gravity point of the airfoil section (also
named geometry centre), R= radius.
The sensitivity of the turbine performance due to the changes on the pitch
angle is observed in the outcomes that every experiment for testing blade shapes
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provided. The best angles for any blade are within a range no larger than ±2.5◦.
Outside this range, the performance of the cross-flow turbine is low and the rotor
might not even be able to spin.
Figure 60: Pitch angle tests for NACA 0018
The NACA 0018 shape displayed an optimum pitch angle for +2.5◦ . Ex-
periments for two different flow speeds corroborated this value, which is also
confirmed by the torque curves (Figure 60). For these tests, the operational
range of the turbine is between -2.5◦ and +5.0◦ , much closer to 0◦ than the
Eppler shapes. This fact might be related to the inherent properties of the
hydrofoil that were described in the previous chapter.
As expected, the results showed the significance of finding out the optimal
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Figure 61: Pitch angle results for Eppler 715 -100% thickness
value for the pitch angle according to the blade shape. Thus, sensitivity of the
pitch angle in the turbine performance is easily appreciated from the results
corresponding to the Eppler 715 - 100% of thickness shape (figure 61). The
position of the blade accepts a range of just five degrees and the performance
of the cross-flow turbine decreases substantially outside this range. For the
Eppler shape, the pitch angle value of +7.5◦ offered the best operation in terms
of efficiency, although +5.0◦ displayed very similar power coefficients. These
pitch angle tests were performed for an approach flow speed of 0.72 m/s as well,
confirming the findings showed by the figure 61.
Figure 62: Pitch angle results. Left, Eppler 715 -70% thickness. Right, NACA 63412
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Besides the experiments corresponding to Eppler 715 - 100% shape, Eppler
715 - 70% thickness and NACA 63412 were also tested. For both Eppler shapes,
the pitch angle value of +7.5◦ offered the best operation in terms of efficiency,
although the +5.0◦ experiment from the latter shape did not display such a great
performance as the Eppler 715 - 100 %.The NACA 63412 profile displayed poor
performances at an optimum pitch angle of +5◦ , a fact that could be related to
the sharp trailing edge of this shape. For these tests, both efficiency and range
of valid angles are reduced in comparison with NACA 0018 and both Eppler
715.
Table 17: Research studies about vertical axis tidal turbines performance for different flow
speeds.
Research Author Blade shape Pitch angle Flow speed Rec Cp/Cpmax
[◦] [m/s]
Kyozuka et al. NACA 0018 0 1 9.05E+004 0.83
[180] 5 8.21E+004 1.00
10 7.79E+004 0.89
-5 1.14E+005 0.33
-10 1.26E+004 0.02
Zhao et al. NACA 0018 -3 1 2.31E+005 0.44
[196] 0 2.16E+005 0.82
3 1.99E+005 0.95
5 1.98E+005 1.00
NACA 0018 5 1.98E+005 0.89
6 1.80E+005 0.95
7 1.82E+005 1.00
8 1.81E+005 0.98
Kirke NACA 0020 5 0.91 4.02E+004 0.64
[68] 10 4.69E+004 1.00
Present study NACA 0018 -2.5 0.98 1.76E+005 0.67
0 1.81E+005 0.90
2.5 1.86E+005 1.00
5 1.91E+005 0.95
The influence of the angle of pitch has been analysed in some research studies.
Table 17 shows pieces of work that tested experimentally different pitch angles
for the NACA 0018 shape or similar for VATTs. The range of optimum values
is between 5◦ and 10◦ , slightly higher than the optimum value found in our
tests. Plenty of parameters such as Reynolds number, blockage effect, blade
manufacturing, laboratory equipment and/or turbulence can play a significant
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role toward these discrepancies.
Similar research studies were carried out to analyse the angle of the blade
pitch for vertical axis wind turbines. Table 18 shows some of these studies for
NACA 0015 and NACA 0021. Positive pitch angles also showed the best results
in terms of efficiency. However, the range of optimum values is closer to zero
than for tidal turbines, perhaps due to their higher Reynolds values. Once again,
vertical wind turbines and vertical tidal turbines share physics and concepts, but
results cannot be extrapolated without a deep analysis, both experimentally and
numerically.
Table 18: Research studies about vertical axis wind turbines performance for different pitch
angles.
Research Author Blade shape Pitch angle Flow speed Rec Cp/Cpmax
[◦] [m/s]
Fiedler et al. NACA 0015 7.80 10 4.92E+05 1.00
[181] 3.90 10 4.92E+05 0.88
0.00 10 4.92E+05 0.74
-3.90 10 4.92E+05 0.44
-7.80 10 4.92E+05 0.00
NACA 0021 7.80 10 4.67E+05 1.00
3.90 10 4.67E+05 0.86
0.00 10 4.67E+05 0.81
-3.90 10 4.67E+05 0.67
-7.80 10 4.67E+05 0.42
Klimas et al. NACA 0015 7.00 45.8 6.95E+05 0.67
[197] 4.00 45.8 6.65E+05 0.94
2.00 45.8 6.65E+05 1.00
0.50 45.8 6.65E+05 0.94
-1.00 45.8 7.50E+05 0.92
-3.00 45.8 6.95E+05 0.64
11. Solidity Ratio / Number of blades
One of the significant characteristics of a cross-flow turbine is its solidity.
Solidity (σ) can be defined as the percentage of the area within the turbine’s
rotational path that is occupied by the blades at one time (Equation 27, nb =
number of blades). Several studies in the literature have analysed this factor,
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from both experimental and numerical modelling. From this, its optimization
is considered to be difficult, owing to the importance of other parameters such
as blade shape, pitch angle, blockage of the channel and the most important
for the analysis this parameter, number of blades. As solidity is directly related
to the number of blades of the turbine, the research study must approach the
effect of this parameter taking into account both elements. Thus, results and
data post-processing of these two intertwined parameters are shown in the same
section.
σ = nb · c2pir (27)
Tests were performed considering rotors that comprised three blades with
varying chord length, i.e. 8, 10 and 12 cm, which yielded turbine solidities of σ=
0.19, 0.24 and 0.29, respectively. Solidity tests were run using the Eppler 715 -
100% hydrofoil but with the three different chord lengths. Taking into account
previous pitch angle results, each experiment was carried out with three blades
set at a pitch angle of +7.5◦ .
Figure 63: Solidity tests for Eppler 715 - 100 % of thickness.
Figure 63 shows that the rotors with low solidities reach higher rotational
speeds, even though this positive effect does not imply the achievement of higher
efficiencies. On the contrary, the highest efficiency was achieved by the greatest
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solidity, 28.6%. Thus, 12 cm of chord length displayed a maximum efficiency of
38.8%, and also the greatest torque values.
The results for the rotor performance in relation to solidity agreed with the
literature. The higher the solidity, the greater the torque values are, according
to [71]. The results also reflect that the smaller solidity values, the larger is the
rotational speed.[198] suggests that low solidities for wind turbines will provide a
lower likelihood of it starting rotating on its own, but will perform at a higher λ,
whilst a rotor with high solidity features better starting torque characteristics.
A summary of experimental and numerical research studies gathered from
the literature is displayed in table 19. As parameters vary greatly between
research works in terms of blade shapes, non-identical laboratory conditions and
so on, the optimum solidity value for experimental studies varies between 8% and
26%, which are values slightly smaller than the optimum solidity obtained from
the experiments presented here. On the other hand, studies based on numerical
modelling provided a wider range of optimum solidities, the best solidity value
being between 8% and 45 % (Table 20).
Although high solidities provided high efficiency values, an analysis of hydro-
dynamical variations due to the flow curvature must be taken into consideration.
When the parameter chord to radius is low, the influence of the flow curvature is
not reflected on the performance, but an increase on the value can enlarge this
effect. Hence, in the case of high solidity, the relative speed (w) could change
along the chord of the blade, leading to a detriment on the lift and drag curves.
This effect has been studied in both wind and tidal turbines, although tidal
turbines accept higher chord to length ratios without a noticeable reduction in
the performance [202] [203].
The same experimental procedure as in previous tests was followed, to anal-
yse the influence that the number of blades has on a VATT rotor. The optimum
pitch angle for the Eppler 715 - 100% profile tested previously was adopted,
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Table 19: Summary of experimental testing for VATT which analysed solidity
Research Blade shape Solidity Flow speed Rec Cp/Cpmax
Author m/s
Shiono et al. NACA 633-018 6.28 1.00 6.28E+004 0.88
[71] 9.42 1.00 1.18E+005 1.00
12.57 1.00 1.91E+005 0.98
15.71 1.00 2.91E+005 0.88
Shiono et al. NACA 63018 53.7 1 1.61E+005 0.54
[76] 44.6 1 1.48E+005 0.67
36.6 1 1.44E+005 0.92
26.9 1 1.09E+005 0.96
22.4 1 1.05E+005 0.98
17.9 1 9.52E+004 1.00
13.4 1 7.98E+004 0.75
10.8 1 7.14E+004 0.54
Dai et al. NACA 0025 17.29 1.22 - 1.00
[199] 14.09 - 0.83
11.49 - 0.60
9.36 - 0.47
NACA 0025 21.20 1.22 - 1.00
17.28 - 0.77
14.08 - 0.70
11.48 - 0.57
NACA 0025 26.03 1.22 - 1.00
21.22 - 0.83
17.29 - 0.65
14.10 - 0.09
Present study Eppler 715 0.18 1.15 2.07E+005 0.7
-100% thickness 0.23 1.15 2.21E+005 0.96
0.28 1.15 1.93E+005 1.00
which means a positive pitch angle of +7.5◦. As a result, two-, three- and
four-bladed rotors were tested for U0=1.09 m/s .
The efficiency values differ substantially between the three different rotors
(Figure 64). The two-bladed rotor achieved an efficiency of 42%, although
no self-starting modes were observed. For three-and four-bladed rotors, the
maximum efficiencies obtained from the tests were 37.5% and 32% respectively,
but during some of these experiments the rotors did start rotating without any
additional mechanical thrust. The torque curves have also been influenced by
the different number of blades; the tests showed higher torque values for the set-
up that had fewer blades. On the other hand, a high number of blades provided
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Table 20: Summary of numerical modelling for VATT which analysed solidity
Research Blade shape Solidity Flow speed Rec Cp/Cpmax
Author () m/s
Hwang NACA 0018 7.6 2 3.36E+005 1.00
[174] 9.5 2 4.60E+005 0.90
11.5 2 6.24E+005 0.79
13.4 2 8.12E+005 0.69
Antheaume NACA 0012 9.55 3 1.26E+006 0.86
[200] 12.74 3 1.92E+006 0.93
15.92 3 2.70E+006 1.00
Khan NACA 63018 15 - - 0.33
[201] 25 - - 0.56
35 - - 0.78
45 - - 1.00
an additional supply of inertial forces and more stable torque curves during the
rotation. These facts are consistent with the findings from the literature. For
instance, [71] tested their straight-bladed turbines with rotors featuring one,
two and three blades showing similar efficiency, rotational speed and torque
distribution trends.
Figure 64: Number of blades tests. Rotor with discs as the blade/shaft connection, radius =
20 cm.
As a rotor with two blades was unable to start the rotation without any
mechanical help, more tests were undertaken for three and four-bladed rotors.
Although the rotor with three blades provided a higher efficiency, the symmetry
over two axes and the higher inertial forces that a four-bladed rotor offers are
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also interesting features from a rotor-design point of view.
Figure 65: Number of blades tests three and four-bladed rotors. Eppler 715 - 100%
The graphs do not show any significant difference on the shape and/or length
of the power curves (figure 65). This fact allows the conclusion that, from a
practical point of view, a three-bladed rotor gives better efficiencies than a four-
bladed turbine all along the power curve. Tension and vibration tests would
be needed to evaluate the structural performance of the rotor depending on the
number of the blades.
A plausible explanation to the influence that the number of blades has on the
turbine performance could be related to the absence or presence of blades that
generate negative forces when they are in counter-flow positions. According to
this assumption, fewer blades would slow down the turbine rotation and create
less vortex shedding that would interact negatively with the rest of blades, as
figure 66 depicts [204] [205]. Also, a larger benefit from the created forces in
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Figure 66: Sketch of the vortex shedding for λ = 2.14. Source [205].
the upstream position could be achieved, as fewer blades would be located in
negative sectors during the turbine rotation. Blade shape also plays a role on the
turbine self-start. Research studies carried out into studying this assumption
for vertical axis wind turbines showed that cambered aerofoils might lead to a
better performance in terms of initiating the turbine rotation [206], [207].
In addition to the tests that analysed the performance of the rotors de-
pending on the number of blades in their design, the number of cases in which
the turbine displayed a self-starting behaviour was also counted, for different
pitch angles and different flow speeds. The initial position was not arranged,
favouring the randomness of the test conditions. This is an important fact,
as other research work experimented with the significance of the initial position
and the existence of critical ranges of angles to cause the turbine self-start [208].
Summing up all the results, the total amount of positive events for this
hydrofoil was very similar between the rotors that have three and those with four
blades, although they featured a different number of successful events depending
on the pitch angle (Table 21). It is noticeable that there is a slight divergence
between the most efficient pitch angle (+7.5◦) and the angle with the best self-
starting results (+5.0◦). However, this could be related to the fact that the
initial acceleration is greater when the pitch angle decreases for vertical wind
turbines [139].
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Pitch angle
nb Uo 5.0◦ 7.5◦ 10.0◦
2 blades 0.72 m/s - - -
0.98 m/s - - -
1.14 m/s - - -
3 blades 0.72 m/s - - -
0.98 m/s X X -
1.14 m/s - X -
4 blades 0.72 m/s X - -
0.98 m/s X X -
1.14 m/s X - -
Table 21: Self-starting processes for different number of blades and pitch angle. X= success,
- = no-success
12. Angle of twist
Cross-flow or vertical axis tidal turbines are based on straight-bladed rotors,
but when the rotors exhibit an angle of twist in their blades, it can also be
called a Gorlov turbine, due to its inventor [209]. This exclusive design aims to
improve the turbine behaviour in terms of self-starting and also a more uniform
torque curve.
The angle of twist (φ) gives a higher likelihood of having a part of the blade
in the optimum position to enable the turbine to start rotating without any
additional mechanical supply. In order to quantify the effect of the angle of
twist on the turbine rotation, blade wrap (ψ) is defined as the percentage of the
turbine on its three-dimensional trajectory that is occupied when projected in a
2D plane (Equation 28). The main difference between solidity and blade wrap
resides in the angle of twist. Whereas solidity measures the ratio between lengths
on a plane, blade wrap projects on the same plane all the length occupied by the
whole blade volume. In fact, if the turbine consisted of straight blades, blade
wrap would be coincident to solidity, but when an angle of twist is provided
to the blades, the blade wrap increases substantially. This parameter is more
commonly used for water head turbines [210], in which blade wrap percentages
are close to the unit.
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ψ = nb2pir (c+Htg
−1φ) (28)
Figure 67: Left, sketch of the rotor design project on its 2D circumference development. Right,
drawing of four blades with 0◦, 15◦, 30◦ and 45◦ of twist angle.
These experiments were carried out with three-bladed rotors, which were
manufactured using an Eppler 715 shape - 100% of thickness. The height of
the rotor was 0.3 m and the diameter 0.4 m, with discs as a main connection
between blades and shaft. The main parameters and a 3D CAD drawing of the
twisted blades are depicted in Figure 67.
The results obtained from the angle of twist tests are presented in figure
68. Straight-bladed rotors (φ=0◦) provided the highest power coefficient values,
reaching up to 36 % of efficiency for a tip speed ratio of 1.9, although very
similar results were obtained by the turbine set up corresponding to φ=15◦ .
The decrease on the efficiency becomes a more pronounced trend for φ=30◦ and
φ=45◦. The greatest angle of twist showed the lowest peak power coefficient
(26.5%), in spite of shifting the performance curve to the right, which implies
reaching higher rotational speeds.
In relation to the results obtained from the tests, a compromise between effi-
ciency, rated rotational speed, maximum torque accepted by the rotor strength
and self-starting processes must be taken into account in order to design the
rotor of a VATT. However, (and in consistency with the literature [76]) the out-
put shows that, although introducing twist to the rotor’s blades leads to lower
efficiencies when compared with a straight-bladed rotor, this angle of twist pro-
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Figure 68: Angle of twist tests. Left, Power Coefficient vs. λ. Right, Torque vs. λ.
vides improvements in significant properties such as higher rotational speeds,
lower torque values or better self-starting characteristics.
The study of the turbine self-starting behaviour was undertaken with sim-
ilarity to the tests carried out for the analysis of the number of blades of the
rotor. Thus, the initial position of the blades was not arranged beforehand,
aiming to replicate more realistic environmental conditions. Table 22 presents
the testing cases which delivered self-starting processes. A clear trend is spot-
ted, as the larger the rotors’ angle of twist is (or larger blade wrap), the higher
is the likelihood of the rotor starting the rotation on its own.
Angle of twist/ /Blade wrap
Uo 0◦//24% 15◦//32% 30◦//40% 45◦//48%
0.72 m/s - - X X
0.98 m/s X X X X
1.15 m/s X - X X
Table 22: Self-starting processes for different angles of twist.
13. Spokes shape
The physical part that connects the blades and shaft has been proven to
be one of the most important components of the turbine. Its influence on the
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losses that might apply or the hydro-dynamical changes that may have occurred
due to their presence are significant consequences related to the overall object.
Moreover, spokes might add a mechanical limitation to the rotor design, as these
connections are usually parts with low thickness and little material, which must
transmit and bear the forces given by the rotor. The connection between blades
and shaft could be achieved by adding a disc to the blade’s top and bottom, but
this alternative would require a very large amount of material to manufacture
full-scale devices. Therefore, spokes seemed to be the most reasonable option,
and many of the technologies observed in the literature used this approach.
Figure 69: Left, rectangular stainless steel spokes. Centre and right, NACA 0012 sheel that
covered the rectangular spokes.
In the tests presented in this thesis, stainless steel and 6mm-thickness rectan-
gular cross-section spokes were firstly adopted to the blade shape and the shaft
connector (Figure 69). Afterwards, a shell with a hydrodynamic shape was
designed in order to introduce the rectangular spokes inside the shell. Thus,
the previously used spokes were covered by a shell based on the NACA 0012.
Ideally, drag forces would be minimised, as this shape delivers a much lower
drag coefficient (Cd) compared to rectangular shapes. Also, the lower the per-
centage of thickness of the hydrofoil, the lower drag would be produced [211].
The spokes used to carry out these tests are described in detail in the Appendix
(figure 125).
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Figure 70: Results corresponding to the tests of the two spokes shapes.
Tests were undertaken with three NACA 0018 blades. A chord length of 10
cm and a turbine radius of 15 cm provided 32% of solidity, higher than most of
the tests run with discs (r=20 cm). The improvement on the efficiency curves
has been detected, as the figure 70 reflects on the outcome corresponding to U0=
0.72, 0.98 and 1.15 m/s. The largest effect is observed for the lowest Reynolds
number, as an increase of 3% on the absolute efficiency has been measured. The
increase on the power coefficient is lower for the other two Reynolds numbers,
just enhancing by 1.5% the efficiency that the turbine delivered with rectangular
spokes.
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According to the information gathered from the literature, a larger improve-
ment was expected. [212]analysed the influence of three different shapes: a
flat, a rounded and a hydrofoil shape for the spokes. The hydrofoil outper-
formed the flat spoke by a larger efficiency margin (15%), although its rounded
shape did perform similarly to the rectangular spoke tested here. Similar results
were achieved by [213], where NACA 0012 delivered smaller losses than rounded
spokes. [214] tested experimentally and numerically the influence on the turbine
efficiency due to spokes with NACA 0012, NACA 0015 and NACA 4415 shapes,
and both methods agreed that the thinnest shape (NACA 0012) provided the
best results in terms of power coefficient and drag minimisation.
These findings seem to ensure that a hydrofoil shape must always be adopted
for the VATT design, although the rectangular thin shape used in this thesis
might not prompt the appearance of drag forces as the theory suggests. If rect-
angular spokes have to be used for non-hydrodynamic reasons, spoke thickness
should be as low as possible to not increase detrimental drag forces.
Another possibility could be related to the small size of the shell. Thus,
the shape of the NACA 0012 shell could be very similar to a flat shape, as the
geometry is quite small (shell width = 60 mm) and therefore, the shape would
not be able to deliver its supposed hydro-dynamical response.
14. Winglets
As mentioned in previous sections of this thesis, knowledge from aerospace
and wind engineering has been adapted somewhat to tidal technologies. Inspired
by aerospace devices that are currently in operation, a novel aspect of this work
consisted of testing and analysing the effect on the performance that a winglet
at the end of the blades could yield.
A winglet is a common component in aircraft. It is attached to the end of the
wings in order to decrease the resistance against the flow. The use of winglets
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Figure 71: Turbine set ups for winglets testing. Left, no winglets. Centre, Inwards winglets.
Right, Outwards winglets.
attempts to interrupt the secondary flow currents that create a vortex at the
tip of the blade and, therefore, cause an induced drag. They are successfully
used in aerospace engineering, as an increase on ratio lift-drag forces by around
9% and a reduction on the induced drag close to 20 % and have been proven
[215], but they have not been analysed in depth for tidal turbines. Research
tested the idea of distorting secondary flows and three-dimensional effects in the
span-wise direction. Thus, a flat-plate on the blade top and bottom was used,
which lead to an increase on the efficiency around a relative 10% [213] .
Taking into account the physical phenomena involved on the hydrodynamics
of the turbine rotation, the influence of a 3D winglet in the performance of a
cross-flow turbine was analysed. The winglet has the same width as the blade
chord length, and its length is 6 cm, which is 40% of the rotor radius (Figure
71). Engineering drawings are shown in the Appendix (Figure 128).
The improvement on the efficiency performance is significantly displayed on
the efficiency and rotational speed (Figure 72). The turbine efficiency goes from
26% to 33%, which is an increase of 21% in relative values. Besides this, the
winglet contributes to increasing the turbine rotational speed. λ varies from 1.4
without any winglet to 1.55 at peak efficiencies, which is 7% faster than without
the winglet. The winglet placed deliberately outwards was also tested, with no
detrimental effect in terms of the efficiency measured; there was even a slight
improvement noticed on the performance curve. In contrast to the possible
increase on the induced drag due to the winglet shape, its beneficial effect in
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Figure 72: Winglets testing power curves.
avoiding vortex generation at the blade tip seems to have a greater impact on
the power coefficient. In spite of this, [213] speculates that 3D effects can be
almost neglected when the aspect ratio is large enough (H/D > 3.5), a fact
that is partially supported by [216]. This research tested a wide range of aspect
ratios for wind turbines and found that for the larger the ratio, the larger the
efficiency. These high values can be achieved by some devices, but probably
a high aspect ratio could lead into structural and manufacturing problems for
a full scale de- vice. On the other hand, [217] suggests in their experimental
testing for tidal turbines that the optimum aspect ratio value that provides
higher rotational speeds and better efficiencies is 1; a statement that does not
agree with other articles within the literature.
15. Obstacle influence
The influence of placing secondary cylinders upstream and downstream in
areas near the turbine was also tested in the facilities at Cardiff University. Two
main goals are targeted with the placement of these cylinders: Firstly, because
obstacles would change the hydrodynamics of the flow stream, it is needed
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to look for an optimum position where the cylinder deviates and accelerates
the flow to the zones where it could supply an increase of the performance.
Secondly, the possibility of providing additional support to the turbine structure
if necessary. Thinking about full-scale devices, these cylinders could simulate
piles or columns which could help avoiding displacements and vibrations.
Figure 73: Illustration of materials and location of the cylinders for the obstacle influence
testing . Flow coming from left to right, radius cylinder = 4 cm
Firstly, the turbine was tested without any secondary cylinders, the charac-
teristics of which are the same as the spokes shape tests with the NACA 0012
shell. Having these values as a reference, the increase or decrease on the effi-
ciency with secondary cylinders added was measured. Up to 14 different set-ups
were tested, measuring the influence of these cylinders horizontally and then
vertically. Figure 74 depicts an example of the cylinders set-up; cylinders which
are made of plastic hollow pipes and are filled with water. These cylinders were
placed symmetrically in downstream positions as well, in order to simulate real
environmental conditions (assuming that flow would be bi-directional).
Initially, the influence of the cylindrical obstacles was approached horizon-
tally. Three main trends can be observed from the graphs (Figure 75). For
NW positions, the further away from the centre are the more efficient the power
curves. The best position was the one named 3-NW, which delivered better
results than tests without obstacles. On the other hand, the closer to the cen-
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Figure 74: Position of the cylinders and nomenclature for the obstacle influence testing.
Incoming flow is from top to bottom, turbine is rotating in a counter-clockwise direction. The
same colour circles down and upstream were tested together.
tre of the turbine (8-NW,9-NW,9-NE,8-NE), the worse the outcome in terms
of efficiency and rotational speed. Finally, the NE area did not alter much the
turbine operation, although we can see that the closer to the 3-NE position, the
higher were the efficiencies.
According to the results, 3-NW and 3-NE tests performed the best, and that
is the reason why vertical tests were undertaken from that position. The NW
sector showed encouraging results, as the closer to the turbine, the higher the
efficiency. The 1-NW position (x/D=y/D = 0.5 when considering the centre of
the turbine as coordinates axis) provided up to 8% more of absolute efficiency;
and the further away vertically, the lower the influence on the performance.
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Figure 75: Results for testing the obstacle influence. Graphs corresponding to the figure 74
positioning.
However, the three tested cases outperformed the experiments without any ob-
stacles. For the NE cases, results were almost coincident, which implies that
its influence on the flow hydrodynamics do not have a great effect on the rotor
performance.
An interpolation of the results in order to depict the optimum locations for
secondary columns was successfully undertaken. Hence, the peak efficiencies
and their corresponding locations were interpolated to a mesh (figure 76). The
results show the areas where a vertical cylinder would increase the efficiency
(figure 76, dark blue) and where the effect of cylinders would generate losses
on the performance (white areas). These are very promising results, although
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Figure 76: Left, Mesh generated for the results interpolation . Right, Interpolation of the
increase/decrease on the turbine performance due to presence of cylinders
the use of secondary columns is not as easy as it could be for full-scale devices.
For instance, a non-fully bi-directional flow would change the optimum position
of the cylinders, and favourable positions which increase the power extraction
would turn into disadvantageous conditions.
In order to understand the physics behind this increase of the efficiency,
Figure 77 shows the distribution of instantaneous power generated by one blade
over an entire rotation [173]. This figure shows that the largest efficiencies are
obtained when the blade is located at an angle of 90◦ . This might be the reason
why the less favourable locations for the secondary columns did not perform well,
as they slowed down the flow in the most important areas in terms of power
generation. On the other hand, the optimum positions for the columns might
accelerate the flow in these areas where the maximum individual efficiencies are
obtained.
16. Shaft size
Aiming to optimise every component of the turbine, the size of the shaft was
taken into consideration for physical tests. Three cylinders made of aluminium
with radii 30, 50 and 70 cm were manufactured to analyse the influence of the
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Figure 77: Instantaneous power coefficient for one blade. Turbine rotating counter-clockwise.
Source [173]
shaft diameter on the turbine performance (Figure 78). These three components
were adapted to fit the stainless steel shaft that belongs to the main turbine
design (r=10cm)
Figure 78: Aluminium cylinders used for the shaft size testing. Radii corresponding to 30, 50
and 70 mm
Tests were undertaken using NACA 0018 with 2.5◦ of pitch angle, 20cm-
radius discs connecting blades and shaft. This solution allowed the use of the
aluminium shaft, whilst the spokes design did not permit the installation of
these cylinders around the shaft.
No improvement can be observed from the graphs (Figure 79). The two
smallest radii perform similarly, but the rotor set up with a shaft radius of 50
cm provided worse efficiency values and the largest radius, 70 cm, performed
the worst of the four tests. No big changes were noticed from the torque curve
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graphs either.
Figure 79: Results corresponding to the shaft size tests
The experimental data does not show a physical explanation for the drop on
the efficiency, although a large size of the shaft could affect the hydrodynamics
around its rotation. Nevertheless, knowing the limitations on the shaft size is
very significant from a design point of view. Although a more detailed range
of values for different shaft size/rotor diameter ratios can be obtained in future
experimental work, and numerical simulations might shed some light over this
topic, a preliminary range of shaft sizes can already be suggested. According
to the results obtained here, the shaft radius must be smaller than 15% of the
turbine in order not to detrimentally alter the characteristic power curves of the
turbine.
17. Inner blades
To create the necessary starting torque in order to start the turbine oper-
ation, an original concept has been tested. With the target of adding more
blades, which could help the turbine to rotate at the first revolutions, a rotor
with blades at two different radii was built. Apart from the usual 20 cm-radius
discs, inner blades located in a 10 cm-radius were placed in the same turbine
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design.
Figure 80: Sketch of the four rotor set ups for the inner blades tests. Small red blade = 8 cm
chord length, big red blade = 12 cm chord length
Three main configurations were tested, in addition to the main case without
any blades in inner positions. Thus, an outer three-bladed rotor with an inner
three-bladed rotor, and a three-bladed rotor with an inner two-bladed rotor
with two different chord lengths were tested. Figure 80 shows a drawing with
these three tested configurations. All the outer blades were based on the Eppler
715 - 70% at 7.5◦ of pitch angle and 10 cm of chord length, whilst inner blades
consisted of Eppler 715 - 100% thickness and 8 cm or 12 cm of chord length.
Figure 81: Results corresponding to the inner blades tests. U0 = 1.09m/s
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Unfortunately, the inner blades did not help the turbine to self-start and the
turbine did not gain neither a better self-starting process nor any improvement
on the turbine efficiency. Figure 81 displays the contraction of the power curves,
which was larger for the more inner blades the turbine presented. Thus, the
lowest efficiency was obtained for the six-bladed turbine, which was expected
to add at least a beneficial effect on the turbine self-starting, but none of the
rotors here presented was able to start rotating on its own.
18. Blockage
The laboratory flume at Cardiff University is 1.2 m wide and was used with
0.5 m of water depth. This effect from the blockage leads into an increase in the
flow on the sides of the turbine. The rotor acts as an obstacle, deviating and
accelerating the water to the sides. This acceleration does not appear when the
turbine is spinning in a real environment as the natural channel is usually wide
enough to negate its impact. In order to quantify the increase on the turbine
efficiency due to this artificial effect, the concept of blockage ratio is needed.
The blockage ratio is the rotor’s cross-section (Ar) divided by the flume’s cross-
section (Af ). As a general rule, the greater the blockage ratio, the larger will be
the distortion of the results, although blockage ratios near to one (flume close
to be blocked) do not outperform lower blockage ratios [218].
Several studies have addressed the effect of blockage on hydrokinetic tur-
bine performance. A research work about horizontal tidal turbines carried out
a mathematical approach that explains the blockage influence as a function of
different flow velocities upstream, downstream and velocity through the turbine
[145]. The downstream velocities are negatively affected by the energy extrac-
tion produced by the turbine, which is transformed into torque generation. [219]
undertook a series of studies to analyse the theoretical influence of a constrained
flow due to the turbine rotation. Initial equations are coinciding, however this
work continues developing the mathematical expression, adding new concepts to
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the formulae such as the number of turbines set in the channel. [220] presents a
theoretical model to predict power efficiencies which takes into consideration the
free-surface phenomena. Hence, this piece of work includes in their equations
the drop on the water surface that appears in down-stream positions. After ac-
cepting several assumptions and equating hydraulics laws, a quadratic equation
leads into a mathematical solution for the blockage correction. The main prob-
lem of this empirical answer is its dependence on four factors. Whereas Froude
number and blockage ratio are trivial, the other two parameters depend on the
velocity distribution far downstream from the turbine position, which is not
easy to specify and tends to demand certain subjectivity. Further approaches
regarding the blockage effect of a turbine array over a channel cross-section has
been analysed by [221]. Their theoretical analysis differentiates between local
flow effects related to a single turbine and global flow effects that are linked to
the whole flow that is disturbed by the turbines acting as an obstacle.
One of the most common formulations in quantifying the increase on the
turbine performance because of the effect of blockage is displayed in Equations
29, 30, 31. Their accuracy has been proved to be fairly good to some extent,
and such articles as [145] or [177] use them to correct their efficiency curves.
However, these coefficients depend on upstream and downstream flow measure-
ments, which require special equipment to measure these velocities. Besides this
fact, these correction factors also depend on the flow speed that goes through the
turbine rotation, a magnitude that is difficult to be obtained by experimental
testing based on vertical axis turbines.
Cpb = Cp(
Ur
U1
)3 (29) Ctb = Ct(
Ur
U1
)2 (30) λb = λ(
Ur
U1
) (31)
Another expression that intends to quantify the influence of the turbine
efficiency is extracted by works such as [222], which is a derivation of the for-
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mulation created by [219] for small blockage values. This expression, obtained
after several assumptions and simplifications, evaluates the turbine power coef-
ficients according only to its blockage ratio (β). According to this expression
(Equation 33), Cp increases drastically for β ≈ 1, therefore another approach of
the function must be take into account when β ≈ 1.
β = Ar
Af
(32) CpB = Cp(1− β)2 (33)
With the target of recognizing the artificial increase on the rotor performance
at these facilities, a series of tests were carried out at the laboratory. Thus, three
rotors that differed on the diameter length were tested for a NACA 0018 blade,
30cm height and a positive pitch angle of 2.5◦. Radii values were 12, 20 and
23cm and approach flow speed corresponded to 0.98 m/s.
Results depicted in figure 82 showed a clear trend on the turbine perfor-
mance. Not only does the peak efficiency increase according to the blockage
ratio, but the whole curve is shifted to the right because of their higher rota-
tional speeds. Thus, the efficiency varies from 28% for the rotor that provides
the lowest blockage ratio, to 50% for the rotor with the largest diameter (46cm),
and therefore the highest blockage ratio.
Nevertheless, these results must be analysed carefully. Whereas the outcome
is completely accurate and the curves are perfectly defined regardless of the in-
fluence of the blocked flow, imprecisions in terms of maintaining the geometrical
scale led into inaccuracies in significant parameters that should have been kept
constant. The main feature that introduces uncertainty to the outcome is the
use of the same blades for the three tests. As blade dimensions were not scaled
up or down in relation to the size of the turbine, parameters such as solidity
or aspect ratio were not kept constant. Hence, chord length was kept as 10 cm
for the three tests, introducing variations on the solidity values that, as seen
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Figure 82: Power curves corresponding to the blockage effect tests
previously, provided very different characteristics to the efficiency and torque
curves. Then, as blade height has not been changed either, the aspect ratio
(known as the ratio between rotor height and diameter) has not been consid-
ered. Although it has not been studied in depth for VATTs, some research work
shows that depending on this ratio, rotational speed and torque can vary and,
therefore, efficiency can be also affected. The exact values of these parameters
are presented in Table 23.
Table 23: Rotor most significant parameters for the tests of the blockage effect
Radius Blockage Solidity Aspect Ratio Cp Corrected Cp
23 cm 0.22 0.21 0.65 50 % 30 %
20cm 0.19 0.24 0.75 42 % 27 %
12cm 0.12 0.40 1.25 28 % 22 %
If the correction factor displayed in Equation 33 is applied to the results,
a 40 % relative drop on the efficiency is calculated for the biggest rotor. Both
corrected efficiencies for the two largest rotors are quite similar to the smallest
set up. The 12 cm-radius rotor delivers a blockage ratio near 10%, which is con-
sidered to be the limit where blockage effect can be negated for wind turbines
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[223]. On the other hand, the solidity value for the smallest turbine is fairly
high(σ = 0.4), which means that the efficiency values could have de-creased
as this solidity could be outside the optimum range of values. Also, flow cur-
vature could have affected the turbine operation, performing different relative
velocities along the blade profile which are detrimental to the generation of
hydrodynamical forces.
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Part VI
Influence of blade roughness on
the turbine performance
19. Introduction
This part of thesis reports the findings of a study of the influence of blade
roughness on the performance of a VATT. Due to their design, vertical axis
turbines undergo periods of stall, i.e. flow separation from the blade, over each
revolution. It is hypothesised that roughening turbine blades delays flow sep-
aration (in analogy to bluff body flows) and hence reduces turbine stall with
the goal of increasing turbine performance. Laboratory experiments were under-
taken with rotors comprising of smooth and rough blades. Three different values
of surface roughness were tested, with the results showing a significant reduction
in performance when using rougher blades at high approach flow speeds. The
combined effect of both the blade roughness and the rotor solidity and both the
blade roughness and the number of rotor blades were also analysed to determine
their influence on the performance of vertical axis turbines.
As discussed previously, one important aspect in the design of VATTs is the
choice of blade shape and its lift-to-drag-ratio. Generally, for any lift-driven
turbine, the greater this ratio, the better the performance of the turbine. Ac-
knowledging this, the influence of surface roughness on the lift-to-drag ratio
of an aerofoil was analysed as an additional factor by some researchers [224],
[225] who concluded that smooth-surface blades cause greater lift and less drag
compared with rough-surface blades. Nevertheless, the results must be used
carefully because these studies did not consider the influence of rotation.
Roughness for vertical axis wind turbines was analysed in [226]. In this
work, experiments with low Reynold numbers showed better results for rougher
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rotors, whereas once a critical Reynolds number was reached, smooth-bladed
rotors outperformed rough-bladed designs. Similar results were achieved by
[227], in this case for a horizontal axis tidal turbine. Experimental testing was
carried out in this piece of work, performing smooth-bladed rotors better than
rough-bladed for high Reynolds numbers.
Figure 83: Sketch of the ratio of the lift/drag coefficient ratio versus Reynolds number. Source
[178]
[226] explains the results as a matter of balance between skin friction and
form drag. For low Reynolds numbers, the increase on "form drag" could have
a larger effect than drag from skin friction. Once a certain Reynolds number is
reached, the extra drag added by rough surfaces becomes more relevant in the
blade hydrodynamics, which would lead into a substantial drop on the total drag.
[178] analysed in depth the behaviour for the aerofoils for low Reynolds numbers
and the influence of the Reynolds number in the increase of the separation
resistance of the turbulent boundary layer is depicted in figure 83
On the other hand, [228] confirmed that, at high Reynolds numbers, a
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rougher surface of an obstacle favours the attachment of the fluid to the surface
and, therefore, reduces the size of the shed vortex. Also, [204] and [229] show
that the interaction between vortex and blade over its rotation. The effect of
this interaction could be diminished if the successive generation of flow sepa-
ration is reduced by roughening the blades. This scenario is sketched in figure
84.
Figure 84: Flow over hydrofoil at a high angle of attack: a) rough blade; b) smooth blade
20. Roughness and rotor characteristics
In this study of the roughness, blades were made from two different materials,
polyethylen plastic (Material A) and polyamide thermoplastic (Material C). The
blades of Material A where trimmed and shaped from a chunk of material in
a mechanical workshop at Cardiff University. The blades of Material C were
manufactured by a rapid prototyping procedure known as laser sintering and
they came out rather rough due to the manufacturing process. After testing the
blades made of Material C, they were sanded and painted in order to reduce their
surface roughness which yielded an intermediate roughness and this material is
denoted Material B.
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Quantity Variable A B C
Average height Ra [µm] 0.9 5.5 19.3
Minimum height Rv [µm] 4.8 25.7 78.1
Maximum height Rt [µm] 11.7 46.0 138.5
Average maximum height Rz [µm] 8.4 36.9 133.1
Root mean square height Rq [µm] 1.2 7.4 24.0
Kurtosis Rku [µm] 4.5 4.9 2.9
Skewness Rsk [µm] -0.5 -1.75 -0.2
Table 24: Roughness statistics of Materials A, B and C
The blade roughness was measured with a surface profiler measured at half
way point in the chord direction, direction where lift and drag forces are gen-
erated . The instrument (Talysurf Series 2 - Taylor Hobson, [230]) consists of
a contact-less gauge with namometric precision. The measurement data were
analysed by the instrument’s accompanying software to obtain the roughness
statistics of each surface. An example of surface roughness data and software
output for Material A is presented in Fig. 85. This sample shows the corre-
sponding surface profile for the smoothest material, and the software is also
able to provide on its own the main features of the surface. The outputs of
the roughness measurements and analysis of the three blades are summarized
in Table 24.
In order to characterize the blades’ hydrodynamic performance it is necessary
to convert absolute roughness heights of the blade into the relative (or sandpa-
per) roughness ks, with the goal of classifying the roughness following Nikuradse
[231]. As Bons acknowledges [232], conversion from absolute roughness values
to a sandpaper roughness roughness is not trivial. Bons [232] provides an ex-
cellent literature review of how absolute roughness is converted into a ks value.
For the three materials used in this study, converted ks values are provided in
Table 25. They are obtained as an average of 17 proposed conversions which
are given in Table 26.
A hydrodynamic appreciation of blade roughness is obtained from the rough-
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Figure 85: Software output from Taylor Hobson’s Talysurf 2. Spatial distribution of the blade
surface elevations and statistical data
Table 25: Relative roughness Reynolds numbers
Material ks Re∗(0.72 m/s) Re∗(0.98 m/s) Re∗(1.15 m/s)
A 6.6 1.1 1.5 1.7
B 36.4 6.3 8.2 9.2
C 125.3 21.8 28.2 31.6
ness Reynolds number (Re∗), which is calculated as Equation 34 displays, where
the friction velocity, u∗ is estimated conservatively to be 10% of the relative ve-
locity w, which is computed from equation 12 for the onset of stall, i.e. θ = 60o
and for λ = 2.0 which, on average, corresponds to peak power extraction. In this
study, three different approach flow speeds were considered, i.e. U0=0.72, 0.98,
1.15 m/s and, therefore, the blades of the different materials were subjected to
a range of roughness Reynolds numbers. Minimum and maximum values of Re∗
for each material and for each of the three approach flow velocities are provided
in Table 25. The blades made of Material A are hydrodynamically smooth (i.e.
Re∗ < 3), and the ones made from Materials B and C are considered to be in
the transitional range (i.e. 3 < Re∗ < 100). Blades made of Material C however
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Author Formulae Mat A Mat B Mat C
Speidel - 1962 Rz/5 1.68 7.38 26.61
Forster - 1967 Rz/2.56 3.27 14.42 51.98
Forster - 1967 2Ra 1.84 11.08 38.64
Forster - 1967 7Ra 6.44 38.78 135.24
Koch and Smith - 1976 6Ra 5.52 33.24 115.92
Bammert and Sandstede - 1976 2.2Ra0.88 2.04 9.92 29.79
Schaffler - 1980 8.9Ra 8.19 49.31 171.95
Barlow and Kim - 1997 16Ra 14.72 88.64 309.12
Hoffs et al. - 1996 Rz 8.38 36.92 133.06
Guo et al. - 1998 Rz 8.38 36.92 133.06
Bogard et al. - 1998 4Ra 3.68 22.16 77.28
Boyle et al. - 2001 2.1Rq 2.54 15.46 50.34
Boyle and Senyitko - 2003 4.8Rq 5.81 35.33 115.06
Bunker - 2003 10Ra 9.20 55.40 193.20
Shabbir and Turner - 2004 8.9Ra 8.19 49.31 171.95
Zhang and Ligrani - 2004 1.9Ra 15.92 70.15 252.81
Hummel et al. - 2005 5.2Ra 4.78 28.81 100.46
Average 6.6 36.4 125.3
Table 26: Roughness statistics
are appreciably rougher than blades made of Materials A and B.
Re∗ =
ksu∗
ν
(34)
The turbine itself was 0.30 m in height, had a radius of 0.2 m and had an
aspect ratio (height divided by diameter) of 0.75. A disc of 4 mm in thickness
connected the blades to the shaft. The blades were shaped according to the Ep-
pler 715 - 100% thickness and the set of experiments involved tests with three
chord lengths and three flow speeds. Therefore, up to nine different Reynolds
chord numbers were put to test, from 5.8·104 to 1.*·105. Froude number had
values from 0.35 to 0.52, showing that the tests were undertaken under subcrit-
ical flow conditions. The influence of blade roughness was examined for three
approach flow velocities, U0=0.72, 0.98, 1.15 m/s, and for different turbine so-
lidities, σ = nb·c/(piD), achieved by using blades of different chord lengths (c=8,
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10, 12 cm). Finally the significance of the number of blades on the performance
was also tested (nb=2, 3 or 4).
21. Results and discussion
The first set of tests used rotors comprising three blades of 8 cm chord length
(σ=0.19) and made of materials A, B and C, respectively. Their performance
was evaluated for three approach flow velocities, i.e. U0= 0.72, 0.98 and 1.15
m/s, respectively. The turbine characteristics curves which are presented in
Figure 86 show that at the lowest flow speed the effect of roughness is fairly
small, as all three curves appear to collapse. Nevertheless, the low Reynolds
number causes might prompt the fact that the turbine performance is quite
poor (Cp<20%). At high flow speed the turbines with blades made of materials
A and B behave similarly, reaching peak efficiencies of Cp=30%, and both clearly
outperform the turbine with the rough blades. The latter only reaches Cp ≈20%,
which is approximately 30% less than turbines featuring smoother blades. It
seems clear that the value of Re∗ becomes more relevant for high flow speeds.
Further tests were performed considering rotors that comprise three blades
with varying chord length, i.e. 8, 10 and 12 cm, which yielded turbine solidities
of σ = 0.19, 0.24 and 0.29, respectively, with the goal of studying the combined
effect of blade roughness and turbine solidity. Figures 87 and 88 present turbine
characteristics curves for the low approach and high approach flow speed and for
blades made of Materials B and C. As before, the influence of blade roughness is
negligibly small for the lowest approach flow velocity, and the testing reflects the
significant effect of solidity. The turbine with the smallest blades performs worst
with Cp,max ≈ 18%, whereas turbines with larger blades and higher solidity
achieve Cp,max ≈ 24-26%. The rotor with c=10 cm blades performs best for
this low flow speed.
Blade roughness affects turbine performance negatively, as can be seen by
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(a) U0 = 0.72 m/s (b) U0 = 0.98 m/s
(c) U0 = 1.15 m/s
Figure 86: Turbine performance curves of rotors comprising blades of different materials and
for three different flow rates. Three-bladed rotor, σ=0.19.
comparing Cp,max values of the two rotors. The rotor with the highest solidity
(c=12 cm) performs best for 1.15 m/s, and the performance gain due to us-
ing smoother blades is approximately 10% of the relative efficiency. The low
solidity rotor spins faster (i.e. it operates at higher λ) and thus the difference
in performance between smooth bladed rotors and rough bladed rotors is more
substantial; rotors with smooth blades perform approx. 30% better than rotors
with rough blades.
Turbine rotors with two, three and four blade configurations (c=10 cm and
σ=0.16, σ=0.24, σ=0.32), were tested with the aim of establishing the ad-
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(a) Material B (b) Material C
Figure 87: Turbine performance curves of rotors comprising blades of different materials and
different chord length at U0= 0.72 m/s. Three-bladed rotor.
ditional influence of number of blades on turbine performance. These three
different setups each have their own advantages and drawbacks as seen in the
previous chapter. As Figure 89 shows, four-bladed turbines perform worse than
three-bladed turbines, which perform worse than two-bladed turbines. As be-
fore, the turbines with smoother blades (Material B) perform better than the
ones featuring rougher blades (Material C), most notably at higher speeds, and
there the gain in performance is approximately 27% for two-bladed rotors, 33%
for three-bladed rotors and 36% for the four-bladed rotor, i.e. the more blades
the more influential is blade roughness. Although the results are linked to the
influence of the number of blades, this is not completely precise. In this case,
the effect of roughness in the turbine performance is influenced by a combina-
tion between number of blades, solidity and Reynolds number. Thus, results
must be analysed carefully, as rotors with different number of blades but same
solidity values have not been tested.
The observations and findings made with the help of Figures 86 to 88 suggest
that the increase in friction drag due to surface roughness cannot be compen-
sated by delay in flow separation (onset of stall) as was hypothesised above.
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(a) Material B (b) Material C
Figure 88: Turbine performance curves of rotors comprising blades of different materials and
different chord lengths at U0= 1.15 m/s. Three-bladed rotor.
Even though the results obtained from the experiments have been plotted
with the approach flow speed as main variable, an analysis of power curves versus
Reynolds numbers was carried out. This study might explain more precisely the
impact of effect of blade roughness. Figure 90 shows that roughness has barely
no influence for low Reynolds numbers, whereas at high Reynolds numbers
there is a drop in the performance for rough-bladed rotors. These results are
consequent with the physics [178]. Experiments undertaken for vertical axis
wind turbine [226] and horizontal axis tidal turbine [227] follow the behaviour
of the lift to drag ratio described in figure 83.
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(a) U0 = 0.72 m/s (b) U0 = 1.15 m/s
Figure 89: Turbine performance curves of two-, three- and four-bladed rotors comprising
blades of different materials at two flow speeds. c=10 cm.
Figure 90: Comparison between results experiments carried out for this thesis, [226] and [227]
A parametric analysis of the results show that the critical Reynolds chord
number number from which rough blades start performing worse than smooth
blades is within the range [8 ·104−9 ·104], quite close to 7 ·104, value considered
in [178]. Besides, roughness Reynolds number using sandpaper roughness (ks)
was found as a good approach in order to enlighten the phenomena. Hence,
around Re∗ > 25 appeared to be the critical value where smooth-bladed rotor
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provided a more efficient extraction of the kinetic power.
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Part VII
Wake characteristics at maximum
efficiency
22. Introduction
This chapter of the thesis is focused on providing new data sets of wake
velocities and water elevations for a cross-flow tidal turbine. In addition to
these measurements undertaken at the Hydraulics lab in Cardiff University, a
complete comparison with the data found in the literature for horizontal axis
tidal turbines has been evaluated, with the aim of shedding some light to the
complex hydrodynamics that are involved in the physics around a vertical axis
hydrokinetic turbine.
The interaction between the coastal environment and tidal power converters
must also be taken into account in order to precisely calculate the dimensions
of the turbine structure. In this study [233], the wave-current interaction with
horizontal axis turbines has been analysed for horizontal axis tidal turbines, and
this has been confirmed to have a significant effect on the performance, depend-
ing on different factors like flow velocity, wave intensity or distance between the
top of the rotor and the water surface.
As the main tidal devices are based on horizontal axis rotors, research that
has addressed the study of the wake of tidal stream turbines focused mainly on
these specific rotors. Several articles of research that have studied wake charac-
teristics with computational models can be found in the literature. These works
[218] and [234] have analysed the performance of these devices in a blocked
channel and the resulting flow velocities field, running numerical simulations
which use RANS as its turbulence model. Comparable studies have been per-
formed using LES, taken using the disc actuator theory [235] or a complete rotor
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composition [236].
Experimental research has also been carried out in order to measure the
flow velocity field. [237] and [238] studied the wake characteristics for different
horizontal axis rotors using an Acoustic Doppler Velocimeter (ADV), and [239]
was capable of analysing the wake interactions between tidal turbines set in
the same streamwise cross-section. This instrument enabled the measurement
of the three velocity components in downstream positions and also evaluated
the influence of the turbulence intensity. Another item of equipment named the
Laser Doppler Velocimeter (LDV) has been used by [240], providing good visual
data thanks to the utilization of a radial measurement mesh.
Not many research works quantified the variations in the water level for tidal
turbines. [234] provided water surface data on their simulations which agree to
some extent with the experimental results from [241]. In this study, the differ-
ence of water levels upstream and downstream of the turbine location has been
measured in the streamwise centreline using a drop depth gauge. In addition
to the previous data about wake velocities and water depth, [242] quantifies
the influence that the turbine degree of submergence has on the performance.
These findings are valuable in terms of calculating the dimensions of a full-scale
turbine according to environmental and geometrical site conditions.
The measurements of wake characteristics that are presented in this research
work should be evaluated according to the level of constriction that an obstacle
(a turbine in this case) produces in the flume. The acceleration on the flow that
an obstacle creates in a constrained channel has been analysed, not only for a
tidal turbine but also for different kind of obstacles [243]. Thus, this section of
the thesis includes the calculations of the drop on the water surface that arises
in downstream positions because of the effect of the flume blockage previously
analysed.
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23. Experimental set up
Experimental research was undertaken in the Hydraulics laboratory in or-
der to understand the hydrodynamics associated to the wake of a vertical axis
hydrokinetic turbine. Flow velocities were measured up to 10 D of distance
downstream using a Velocimeter, the water surface was monitored using wave
probes, and a comparison between wakes originating from a horizontal axis tur-
bine (from other research studies) and the wake derived from the vertical axis
turbine here described was elaborated. The experiments were carried out at an
operational point very close to the maximum efficiency that the turbine is able
to provide in these precise facilities.
Figure 91: Sketch of the laboratory set up, main dimensions and reference points
The laboratory system is the same as for the rotor parameters experiments
and consisted of a mechanical brake which adds resistance to the turbine motion,
a contactless torque transducer which measures the extracted torque, and a
rotary encoder in order to measure the rotational speed. Figure 91 shows the
main dimensions that are required to define the rotor’s position according to
our coordinate axes.
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Flow velocities were measured for a mean flow speed of 0.98 m/s. This veloc-
ity gives a Reynolds number of 5 ·105 when water depth is the main magnitude,
whereas it is ≈ 1 · 105 when chord length is considered as the main dimen-
sion. The Reynolds number plays a key role as some studies detected that low
Reynolds values do not favour the appearance of high lift-to-drag ratios. As a
result, power coefficients are not as high as they could be in faster waters as seen
in the preceding sections. However, this velocity seems to be within the range
of Reynolds numbers where the turbine hydrodynamic forces are completely de-
veloped. The instrument used for flow speed measurements was an Accoustic
Doppler Velocimeter, using a sampling frequency of 25 Hz and a sampling time
of 30s period for every point. Figure 92depicts the mesh of points where the
velocity was measured.
Flow velocities were measured for a mean flow speed of 0.98 m/s. This veloc-
ity gives a Reynolds number of 5 ·105 when water depth is the main magnitude,
whereas ≈ 1 · 105 when chord length is considered as the main dimension. The
Reynolds number plays a key role as some studies detected that low Reynolds
values do not favour the appearance of high lift-to-drag ratios. As a result,
power coefficients are not as high as they could be in faster waters as seen in
the preceding sections. However, this velocity seems to be within the range
of Reynolds numbers were the turbine hydrodynamic forces are completely de-
veloped. The instrument used for flow speed measurements was an Accoustic
Doppler Velocimeter, using a sampling frequency of 25 Hz and a sampling time
of 30 s period for every point. 92 depicts the mesh of points where the velocity
was measured.
Water elevations were extracted for the same flow speed. In every location
of the flume, the Froude number stood always below 0.75, which means that the
flow has not reached supercritical values. This fact implies that inertia forces
prevail when compared to the gravitational forces, and no hydraulic jump occurs.
Two wave probes were utilised in order to measure water elevations (figure 93).
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Figure 92: Mesh of points for the flow velocities measurements
Experiments were run with a sample frequency of 20 Hz and every position was
recorded for a 30 s period. Probes were calibrated every day, as the increased
rate of the water conductivity changes 2% per 1◦ approximately. Two probes
enabled the extraction of around double the amount of data that was extracted
on the water velocities tests for the same amount of time. The water level
measurements were more focused on the near-wake, with the aim of recording
as accurately as possible the step originated on the wake. Therefore, the density
of measurement points was weighted from near to far-wake, as shown in figure
94.
Tests were based on a three-bladed rotor; aiming to have a balance between
high performance, even load curves and turbine self-starting, with blades featur-
ing a twist angle of 30◦ . The blade shape used was NACA 4415 at an optimum
pitch angle of +5◦ . This set up has been tested previously and in other re-
search, presenting good blade efficiency values [187]. Solidity is a parameter
with a significant influence on the turbine performance. This parameter can be
understood as the ratio between the length of the rotation circumference which
is occupied by blades. Thus, the turbine’s solidity is 0.29, trying to follow on
from previous studies using these facilities and also moving within the range
of most efficient values that different studies featured in their research work.
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Figure 93: Wave probes disposition in the Hydraulics flume
Power curves according to the pitch angle and the performance of this rotor
area are defined in greater depth in the following section, as this blade shape
was chosen for the intermediate tests.
Figure 94: Left: Mesh of points for the water surface measurements. Right: Picture of the
wake surface downstream.
24. Results
Adopting an approach flow speed of 0.98 m/s, the rotor previously described
was tested in order to record in detail the flow velocity field and the elevations
of the water surface. In order to obtain quality data that represents the hydro-
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dynamics linked to the turbine operation in authentic conditions, the rotor was
spinning close to the maximum efficiency, i.e., near the peak of the efficiency
curve from figure 95, λ=1.91, Cp=38 %. The precise maximum efficiency was
difficult to be kept in operation for a long period of time, therefore the selection
of the operational point was not a straight-forward issue. The combination of a
set up that added some irregular friction to the turbine rotation and the high
levels of turbulence intensity provided a non-steady turbine motion. However,
the experiments were carried out just 1% away from the peak efficiency value.
Therefore, a safety factor was somehow applied, a practice that is also common
for full-scale turbines.
Figure 95: Left: Power coefficient curve. Right: Torque coefficient curve. Red dot, fixed point
for wake measurements. Approach flow speed = 0.98 m/s
24.1. Flow velocity field
The mesh of points where flow velocities have been measured was fine and
acceptable enough as to provide a reliable interpolation of the velocities in the
three dimensions of the space. The Inverse-Distance Weighting interpolation
(IDW) was chosen, selecting eight as the number of power parameter points.
Plots for the mean streamwise velocity (Um) at z/d = 0.25, 0.5, 0.75 are
displayed in Figure 96. The influence of the turbine as an obstacle can be
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(a) z/d=0.25 (b) z/d=0.5
(c) z/d=0.75
Figure 96: Visualization of the downstream stream-wise velocities
observed, with an increase on the velocities on the flume sides (y/B < -0.4, y/B
> 0.4) and a loss on the flow speed values near the centreline of the flume. The
velocity values for z/d = 0.25 differ substantially compared to the velocity field
at half the height of the turbine than the same comparison taking into account
the velocities for z/d = 0.75. This divergence could be due to the presence of the
water surface near the top of the turbine blades. The counter clockwise rotation
of the turbine does not seem to have a great impact on this component of the
velocity, as just a slight asymmetry on the flow acceleration that is generated
on the sides was recorded.
Opposed to the data gathered from the mean streamwise velocities, mean
spanwise velocity (Vm) and mean vertical velocity (Wm) expose better the effect
of the turbine rotation (figure 97). The distribution of the spanwise velocities
follows almost identical patterns, delivering positive velocities for y/B < 0 and
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Figure 97: Left: Spanwise velocity distribution for z/d=0.5. Right: Vertical velocity distri-
bution
negative velocities for y/B>0. The counter clockwise rotation produces higher
velocity values in the y-direction in y/B < 0 than in y/B>0 , but this quanti-
tative divergence does not impede the evaluation that the contour Vm/u = 0 is
quite coincident with the plane corresponding to y/B = 0.
Figure 98: Vorticity distribution, z/d = 0.5
The vertical velocity Wm exhibited two distinct sectors depending on the
y/B value and the distance on the y-direction. Thus, positive vertical velocities
can be recognised on the wake in the region -0.4 < y/B < 0.4 between 1.5 D
and 2 D, whereas negative vertical velocities are generated in the outer regions
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between the channel sides and the turbine range of action.
The impact that the turbine rotation creates on the hydrodynamics can
be examined in terms of vorticity. Vorticity in the streamwise direction (ω¯) is
displayed in Fig. 98, showing clearly that the highest vorticity values are located
at y/B = ±0.4, where the limits of the turbine extension are located. In the
near wake, the trail of the turbine rotation is perfectly defined. Nevertheless,
from x/D = 6 onwards, the vorticity influence is almost non-existent. Vorticity
was calculated as Equation 35 displays.
ω¯ = ∂Um
∂y
− ∂Vm
∂x
(35)
Figure 99: Velocity deficit distribution, Z= half turbine height
The velocity deficit is recognised as the ratio between flow velocity (Um)
and approach flow speed (Uo) compared to 1 and is presented in Fig. 99. This
parameter is similar to the streamwise velocity plot as the upstream flow speed
is close to 1 m/s. The velocity deficit distribution graph shows that the hy-
drodynamics are clearly dependent on the turbine geometry and the channel
dimensions. Hence, the acceleration of the flow on the turbine sides reaches
values up to 50% of the approach flow speed. The velocity deficit graph shows
that, 10 diameters away from the turbine on streamwise direction, the recovery
of the upstream velocity conditions was not completed. Conversely, velocities
close to 0 are observed on the centreline for 1.5 and 2D, values that have certain
similarity to other studies that analyse the wake for horizontal axis turbines.
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Figure 100: Velocity deficit distribution, z/d = 0.5
A better approach to appreciate the evolution of the velocity deficit is the
analysis of the velocities in spanwise cross-sections (Fig. 100). The recovery of
the velocity is not fully achieved, as the velocity deficit is not a constant zero at
x/D = 10, but the range of velocity deficit values delivered by the measurements
for x/D = 10 is within the range ±0.05. There is no evidence in the results to
assume that the shape of the curves changes significantly due to the counter
clockwise rotation.
24.2. Water surface elevation
A similar methodology to the one carried out for the flow field was adopted
for the interpolation of the water surface data, though the number of power
parameters points used in this case was four, as every point of the mesh was
included in a 2D plane (XY).
The three-dimensional image of the water surface is depicted in Figure 101.
A clear difference between water elevation values upstream and downstream is
noticed. No remarkable pattern is observed for upstream position, apart from
being quiet constantly above the initial water depth. The downstream region is
very descriptive, as a step on the wake is perfectly depicted within the range 0.5
< x/D < 2. This V-shape step separates the lowest elevations that the turbine
creates from the higher points of the water surface.
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Figure 101: Water surface interpolation
Further away from the turbine action (x/D > 2), the water levels acquire a
more uniform distribution in the y-direction. The step generated close on the
wake downstream close to the turbine is dissipated, and the highest water levels
in any cross-section along the channel are found in the centre of the channel
(y/B ≈ 0).
Figure 102 shows in detail the interpretations already described. The lowest
values of the water elevations are formed around y/B ≈ 0 and a is the closest
distance to the turbine in the x-direction, 0.5 D.
The figure also presents certain periodicity on the water elevation for the
upstream sector. In order to dismiss the possibility of obtaining this periodic
behaviour due to the turbine operation, the water surface was measured with
no rotor installed. The comparison between centreline is included in figure
103. As the water surface curve without any rotor exhibits a wavy shape, with
similar wobbles upstream to the curve y/B=0 with a rotor, the assumption of
wave generation due to the turbine rotation was dismissed. Thus, the sinuous
discrepancies between the water elevations without a rotor and a constant water
height of 50 cm are must be bounded to certain frequency that is intrinsic to
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Figure 102: 2D water surface elevation
flume conditions and pump system characteristics.
24.3. Comparison to HATT
With the aim of contrasting our data and examining the differences between
wakes from Horizontal Axis Tidal Turbines and Vertical Axis Tidal Turbines, a
comparison between studies based on laboratory experiments was elaborated.
Experimental research carried out by [238] showed a flow acceleration on
the sides for a similar y/B value, but this increase is just around 20% of the
incoming flow. This difference between velocity fields could be explained as
a matter of rotor geometry, as horizontal axis rotors comprise less area than
vertical axis turbines that feature the same radius. On the other hand, both
sets of experiments present similar blockage ratios (β = 18 % in this study,
β = 16 % in [238])), therefore the difference between results should not be
fully interpreted as an effect of the channel blockage. The turbulence intensity
(I) (mean flow velocity over standard deviation) could be a parameter with
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Figure 103: Main curves of the water level distribution along the channel
an influence on the velocity field, and [244] and [245] demonstrated that this
parameter has a great impact on the wake evolution. Thus, the compared tests
were run for an approximate I = 2% , much lower than the value delivered in
the Hydraulics lab, 14%.
Figure 104: Comparison of mean streamwise velocities between experimental studies of Hori-
zontal Axis Turbines and the presented data. I = 2% in Tedds, I ≈ 12% in Stallard, I ≈ 14%
in the case of study.
Other studies of research that present domains wide enough to dissipate any
blockage effect ([239] with experimental testing, [234] based on numerical simu-
lations) do not display those strong accelerations on the turbine sides. (β = 6%,
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β= 3% , in turn). Figure 104 shows a comparison between velocity deficit curves
from the two mentioned experimental studies and the results herein presented.
Although similar trends are formed, the deficit near the turbine displayed higher
values in the case of the vertical axis tidal turbine than for the other horizontal
axis turbines cases. Further away from the rotor, a pronounced decrease on the
streamwise velocity arises, and the velocity experiences a recovery that follows
a logarithmic curve. When x/D=10, the velocity has reached up to 92% of the
approach velocity on the x-direction.
In terms of water surface measurements, [241] presented information of the
water levels that their horizontal axis turbine created. The data was measured
in the centreline of the flume and for two flow speeds that are much faster
than the case of study, 1.8 and 2.35 m/s. Although differences between tests
are significant (β = 12%, larger turbine dimensions, and another distance from
the top of the blades to the water surface), a similar trend can be noticed.
According to the figure 105, higher Reynolds numbers would extend the effect
of the turbine rotation on the decrease of the water levels. On the other hand,
in spite of performing with a flow speed almost 50% slower compared the 1.8
m/s tests from [241], the lowest normalised value of the water level is almost
identical (1-z/d ≈ -0.13).
In the upstream region, [241]’s tests showed a quasi-instantaneous recovery,
as the results for x/D=1 are already near or even lower than the initial water
depth. This fact does not coincide with the measurements from this study,
because the initial values of the water surface are not reached even after x/D=6.
In their numerical model based on LES, where a single horizontal axis tur-
bine and different arrays of turbines was simulated, the tests in [246] delivered
a similar behaviour on the water surface to the conduct observed in the vertical
axis tests. Therefore, the small rise before the turbine rotation and the signifi-
cant decrease on the water levels downstream from the turbine rotation are also
in evidence. In addition to this aspect, the initial water depth was not reached
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Figure 105: Comparison of the water surface elevations between experimental studies for
Horizontal Axis Turbines and the presented data. Bahaj et al. [1], U0= 1.8 m/s, Bahaj et al.
[2], U0= 2.35 m/s (both data extracted from [241]), Exp, U0= 1m/s
for the furthest positions of their simulations (x/D=-10 D and x/D=10).
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Part VIII
Field testing in a representative
environment
Hydrokinetic turbines remain at an early stage of their development, and the
main reasons consist of financial constraints and the difficulty of their construc-
tion and operation.Thus, arranging the testing of the physical modelling in a
naturalistic environment is no simple matter. Aiming to find a reliable source of
information, and to find verification of the knowledge gathered from the litera-
ture and from previous experiments, an optimized design of a vertical axis tidal
turbine was tested in a quasi-natural environment. The whole turbine structure
was then manufactured, then tested at a water sports centre, simulating various
different scenarios. These facilities provided the chance to test a tidal turbine
under very turbulent flows. This was similar to a real environment, but offer-
ing the additional advantage of better control over the turbine deployment and
monitoring. As a result, it was possible to test the performance of the turbine
at different flow speeds and at various degrees of submergence.
Experimental tests of tidal turbines in real world conditions are not com-
monly displayed in scientific publications, but some studies can be found in the
literature. These studies demonstrate the usefulness of such real world data.
Projects such as [247], [68], [202] and [180] tested a vertical axis tidal turbine in
a natural environment, presenting a wide number of results, which characterize
perfectly the performance and behaviour of the turbine. [247] tested a cross-flow
turbine with twisted blades. It employed a platform which was piled into the
seabed, holding the 3.6 m height rotor in place. The research team in [68] tested
their rotors using a towing boat to replicate the effect of a moving flow. They
quantified the effect on a diffuser introduced by variations in the pitch angle and
on the rotor solidity. [202] tested a Darrieus turbine set 5 m high in the Strait
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of Messina, using a floating base and leaving the power take-off system above
the water surface. [180] took advantage of a bridge pier to ensure the position
of their Darrieus turbine, and tested the efficiency of different blade shapes and
pitch angles.
In general, results in an unblocked environment usually appear more scat-
tered, due to the randomness of the environmental conditions. But the infor-
mation gathered in intermediate scale testing is essential for the final design of
a full scale hydrokinetic turbine. The studies introduced here suggest that the
efficiency of vertical axis turbines varies between 16% and 39%. Although the
range of values is wide, these efficiency rates are fairly high compared to, for
instance, Savonius turbines [248].
With the objective of analysing the performance of a rotor design for a
vertical tidal turbine, a large series of tests was carried out - first in the facilities
at Cardiff University and then in a relevant unblocked environment. Although
experiments in the laboratory provided useful knowledge regarding the rotors’
performance in fully and partially submerged conditions, the influence of a very
turbulent flow and higher flow speeds cannot be ascertained through laboratory
testing alone. Thus, we built a whole, scaled-up turbine system, choosing a
water sports centre as the venue for testing the prototype.
25. Experimental testing
25.1. Hydraulics Laboratory
As explained earlier in the present work, the laboratory setup is composed
of a home-made mechanical brake (to add resistance against the turbine ro-
tation); a frictionless torque transducer, which measures the extracted torque;
and a rotary encoder, whose purpose is to measure rotational speed. The whole
structure is supported by bearings which are placed on a solid structure above
the water and on the flume bed (Fig. 47).
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The cross-flow turbine used in these experiments is a three-bladed rotor, with
blades featuring a helical twist of 30◦. Research findings have confirmed that
the fewer blades the higher the efficiency, but a two-bladed rotor is not capable
of starting the rotation on its own. Although introducing twist to the rotor’s
blades leads to lower efficiencies when compared with a straight-bladed rotor,
this blade twist provides improvements in terms of such significant properties as
a higher rotational speed, more constant torque curve or a better self-starting
characteristic.
Previous works concluded that hydrofoils must possess several essential prop-
erties if they are adopted for the blade design and, at least, they must display
a sufficiently high lift-to-drag ratio. Also, the blade shape should not be tested
without taking into account the influence of the pitch angle. In this research
project, the blade shape NACA 4415 was selected. Similarly cambered NACA
foils have been tested in previous studies. For instance, [187] tested the hy-
drodynamical force distribution for some NACA cambered and non-cambered
shapes, having displayed encouraging blade efficiencies in cambered NACA foils.
Analysing the lift and drag coefficients for a fixed Reynolds number obtained
from [190], larger ratios of CL/CD are found for the NACA 4415, encouraging
the adoption of this profile for future testing (Figure 106).
Figure 106: Lift coefficients versus AoA for different Re = 105
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The turbine aspect ratio, i.e. the ratio between the turbine height and
turbine diameter, is 1.2. This value tries to strike a good compromise between
a high rotational speed and a low blockage ratio. Blockage ratio (β) can be
expressed as the ratio between the respective areas of the turbine cross-section
(Ar) and the flume cross-section area (Af ). The blockage ratio is 0.18 in this
study and, despite this being only a low value, a slight increase on the efficiency
due to the blockage effect must not be ignored.
The rotor blades have been tested in the laboratory for various Reynolds
numbers and for different degrees of submergence. Altering the distance be-
tween the top of the rotor (z) and the water level reference (d = 500 cm), a
reliable description of the turbine performance with regards to the degree of the
rotor submergence was achieved. The dimensions and main parameters of the
laboratory setup can be seen in Fig. 107.
Figure 107: Sketch of the laboratory setup, including the main dimensions of the NACA 4415
rotor.
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25.2. Field testing
After the long rack of tests carried out for the present thesis and its cor-
responding analysing and data post-process, a final and optimized design for
our cross-flow turbine based on the rotor just described was accomplished. Al-
though the experiments have showed us the knowledge that our project needed
for the initial design: the structural behaviour of the turbine, the influence of a
natural environment and how the prototype faces other important issues cannot
be found out just with tests in a laboratory.
The White Water Rafting Centre is a water facility located in the Interna-
tional Sports Village, Cardiff, UK. This centre provides a water channel with
an approximate width of 10 meters - enough to rule out the existence of any
blockage capable of affecting the turbine performance (figure 108).
Figure 108: Left: Top view of the White Water Rafting Centre. Top right: Upstream per-
spective. Top down: Downstream perspective.
The sufficiency of the water’s depth was an issue that had to be taken into
consideration. In order to achieve the required water depth in the artificial
channel, the up and downstream cross-sections were modified. Any change in the
cross-section obstacles would display an impact on the channel’s hydrodynamics,
affecting not just the water height but also the flow speed and position of the
recirculation zones.
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The flow discharge was capable of being varied from 4 m3/s to 10 m3/s.
Consequently, the flow speed could also be easily modified, allowing testing of
the turbine performance at different velocities. The flow speed measurements
were initially carried out using a flow meter (Valeport Model 002). Pulses were
generated with the rotation of the impeller head, and average values for every
10 second period were recorded. As shown in Fig. 4, the turbine rotation could
exert a substantial impact on the flow speed measurements - a fact that gave rise
to the running of the last channel set up using a velocimeter (Nortek Vectrino)
and without the turbine in position. Collecting velocity measurements through-
out the three-dimensional space, with a specific frequency of 20 Hz and without
the turbine operation, the device allowed us to use the same methodology as
that in the laboratory, and to prevent turbine interference exerting an impact
on the incoming flow speed.
Figure 109: A CAD representation of the turbine tested in the White Water Rafting Centre,
and the positioning of the devices for flow speed measurements.
In order to analyse the magnitudes of the power produced, and to achieve
precise control over this power, a generator able to transform mechanical energy
into electricity and an electrical system was attached to the turbine. Following
this idea, a permanent magnet generator (PMG) with a maximum output power
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of 200 W was connected to the shaft. Since this generator outputs AC current,
the electricity from the PMG is driven into an inverter, changing the current
to DC. Once current has been modified by the inverter, it reaches a load bank
comprising two variable resistors in series, rated at Ω each. After the resistors,
a multimeter (Fluke 123) is placed (A) - for measuring the current and then to
measure voltage (V ) from the electrical circuit (Figure 110).
So as to measure the rotational speed, a contactless magnetic encoder was
placed on top of the shaft (a RLS rotary magnetic encoder LM13). Its analogue
signal was transformed by a Labjack U6 and redirected to a laptop, providing
data with a frequency of 200 Hz and allowing tracking of the position and
rotational speed of the turbine at any moment of the rotation.
Figure 110: Electromechanical circuit and data acquisition system.
As mentioned previously, the manufactured prototype was based on the de-
sign tested at the Hydraulics laboratory. The main components of the design
are described in the following points.
1. Support Base. A concrete base was chosen to bear the loads coming from
the turbine, adding stability to the structure and protecting the generator with
a waterproof case. This support base has an irregular octagonal 3D shape. And,
although more material - and therefore resistance - was created in the intended
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flow direction, the regularity of the shape provides significant structural support,
independently of the resultant forces. The chosen type of concrete is made of
light aggregate with steel fibres, aiming for a combination of low weight (so as
to deploy the turbine without the need of a crane) and high resistance from the
fibres.
2. Rotor. The parameters used in the experimental laboratory testing have
been used to scale the rotor up. Hence, NACA 4415 with 30 ◦ and 5◦ angle
of pitch, blade height of 56 cm, a solidity and aspect ratio maintained at the
level of previous experiments: 28% and 1.2 respectively. Chunks of polyamide
were shaped at the University’s mechanical workshop, resulting in a weight of
approximately 1 kg per blade.
3. Generator. A permanent magnet generator (PMG) with a nominal power
output of 200 W was attached to the bottom of the turbine. As no gearbox was
installed, the mechanical power from the rotor was driven through a coupling
directly to the generator, whose optimum rotational speed is 200 rpm. It is
possible to achieve such velocities for this turbine size. But, for larger scales, it
will be necessary to investigate the utilization of gearboxes or specific generators
capable of working with low velocities. All the characteristics of the turbine
design are shown in table 27 and drawings that define the device in depth are
included in the Appendix (Figure 129).
Table 27: Summary of the turbine’s main characteristics.
Gravity Base Rotor Generator
Max. Dimensions 750x1500x Blade Shape NACA 4415 Description Permanent Magnet
900 mm Blade Height 560 mm Generator (PMG)
Weight 260 Kg Twist Angle 30◦ Output Rate 200 rpm
Density Concrete 1910 kg/m3 Solidity 28.9 % Max. Efficiency 87 %
Water/Cement 0.59 Weight 3.1 Kg Starting Torque 0.03 Nm
Steel fibers 0.05 % Material Polyamide Diameter 246 mm
(Nylon) Height 300 mm
Diameter 400 mm Weight 11 Kg
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26. Results
26.1. Hydraulics Laboratory
Pitch angle test were carried out applying the same methodology as in the
previous section. As a result, power curves for three different angles of pitch
were obtained. The NACA 4415 shape displayed an optimum pitch angle for
+5◦ for flow speeds of 1.09 m/s. This value was also confirmed by the torque
curves (figure 111). For these tests, the operational range of the turbine was
enclosed between +2.5◦ and +7.5◦, value enclosed between. These tests were
undertaken using discs as a connection between blades and shaft, providing a
radius of 20 cm and a height of 30 cm (β = 0.12).
Figure 111: Pitch angle tests for NACA 4415 blade shape.
The influence of the turbine’s level of submergence was tested in detail in
the laboratory flume, at two different flow speeds: 0.72 m/s and 1.09 m/s. Both
experiments display the parametric performance of this particular rotor for fully
submerged conditions - which knowledge assists us in quantifying the potential
power and torque distribution for future turbine upscaling. However, as Fig.
112 show, there is a substantial contrast between the tests’ results in terms of
the efficiency they describe. Taking as a reference z/H = −21% for both curves,
the efficiency curve for 0.72 m/s drops not just in terms of efficiency; also the
whole curve is shifted, due to the lower values of λ. There are research articles
in the literature [177] [178] suggesting that with low Reynolds numbers the lift-
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to-drag ratio does not reach optimum values. Hence, the performance of some
rotors within the cross-flow turbines range could vary depending on the existing
Reynolds number. These low efficiency values agree with other experimental
tests, such as [71] or the present study, in which tests the cross-flow rotors did
not reach peak efficiencies and quasi-constant efficiency curves up to Reynolds
numbers based on the chord length close to 7 · 104 and 9 · 104.
Figure 112: Efficiency curves for the fully submerged rotor. Top: U0= 0.72 m/s. Bottom:
U0= 1.09 m/s
The behaviour of the turbines for different levels of submergence is distinct.
The curves for z/H = −21% are similar for the lowest flow speed, therefore it
can be assumed that the turbine performance starts to drop at z/H = −7%.
However, with a flow velocity of 1.09 m/s, the performance already drops sub-
stantially at z/H = −14% . These results imply that an overlay distance
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between the top of the rotor and water surface must be increased according to
the Reynolds number. This has proven to be a technical constraint to take into
consideration.
Figure 113: Efficiency curves for the partially submerged rotor. Top: U0= 0.72 m/s. Bottom:
U0= 1.09 m/s
The rotor also exhibits different operational behaviour when the turbine is
partially submerged. Tests for U0=0.72 m/s indicated that the turbine can
operate with up to 33% of the blade height covered by water (z/H = 33%)
whereas, when the tests were undertaken with a flow speed of 1.09 m/s, the
turbine was able to rotate at up to z/H = 50% (figure 113).
Certainly, the torque distribution becomes more uneven. But both mean and
peak values remain quite low compared to those for a fully submerged device.
These results could imply that, whilst the turbine is partially submerged, the
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turbine could keep generating some power without reaching the extreme torque
values sufficient to damage the structure.
Figure 114: Efficiency curves corrected using Ac for partially submerged rotors. Top: U0=
0.72 m/s. Bottom: U0= 1.09 m/s
A corrected efficiency curve is plotted in Fig. 114. It has been considered
that Ar is no longer constant in partially submerged turbines, because not the
whole of the blade height is immersed. Hence, Ar has been rectified as Ac
following (Equation 36).
Ac = D · |H − z| = Ar · |H − z|
H
(36)
The resultant efficiency curves are closer to the z/H = 0 curves, but still
far from replicating the peak efficiencies. It is remarkable that, in the range
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20% > z/H > 0% and for the highest speed, the turbine started spinning faster
than it had in more immersed scenarios. This positive behaviour was then
diminished; after this moment, the turbine setup could not achieve similar peak
efficiencies. A possible explanation for this phenomenon could reside in the
water depth difference between the upstream and the downstream positions. A
lower water depth downstream could perhaps favour faster spinning while low
torque values are being generated, because the most beneficial force distribution
on the turbine rotation is created in the upstream blade positions [170] [173].
Meanwhile, when torque is produced, those parts of the blades that are not
adding any force in the downstream positions could become detrimental to the
performance. The differences in the water level can be observed in figure 115. A
remarkable decrease can be observed in the water depth downstream and also
an increase in the upstream region.
Figure 115: Laboratory pictures for z/H=0. Left: no operation. Right: the Maximum
efficiency point for U0=1.09 m/s, with flow from left to right.
26.2. Field testing
Continuing the turbine prototype development, various tests were under-
taken at the White Water Centre with a scaled up rotor and a whole structure
holding the device in position. Three tests were completed with the turbine
partially submerged, and two tests with a z/H value at least smaller than 0
(water depth values were not measured). Every experiment was based on flow
speed measurements carried out using the flow meter, except for the last one
- in which the velocimeter was employed. Flow discharges varied from 4 m3/s
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to 8 m3/s, and the configuration of the cross-sections up and downstream were
transformed in order to change the flow velocity and the water depth.
The first rack of tests was run with a certain degree of uncertainty. Despite
the fact that previous calculations testified to the strength of the structure, the
real impact of the forces, displacements and vibrations were not found out until
the tests were conducted. In terms of self-starting, the turbine started spinning
for every single test when the water stream had reached about 1/3 of the blade
height (z/H = -66 %). This behaviour supports the identification of this design
as one that ensures the self-starting of the rotation - a topic that has been
addressed in different research studies [76], [249].
The partially submerged tests displayed curve patterns similar to those ob-
served in the laboratory tests. In these study cases, the turbine was able to
spin at z/H values close to 40%, and these low submergence values - which were
not performed in previous tests - were likely achieved here because of higher
upstream flow speeds. Depending on the area that is chosen for the calcula-
tions, the power curves can change drastically. However, an approximation of
the effective rotor areas was taken realistically, based on site pictures (figure
116).
The power coefficient curves were consistent, showing similar drops in the
efficiency, and verifying the findings from those previous experiments undertaken
in the laboratory. The peak values of the efficiency were fairly high, reaching up
to 30.5% of the efficiency shown in a TSR close to 1.75. As for the laboratory
tests, third order polynomial curves where used for plotting the efficiency curves,
not accurately matching the results but instead adding a stable approach to the
data. Nonetheless, the data acquired in the above mentioned study are much
more detailed than the data acquired from field testing here.
The two tests agreed with the free-spinning value of the tip speed ratio: close
to 2.5. It is more difficult to conclude a value for the λ that corresponds to the
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Cp curve peak, because this is where the data oscillates the most. However, it
can be identified this value as being within the range 1.65-1.85 (figure 117).
Figure 116: Field testing pictures. Top left: U0=1.40 m/s, z/H ≈-60 %. Top right: U0=1.28
m/s, z/H ≈-50 %. Bottom left: U0=1.40 m/s, z/H ≈-10 %. Bottom right: U0= 1.83 m/s,
z/H>0%.
Significant information can be also extracted from the fully submerged effi-
ciency curves, because these curves are very similar. However, as the optimum
power rate of the attached generator is 200 rpm, the power extraction system
achieved higher efficiencies for U0=1.83 m/s, because the rotational speed values
were closer to the optimum rate. Therefore it can be assumed that efficiency
values for U0=1.35 m/s could be even greater.
Flow speed measurements can be observed in Fig. 118. he first four experi-
ments were based on the readings from the flow meter. Although this instrument
provided accurate information in terms of average values, its low frequency did
not permit a deep analysis of the flow velocities. Hence, a velocimeter was in-
stalled for one of the tests, in order to measure the three velocity components
and its fluctuations over time. [250] considers that the turbulence intensity
(I), has a substantial influence on the fatigue loads that a tidal turbine has
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Figure 117: Field testing results. Left: Efficiency curves for different degrees of submergence
and the flow meter used for flow velocities. Right: Efficiency curves for z/H>0.
to endure. For our field testing site, I=27% for the mean streamwise veloc-
ity. Despite being a fairly high value, [251] describes other natural locations -
which showed similar turbulence ratios - and also indicates that the turbulence
intensity could be specific to the site characteristics.
Figure 118: Flow speed measurements. Left: velocimeter readings for streamwise velocity,
U0=1.35 m/s. Right: flow meter readings for total flow velocity.
The impact of the turbulence on the flow can be observed in the rotational
speed and torque data. Figure 119 hows the great oscillations in both sets of
data. The higher the flow speed, the higher the standard deviation for both
parameters. Especially significant is the data deviation on the torque values
for the highest speed. Although no turbulence data exist from those tests, it
can be assumed that the appearance of significant spikes in the torque curve is
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attributable to enduringly high turbulence flows. These characteristics must be
taken into account, because irregular torque curves could lead to the emergence
of structural problems due to vibrations [69].
Figure 119: Data extracted from the highest efficiency operational point reached during the
fully immersed tests. Left: rotational speed. Right: torque.
26.3. Comparison between results
The main power coefficient curves from the two racks of tests are shown in
Figure 120. A drop on the efficiency and in the λ is clearly visible when the
turbine was operated in the water centre. Several possible disadvantages can
be said to lead to such a decrease in performance. The influence of the flow
blockage in the laboratory could be seen as playing a role, as β=0.18.
In addition to the blockage impact, the electrical approach added further
losses to the power intake. Thus, the generator cannot convert the entirety of
the mechanical power that it is receiving from the rotor rotation. The generator
used for the power extraction is stated as having an 87% maximum efficiency
rate, and the optimum rate of 200 rpm has never been reached for the peak
power coefficient values. Also, the inverter we used claims to have an 97%
efficiency rate. The fact that it has not been possible to determine the actual
degree of submergence of the blades for the field testing must be highlighted.
Hence, the exact value of z/H was not obtained. And pictures and data cannot
conclude whether more immersed blades would improve the efficiency curves
produced by the turbine at the unblocked facilities.
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Figure 120: Comparison between laboratory and field testing results. Field tests: U0=1.83
m/s. Laboratory: U0=1.09 m/s
Finally, the accuracy of the equipment used for the flow measurements was
not ideal. A possible acceleration or deceleration of the flow could have occurred
due to the influence on the hydrodynamics of any of the parts in the turbine
structure. For instance, the shape of the support base could have increased
the flow in the area close to the impeller. And it must be acknowledged that
efficiency curves are very sensitive to the approaching flow speed, as Cp and λ
are directly dependent on this value.
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Part IX
Discussion
The analysis of the performance and behaviour of VATTs has been challeng-
ing the scientific community for the last decades. Many factors exert a great
influence on the experiments outcome, which means the research on this field
usually involves certain degree of uncertainty. Some of the topics here studied,
tested and analysed were previously explored, but the pieces of work found in
the literature hardly ever agreed in their conclusions. One of the main aspects
that characterises the experimental testing is the laboratory flume. Practically
none of the laboratories in the research centre share the same geometric and
hydrodynamic properties, therefore the initial and boundary conditions differ
between studies. The geometrical and structural conditions of the flume are crit-
ical parameters for the tests development. Hence, not only width, length and
height are key factors for the development of the tests, but also development,
but power pump models, flume surfaces and even temperature and salinity play
a substantial role. In addition to this, the hydrodynamical conditions of a par-
ticular flume are again very hard to be emulated. Velocity fields, Reynolds and
Froude number, together with the flow turbulence are unique to each labora-
tory. Finally, and as it has been proved in the present work, the materials of
the experimental set up of the turbine might be defined and identified as well
due to their significance. Thus, the roughness of the materials used for the
blade manufacturing must be measured and also be consistent for all the exper-
iments. Additionally to these circumstances, the blockage of the flume due to
the presence of a moving obstacle such a vertical turbine becomes as one of the
factors with the greatest impact on the outcome of the tests. I personally find
this lengthy description to be necessary in order to understand the reason why
research studies with similar characteristics differ in their results. Furthermore,
these considerations also show the restrictions related to small-scale testing and
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state how important intermediate-scale tests are for a complete understanding
of this technology.
Having said that, this substantial test regime and its post-process provided
enough information to evaluate some essential parameters for VATT’s perfor-
mance and also found out very interesting engineering solutions in terms of
efficiency optimisation. Moreover, direct comparison between different set ups
was possible, giving very valuable data for future turbine manufacturers. Table
28 displays the most and least efficient set ups for each analysed parameter, to-
gether with the peak of the performance curve and its corresponding tip speed
ratio.
The main part for, not just a tidal turbine but any turbine, is the shape
of the blade. Up to five different blade shapes were tested in the facilities at
Cardiff University in order to analyse in our facilities its influence on the turbine
performance and also to compare to other pieces of research. The optimum pitch
angle for the five shapes had to be tested firstly, as it was proven that a mere
analysis of the blade shapes without finding the most efficient pitch angle would
not allow an accurate evaluation of the performance delivered by the shape.
The commonly-tested NACA shapes outperformed the Eppler shapes, although
the gaining margin in terms of energy extraction was minor. The best shape
was found to be the NACA 4415 for a pitch angle of 5◦ whereas NACA 63412
clearly performed worse than the other four blades. It is significant the fact
that each optimum pitch angle blade was always found for positive pitch angles
(tip of the blade outwards) and within a short range [+2.5◦,+7.5◦]. On the
other hand, turbines with negative pitch angles never provided better results
than positive angles, which is consequent with the literature and the physics.
As lift and drag forces are clearly dependent on the Reynolds number and the
fact that the range of flow stream velocities in a estuary can be enclosed within
the values slower than 4.0 m/s, further research might focus on a more in depth
analysis of the blade shape according to the characteristic Reynolds number of
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Table 28: Peak Cp and λ for each experiment
Parameter Turbine TSR Cp Value
Performance
Flow speed Best 1.9 0.36 1.15 m/s
Worse 1.6 0.26 0.72 m/s
Blade shape Best 2 0.365 NACA 4415
Worse 1.95 0.12 NACA 63412
Pitch Angle Best 1.88 0.37 +2.5◦
Worse 1.5 0.245 -2.5◦
Solidity Best 1.82 0.39 29 %
Worse 2.35 0.29 19 %
Number of blades Best 2.8 0.415 2 blades
Worse 1.65 0.325 4 blades
Angle of twist Best 1.85 0.36 0◦
Worse 2.35 0.27 45◦
Spokes shape Best 1.55 0.24 NACA 0012
Worse 1.5 0.21 Squared
Winglets Best 1.6 0.335 3D winglets
Worse 1.35 0.265 No winglets
Cylindrical Obstacles Best 1.4 0.36 Obstacle in 3_NW
Worse 1.2 0.24 Obstacle in 9_NE
Shaft size Best 2.1 0.39 r=10cm
Worse 1.92 0.345 r=70cm
Inner blades Best 1.95 0.32 3 outer + 0 inner
Worse 1.6 0.75 3 outer + 3 inner
Blockage Best 2.05 0.425 β =0.22
Worse 1.4 0.26 β =0.12
Roughness Best 2.25 0.3 ks=6.6
Worse 2.3 0.4 ks=125.3
the environment.
The influence of rotor solidity on the performance of the turbine is not easy
to be studied without taking into consideration the number of blades of the
turbine set up. Although they are clearly intertwined, the results suggest that
they should not be treated as just one parameter. Looking at the outcome of
the experiments that tested the influence of the number of blades, two-bladed
turbines with a low solidity value (16 %) provided the most efficient and fastest
turbine. However, when pinning the number of blades of the turbine to three,
the best set up in terms of power coefficient was performed by the highest
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solidity rotor (28%). On top of that, the three-bladed turbine design with the
lowest solidity (18%) was the least efficient of the set ups. As a conclusion,
the analysis of both parameters must be analysed both individually and jointly.
Looking into the most efficient rotor with ability of self-starting, a three-bladed
turbine with a solidity of 28 % must be considered as the best rotor design. The
two-bladed turbine would provide higher efficiencies indeed, but the self-starting
tests showed that this design would need an extra device to thrust initially the
rotor and therefore start rotating. Turbines with three and four blades displayed
good responses in terms of self-starting.
The experiments carried out in order to study the effect of adding twist on
the turbine blades provided very interesting results. Certainly this is one of
the most important parameters because an the optimum value is very difficult
to be obtained. This is because different angles deliver different pros and cons
that should be considered by prototype designers. The straighter the blade is,
the more efficient the design will be. However, the more twisted the blades are,
the more beneficial for the set up in terms of self-starting and torque curves.
To design, create and manufacture the prototype for the intermediate-scale
tests, a balance between efficiency and favourable self-starting characteristics
was adopted, choosing 30◦ as the angle of twist. Another relevant conclusion
that can be extracted from the experiments is the need of using hydrodynami-
cally smooth spokes, otherwise the struts will add drag to the turbine rotaiton
and therefore they will slow down the device. Thus, NACA 0012 was adopted
to build the spokes for the turbine design.
Apart from these experiments where a certain parameter was analysed in
detail in order to find the optimum value, other kind of experiments were carried
out with the objective of studying innovative ideas and concepts to improve the
efficiency of the design. The study of the influence that winglets could exert on
the turbine efficiency can be included within these category. These tests and the
corresponding results provided one of the most relevant findings of this research.
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Thus, it has been found that Winglets can enhance the efficiency of the turbine,
and a particular design has been proved to improve the device. In addition to
this, the fact that the radius of the shaft must not overcome certain threshold
must be also taken into consideration for future VATT designs. According to
the tests, the ratio shaft radius / turbine radius must be smaller than 0.15 so
that the losses can be minimised. Probably a large radius would slow down the
flow at the downstream sector, which would imply a reduction on the lift and
drag forces generated by the hydrofoil.
The presence of obstacles on the flow which modify the hydrodynamics with
the aim of accelerating the flow where more beneficial for the turbine rotation is,
yielded very promising results. Having thought of engineering ideas to enhance
the structural support of the turbine, a possible increase of the turbine efficiency
was also analysed. The interpolation of the results provided a map of best and
worse locations. Ideally, this kind of test should be tested for larger scales to
corroborate that this increase on the efficiency is not caused by any small scale
effect.
Finally, the study of the role that the material roughness brings on the tur-
bine performance was tested and analysed. In general, high blade roughness
affects negatively the capacity of extracting power of the turbine. Thus, the
roughest blades (ks ≈ 125) provided the worse results in both efficiency and
rotational speed. On the hand, the smoothest blades (ks ≈ 5 and 25) per-
formed quite similarly. Therefore, these findings will encourage engineers and
manufacturers to design VATT with low relative roughness values.
This extensive series of tests showed a large number of improvements and
delivered values or specific ranges where the power coefficients can reach their
maximum. In figure 121 is displayed the difference between the most and least
efficient set ups for all the tests carried out for the creation of this thesis (the data
to create this graph comes from figure 28. Clearly, the optimisation process was
successful and a positive improvements for the turbine performance was found.
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Figure 121: Best and worse results for each experiment presented in this thesis
The last two chapters of the thesis provide data is quite remarkable. The
wake of the VATT has been measured for first time according to the writer.
Although flow measurements using ADV is a common practice in the research
community, not many researcher have used tidal gauge to measure the water
elevation of the wake any tidal turbine, neither horizontal nor vertical axis tur-
bines. The analysis here presented could be extremely useful for future engineers
if this type of turbine is finally designed for large scales. Also, the accuracy of
the tidal gauges was better than expected firstly. Therefore, the tests have also
proved that this technique could be used for further research. The quality of
the data could be also used to calibrate numerical models that operate with free
surface.
Finally, the intermediate scale testing corroborated several uncertainties of
the design related to small scale. Thus, rotor and structure were proven to de-
liver great results, which is a milestone for continuing improving the technology.
Also, the prototype was able to bear very turbulent flows, which is supposed
to be a significant parameter for larger scales. The comparison between the
corresponding performance curves for intermediate and small scale prototypes
were very consistent, and the obvious drop on the performance can be observed.
In hydrodynamic terms, further work that take into account length scale effects
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would be necessary to improve the knowledge in the performance and behaviour
for this technology when scaled up.
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Part X
Conclusions
An extensive array of tests were carried out at Cardiff University in order to
get a hydrodynamical optimisation of the rotor. Then, a new design for a cross-
flow turbine was analysed in depth for small and intermediate scales. Processing
the data and extracting information and conclusions from the results guided the
optimisation of the rotor and has added knowledge to the scientific community.
This technical solution for the rotor is a trade-off of parameters that control the
behaviour and the performance of the turbine – rotational speed, torque, self-
starting, etc., but aiming to maximise the turbine efficiency. The wake of this
optimised VATT was fully measured as well and, to the author’s best knowledge,
utilised techniques that have never been used before for these purposes and
delivered very accurate results.
1. Experimental tests have being carried out at Cardiff University to under-
stand and quantify the different parameters and components that have an
effect on the performance of a cross-flow turbine. Different turbine designs
were compared in order to optimise the turbine efficiency. In addition to
this, the data extracted from the tests confirmed that the facilities are
suitable for these types of testing and provided reliable data.
• The influence that the blade shape exerts on the rotor performance
must always be analysed together with its pitch angle. The lift to
drag ratios at different Reynolds number might help to optimise the
best blade shape in terms of efficiency.
• The influence of rotor solidity on the performance of the turbine is
high, and is consistent with the existing knowledge. Low-solidity ro-
tors reach higher rotational speeds when compared with their higher
solidity counterparts. However, high-solidity rotors provide higher
torque to the turbine system.
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• The number of blades per turbine rotor plays a big role in their
performance too. Two-bladed rotors perform best, probably due to
lower wake-blade interaction than, for instance, four-bladed rotors.
Generally, the fewer blades the faster the turbine spins, and the less
significant the additional effect of blade roughness. On the other
hand, the influence of the number of blades does not keep solidity
constant, which could distort the outcome. In addition to this, two-
bladed rotors will not self-start and their torque output per revo-
lution is much more uneven than, for example, four-bladed rotors.
Turbines with three and four blades have shown similar responses to
self-starting processes.
• An angle of twist on the turbine blades might decrease the efficiency
of the rotor, but provides interesting advantages. For instance, the
larger the angle of twist, the lower are the load curves and the better
self-starting behaviour was observed.
• If the connection between blades and shaft is carried out using spokes,
these spokes must provide low drag coefficients. If the shape is not
hydrodynamically smooth, the spokes will add losses to the power
extraction
• Installing winglets at the end of the blades and placing obstacles
upstream and downstream of the turbine increases the efficiency of
the rotors; this might encourage further research in the near future.
On the other hand, the inclusion of blades at different distances to the
shaft or to increase the size of the shaft does not add any advantage
to the turbine design.
• The effect that a constrained blockage provides to the rotor perfor-
mance was assessed and evaluated at our facilities. High efficiencies
were reached for higher blockage values, a fact that could be relevant
if this tidal turbine is to be adapted to other purposes.
2. A series of experimental tests were carried out in the hydraulics laboratory
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with the goal of assessing the influence of blade surface roughness on the
performance of vertical axis turbines. Several conclusions can be drawn
from the results.
• It has been shown that blade roughness negatively affects the turbine
performance and, the rougher the blade, the poorer the performance
of the turbine. This is irrespective of other important turbine pa-
rameters such as turbine solidity or the number of blades.
• The negative effect of blade roughness is much more significant at
higher approach flow speeds. At low flow speeds rough-bladed tur-
bines perform just as well as smooth-bladed turbines, however at
these low Reynolds number, the turbine performance does not reach
high efficiency values.
• The hypothesis that turbines with rough blades could benefit from
a delay in the onset of stall or in a reduction of drag has not been
confirmed; quite the contrary, and it should be discarded based on
the findings presented herein.
3. The testing undertaken at the hydraulics facilities provided measurements
of the main wake characteristics that a vertical axis tidal turbine generates
when operating. Flow velocities were measured in downstream position,
up to x/D = 10, and water elevation was tracked in the upstream and
downstream regions.
• Strong accelerations of the flow on the sides of the turbine were de-
tected. Velocities up to 1.5 times faster than the approach flow speed
were reached, a fact that could be attributed to a combination of
the turbulence intensity, the blockage effect or the rectangle cross-
section of vertical axis tidal turbines. The mean streamwise velocity
experienced a critical decrease at close positions, undergoing a loga-
rithmic recovery rate two diameters away from the centre of the tur-
bine, within the range of values from other studies that analysed the
wake form horizontal axis turbines. The upstream velocities were not
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reached again at the furthest distance of the far-wake (10 diameters),
as the streamwise velocity did not reach the same upstream velocity
value and the flow at the channel sides was still slightly faster.
• The water surface measurements and its interpolation provided very
useful data in order to complete the wake characterisation. Thus,
3- D figures enabled the visualisation of the V-shape of the wake
and to obtain the difference on the water depth between upstream
and downstream accurately. The rise on the water level upstream is
8% compared to the initial water depth at six diameters away from
the turbine, and a trend that indicates the downwards evolution of
the water level upstream cannot be figured out. On the contrary,
the recovery rate of the water depth downstream is recognised, and
the water elevation at six-diameters distance has almost reached the
initial depth.
• These results aim to shed some light to the understanding of the
hydrodynamics of the wake created by vertical axis tidal turbines.
Further work should be focused on lower blockage ratios, in order to
compare the impact of this effect and to apply the data and knowl-
edge gathered from these experiments to natural environments and
future arrays.
4. A new design for a cross-flow turbine was analysed in depth at both small
and intermediate scales. This experiment presented the chance to test a
tidal turbine in an environment very similar to that in the real world, but
with the additional advantage of complete deployment control. These tests
can therefore be considered unique, due to such unusual characteristics.
• An obvious drop in the turbine performance emerged according to
the degree of submergence of the turbine. Through our testing, the
results have pointed to a clear trend: that the higher the approach
flow speed is, the more immersed the rotor needs to be.
• The power coefficients achieved from the intermediate scale testing
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were lower than those for the small scale, but were slightly higher
than the expected range. The blockage effect, electrical losses and
the level of submergence were expected to detract more significantly
from the turbine efficiency.
• These results provide initial data testifying to the structural limits
of the turbine, in terms of explaining how some of the limitations
will affect a future scale-up. The efficiency curves show a range for λ
where the maximum power is extracted - this knowledge is important
when working to optimise the power take off.
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Appendices
Experimental Apparatus
Figure 122: Example of the experimental set up used for part of the experiments. The set up
is based on discs as the connection between blades and shaft.
236
Figure 123: Detailed drawing of the discs used for part of the experiments.
237
Figure 124: Detailed drawing of a twisted bladed used for part of the experiments. Straight
blades had the same distribution of holes and distances
238
Figure 125: Example of the experimental set up used for part of the experiments. The set up
is based on spokes as the connection between blades and shaft.
239
Figure 126: Detailed drawing of the piece that connected spokes and shaft, set up that was
used for part of the experiments.
240
Spokes shape
Figure 127: Detailed drawing of the spokes used for part of the experiments.
241
Winglets
Figure 128: Detailed drawing of the winglets used for part of the experiments
242
Field testing
Figure 129: Drawings of the prototype tested at White Water Rafting Centre
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